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EXPERIMENTS 18 PAHAMAGNETIC RELAXATION.

The reach for a better resolution.

Vfhen-electron paramagnetic resonance was discovered, a highly sensitive technique .

had become available to study the magnetic properties of matter. In the field of paramagnetic

relaxation it presented a valuable complementary technique to the older method of studying

the frequency dependence of the magnetic, complex 'susceptibility, χ·= χ' -1χ", by superimposing

an a.c. field parallel to the Zeeman field. It has the. disadvantage-of being'essentially "-
:
'.'--

restricted to one magnetic field· (per equipment).- ' · • · ;;"".. '"..--.

In the early days noisy video crystals still limited the sensitivity of the.method

and suitable fast switching devices were not yet developed. A method v/as then proposed and

executed by Eschenfelder and Weidner
1
' to study the power transfer from the electron spin

system towards the lattice by measuring the saturation of the resonance line. The method

vras later followed by Bolger ' and Drewes
J
'. It could only be applied to magnetically

undiluted or slightly diluted samples and in these the interpretation of the,results proved

to be exceedingly complex.

The improvement of sensitivity (by super-heterodyne systems) then created the

possibility to study more diluted samples; at the same time the development of low power '

pulse suppression techniques made the determination of the recovery possible and thus a very

direct observation of the relaxation time.

As higher magnetic dilutions than 10 did not appear tc be necessary to understand

the physics of the spin-lattice power transfer, the possibilities of improving the

sensitivity further were not extensively used. The main limitation to obtaining a clear

understanding had become that the variety of proposed relaxation mechanisms seemed to be

unlimited and thcz the different mechanisms could not be separated from each other.

This thesis presents two attempts to improve the resolving povier of the relaxation

measurement technique.

The first attempt reconsiders the old technique of steady state saturation. When

used in conjunction with the pulse technique it offers the possibility to obtain additional

information about the system in which all time derivatives are zero; in addition, non-linear

effects may be distinguished from each other.

The second attempt is a systematic study of only one system: Cu in the Tutton salts.

The systematic approach, the high accuracy of the measurement and the sheer amount of

experimental data for varying temperature, magnetic field and concentration made it possible

in this case to separate the prevailing relaxation mechanisms reliably. A model for yet

another relaxation mechanism can be proposed.
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P A R T I

THE SATURATION METHOD

An equipment design



- h -"

1." IHTROOÏÏCTION. · .

In the extensive amount of data which is presently available on electron-spin-lattice"

relaxation, the cases which can be described by a single ̂ transition probability for, all

spins are relatively rare.-In many cases^the well established pulse saturation/recovery

technique results in relaxt-iiibn behaviour which is non-exponential and may depend on the - '• '

way in which the saturation was reached. In .such cases the saturation method can be a

useful additional experimental tool: . . . '' ' " ' . . ' ' '

- it studies the spin system under the condition in which all time derivatives have -

vanished. - -

- it makes the study of the spin system possible under conditions of high spin temperatures:

The pulse method is unreliable here.

it can distinguish between various non-linear effects.

The saturation method does, however, have the drawback of a large technical complication

and experimental effort.

In this first part of the thesis the design of a saturation equipment is described:

Chapter 2 presents the saturation behaviour of resonance lines under various

assumptions for the prevailing relaxation mechanism. A comparison is made with .the

behaviour after a saturating pulse.

In chapter 3 the equipment design is described, with particular emphasis on a

definition of requirements and on the technical limitations.

The fourth chapter then presents the 'proof of the pudding1: An application of

ihe method to a number of cases where the relaxation mechanism is considered to be well

understood. Limitations of the equipment that became evident in this first test will be

identified, and recommendations for further development will be outlined.



2. SATURATION AMD -RELAXATION OF A RESONANCE LIME. ;'

In this chapter the interaction of spin systems' with phonon and photon radiation

will he considered. The spin system tends towards an equilibrium in interaction with thei-mal

phonons.-The ..thermal photons are, in our experimental conditions, too few to have any-.

influence, hut a photon field can be created with a very high photon occupation. From the •

steady state of intermediate saturation resulting when "both interactions operate

simultaneously, data concerning the relaxation mechanisms can be obtained.

In the system under study the -opins. will be assumed-to have sufficiently strong

mutual interactions to allow the use of average populations of. the energy levels at any

time. However, any energy reservoirs that may be connected with the dipolar interactions

will he disregarded. Initially, a two level system will bè considered of which the energy

splitting is:

e = g p H = TLW = k6 . (2.1)

where iu is the resonance angular frequency and δ is the level splitting expressed in

temperature units. Later, coupling with other orbital and spin states will be discussed.

Both the steady state and the transient response will be discussed; in order to

avoid confusion the following symbolism will be adopted for the population of- the Rnergy

levels:

The total number of spins is "Ή".

The instantaneous populations of the lower and higher levels is designated n
r
 and n^,

respectively, and the population difference is:

η = n
L
 - n

H
 ' (2.2)

The corresponding steady state values will be indicated in capitals: N, N. and N„,

For the special case of equilibrium with the bath, temperature the subscript e will be

used (N
e
, N

L e
 a=i N

H e
) ; these populations will follow the Boltzmann distribution:

N
L e
/ H

H e
 = exp(6/T) (2.3)

2.1. Interaction with radiation.

The tendency of a spin system to attain an equilibrium (i.e. the population of the

levels follows the Boltznann distribution) stems from the interaction with thermal radiation

baths. The strength of the (direct) interaction.depends on the number of bosons, that are

'on speaking terms' with the spin system:

C(5).B.p(6)

where C(5) is the density of boson states with a frequency iu = k5/h

Β is the interaction bandwidth

T>(6) is the average number'of bosons per boson state. - ' :
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In the case of the experiments described here a diluted spin system is embedded in

a crystal lattice. Its strongest interaction is that with the thermal phonone of which the

save length is assumed to be much larger than the dimension of the unit cell; the difference

between the longitudinal and transverse propagation velocity will be disregarded. The-- ƒ

density of lattice oscillators is then given in the Debye model:

C(6) = ^ ( ^ (2Λ)

V/hen the phonon system is in equilibrium, the average number of phonons is given by the

Bose-Einstein formula:

(2.5)
- exp(.o/T) - 1

In a typical experimental case, where the resonance frequency is 10 Hz (level splitting

of .5 K) and the temperature is in the liquid Helium range, the average number of phonons

per oscillator, p(6), is between 2 and 8.

It is instructive to compare the number of thermal photons and phonons ι -der these

conditions. The number of bosons per state is, of course, equal in both cases but the

density of states is smaller for the case of photons by a factor (c/v) . This factor 3 s

of the order of 1 0 .

As an illustration the example of a one cubic millimeter Lanthanum Magnesium

Nitrate (LMH) crystal containing 1% War* ions will be considered. Estimating the velocity

of sound to be 2xlCK cm.s and assuming an effective linewidth of 3 Oe the following

figures are calculated for a resonance frequency of 10 Hz and a temperature of 2 K:

Number of spins =
 %

II' = 2x10

Number of phonons = C(6) .p(6) .B = 2 x 1 0 ',10

n-6Thermal photon probability = 5 X10"

Although the interaction mechanism of photons with the spins is stronger than that of

phonons, their number is obviously far too small to create an appreciable transition

probability. In addition, it will be noted that the phonons 'on speaking terms' are

-outnumbered by the spins by a large factor. This may create problems for the energy

transfer and will be discussed in more detail in section 2.3.

The transition probability where a spin is transferred from the lower to the higher

Zeeman level will be designated ÏÏLH. ( U ^ for the inverse case). For the direct interaction

these probabilities are equal to the annihilation and creation probabilities of phonons

which, for each oscillator, depend on its excitation level. In average:

ULH = ïï ·
UHL = ΰ

 •

(2.6)

It should be noted that TI contains the density of states, C(5), and the interaction

bandwidth, B. - ^ • - '.
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The 'up' and 'down' transition probabilities under the influence of the same vibration

are not equal. The difference can be interpreted as the additional transition probability

due to spontaneous emission of phonons.

In addition to the above thermal radiation reservoirs» the crystal can be irradiated

with an externally generated electromagnetic field. The power absorbed. from this field can

saturate the population difference of the levels; it may also be.used to monitor this

distribution. The transition probabilities induced by this oscillating field can be •

designated W
L H
 and W ^ . They are equal by implication, because these bosons are not

connected with a thermal mode and spontaneous emission of a photon that is incoherent with

the applied field is highly improbable:

(2.7)IS =
HL

= W.
'LH

This photon field tends to equalize the occupations of the upper and the lower states and

therefore has a saturating effect on the spin system. The photons interact with the spins

directly (magnetically) so that their influence is greater than that of phonons. In the

above numerical example the direct relaxation time is 300 ms, and the transition probabilities

induced by the two different radiations (photons and phonons) is approximately equal when

o

the number of photons is in the order of 10 .

Although the photon absorption also depends on th& line shape this must not be

described in terms of an 'interaction bandwidth' but as the line intensity at the point of

irradiation. In order to avoid confusion this line shape efic.t will be hidden in W, but it

must be remembered that a single broad line is relatively weak, resulting in a low value

for 'ί.

In the following sections the behaviour of a spin system which interacts with the

phonon bath and is irradiated with photons will be described. The phonon bath is not

necessarily in internal equilibrium. The photon density can be pulsed, allowing the study

of the transient response.

2.2 Saturation and transient response.

«Then a spin system is irradiated with a photon field, it can absorb energy from this

field provided its Zeeman splitting is resonant with the photons. The way in which the

resonant absorption depends on the applied electromagnetic power will be shown for an

isolated resonance line; the effective spin is 1/2 and no hyperfine splitting is assumed:

l = 0 .

In such a two level scheme the following rate equation applies:

The same expression is valid for (-n
H
) because the sum of the two populations is. constant:

*H'. The rate equation can be rewritten in terms of the difference and the sum of populations

as: . · . ' .. .·' . . -



ή = - η (ar + u
L H
 +

 U H L
) + W « H L - *

ω
> <

2
·9>

This equation describes an exponential decay in which, as time tends towards infinity,

a steady state will be attained in which the population difference will be:

Η =
°HL -

,/(i +
21V

-) (2.10)
U
HL

 U
LH

The relaxation behaviour in vhich this population difference is reached can be determined

from (2.9). Assuming that the population difference at t=0 is n', the steady state, N,

wil" reached according to:

(N - n) = (N - n') exp[(-t/T)(l + 2 W T ) ] (2.11)

In this expression τ represents the spin-lattice relaxation time which is the inverse of

the phonon induced transition probability,

= <ÏÏHL D L H >
-ι

(2.12)

Irradiation of the spin system with photons of the resonance frequency creates a

transition probability, Vi, which can be expressed as an electromagnetic relaxation time,

τ
Ε Μ
 = (2Ϊ/Γ

1

(2.10) can then be written as:

Η,/H = 1 + 2ίΥτ = 1 + τ / τ
Ε Μ

(2.13)

(2. ΙΌ

The extent to which one transition probability dominates the other is a moasure of

the relative excitation, Ν /Ν. The time constant of the decay, tending towards the steady

state, becomes smaller than the spin-lattice relaxation time, τ, by the same factor:

* φ = 7C
T

T
sat

T
EM

art) (2.15)

It is clear that the electron spin-lattice relaxation can be studied

- either by measuring the time constant directly (2.11)

- or by measuring the steady state population as a function of Vi (2.1A)

In the first case due care must be taken to encure that 2WT is negligible, whereas in the

second case the very purpose of the experiment is to obtain high saturations. This

difference in experimental approach therefore allows the study of the relaxation "behaviour

from two complementary aspects.

Experimentally the population difference, η or N, can be studied by observing the

power absorption, P
H
, from the electromagnetic field. P^ can be expressed in the transition

probability, ϊϊ:

P
H
 = nV/kfi (2.16)

m the steady state measurement η depends on the generated transition probability so. that

with (2.1Ό:

= H
e
Bk6/(l + 2BT) (2.17) ·
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The power absorped from the electromagnetic radiation tends to an upper limit as W increases.

Formula (2.17) can better be presented i:i a slightly different fovm:

1 -I- 2WT _ 2WT
tghlö·/ at)

(2.18)

because W/P,, is open to easy experimental determination; it will be shown in chapter 3 that

W/P,, is proportional to (x 1 1)" 1. (2.18) then yields the relaxation time in a very simple wsy

For the time dependent approach (2.16) is written as:

x " = P H / W = nk6

and the decay can be followed directly.

(2.19)

In the above presentation of the saturation curve and of the time dependent behaviour

of a spin system no specific assumption was made concerning the mechanism that is responsable

for the interaction between spins and phonons. However, by implication the transition

probabilities, U ™ and Ü L H, were assumed to be independent of the populations in the levels, n

and n„. Furthermore it was assumed that a constant number of Bpins were involved in the

absorption line under study, and that all spins were equivalent. Several mechanisms that

comply with these conditions are well known. They mainly occur in very, diluted samples and

yield purely exponential decays, (2.11), and straight saturation curves, (2.l^). For these

linear processes the steady state saturation method is too complex a technique to study the

interaction mechanism. The linearity can be recognized from a purely exponential decay and

no additional information can be obtained from a saturation experiment.

However, in many cases the situation can be more complex. The study of the saturation

curve may then prove to be a useful additional experimental tool. A number of such systems

will be dxscdssed in the following sections.

Saturation experiments as described here can be treated in terms of a thermodynamic

model ' . The situation is then described with temperatures for the spin system, TB, the

phonons, Τ , the bath, T, etc., and with the heat contacts between these systems. Although

our approach is not basically different we have avoided the use of such terminology because

it necessitates certain approximations. These are considered to be undesirable if one wishes

to decide on the type of non-linearity from the shape of a saturation curve.

The thermodynamic analogue can be easily obtained from the definition of the spin

temperature on the basis of the Boltzmann distribution (2.3):

If
L
/N

H
 = exp(5/T

s
)

Ν and Ν can be rewritten with this definition and (2.1*0 converts to:

e

Ν

*H'tgh(6/2T)

*N'tgh(5/2T )
= 1 + 2WT

For the high temperature approximation this can be written as:

T
s
/ T = 1 + Zflr

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)
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2.3. Saturation and phonon heating.

The behaviour of a spin system under steady state saturation or after Ü pulse was

described in section 2,2 under the condition that the average phonon 'occupation'could be

described by the Bose-Einstein distribution function (2.5). In section 2.1 it was pointed .

out, however, that in a typical case the spins greatly outnumber the phonons^that'are

involved in the direct relaxation process. In consequence, for the above inscription to

hold, the heat contact between these phonons :on speaking terms' and the Helium bath or

with the rest of the phonon system must be many times better than that of the spin-phonon

interaction. The complication that occurs if this condition is not met is known as the

k)
'phonon bottleneck'. This problem was first recognized by Van Vleck . The transient

response of the spin and phonon systems has been treated in detail by Faughnan and

Strandberg'·'.

In the relaxation process phonons are, on the average, generated by the 'down

transitions' in the spin system; they are annihilated by relaxation towards the equilibrium

population, Pe(6). It is assumed that the phonon relaxation time, τ , is independent of

temperature in the low temperature range that we consider. The total rate equation for the

phonons on speaking terms is therefore:

ρ(δ)
- ρ(δ)

(2.23)

The factor of 2 in the denominator of the generating term is due to the fact that one spin

flip creates one phonon but contributes two units to the population difference.

The rate equation (2.9) for the spin system is still valid. However, as the phonon

system cannot be assumed to be in thermal equilibrium, the transition probabilities u^.

and D
L H
 are not constants that would follow the Bose-Einstein formula. They will therefore

be written as functions of the variable phonon density, (2.6), where the constant U will

be expressed in the direct relaxation time, T^, as. though it were not -phonon limited and

governed by the equilibrium phonon occupation, ρ (δ).

2ρ(δ) + 1 )
D
HL

 + U
LH

T
d
(2p

e
(6)

(2.24)

T
d
(2p

e
(6) + 1) j

These expressions are inserted in (2.9) to yield the rate equation:

η = _ -2- (2!ïT.
2pe(6) Td(2pe(fi)

(2.25)
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Es=Vk6tgh(6/2T)

np = (p*1/2)C(6)k6B

1

W/Ulfflllllllll,7
Ftcure a.l

Α ocheniati; representation Of the

bottleneck in the direct proceco,

Bhowinf; the power transfer Lottfeen

tne Gpin system, the phonor.c 'on

cpeskliic terms' and tlie batii.

The set of rate equations (2.23) and (2.25) describes the time development of the

spin system and the phonons on speaking terms. As time goes to infinity the steady state

populations will be attained. They can be derived more easily from the condition of steady

state in which all energy transfer terms are equal (figure 2.1):

= The power absorbed from the photon field:

P
M
 =

= The power transfer from the spin system to the phonons on speaking terms:

p
d =

k6[ w 2P(S) + 1 , *H* 1
- Μ —t—' + —! I

2p„(6) + 1 2p Γδ) + 1
e *e J

The power flow due to phonon relaxation:

(2.26.Μ)

(2.26.d)

(2.26.ρ)

using the condition that all forms of the power transfer in (2.26) are equal, it is

simple to express both ρ and Ν as functions of W. "These functions take a simple form if the

parameter σ, called 'bottleneck factor' by Scott and Jeffries
6
} is introduced:

τ
·η If k6/2 τ 'N'tgh (6/2T)

σ = -E . 2 _ _E
 m
 (2.27)

T
d
 C(6) B(p

e
 + l/2)k6 T

d
 2C(8)B

In addition to this simplification the excitations of the spin system and the phonon system

may be written in a reduced form:

H
e
/ N and (p + 1/2) / (p

g
 + 1/2)
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It will he noted that for temperatures that are much higher than the Zeeman splitting these

excitations describe the relative spin temperature, T
s
/ T , and the relative phonon

temperature, Τ / Τ , respectively. The saturation functions are now written:

[α-= ( 1 -2WTd) + [ (1 - 2WTd)c + 8WTd(l + o)J
U / 2

= ι +
2W
 ις

 T
d°

(2.28.P)

(2.28.N)

Finally the relation between ρ and Ν can be obtained by eliminating 2WT
d
 from equations

(2.28) and one finds:

Ρ * 1/2

Θ

o> (2.29)
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Figure 2.2 shows the excitation of spins and phonons as a function of 2WT
d
, for

three values of the parameter σ: 1, 9 and 99. together with "their assymptotes.

From this figure and from (2.29) it is seen that the phor.on temperature tends to

follow the Zeeman temperature for the lower, irradiations, and finally saturates.on a level,

1 + σ. This is a direct consequence of the fact, already mentioned earlier, that at high

saturations the absorbed paramagnetic power becomes independent'of - the. induced'transition

probability, (2.17).

Formula (2.28.N) describes the excitation of the spin system; it 'is the expression

•of a hyperbola of which only the section with H/N
e
 > 1 has a physical meaning. For low

saturations, where Κ = N
e
, the spin-bath relaxation time is approximately τ^(1 + σ). As R

tends towards zero for very high levels of the irradiating .power, the slope of the

saturation curve becomes assymptotically that of the direct spin-phonon process. Steady

state saturation thus yields a method of determining the direct relaxation time in a

phonon bottlenecked case.

The time dependent behaviour of phGnon and spin populations was derived by Faughnan

and Strandberg
5
' from the rate equations (2.23) and (2.25). These authors rewrite the rate

equations in a form:

ν = i [- ν + ΟΤΪ(1 - ν)]

w = ψ- [(ν - w) - οτ»(1 - v)l

where ν

and

Ρ

1 - η/η

(2.30)

(2.31)

• - *

Ρ - Ρ ο
Ρ + 1/2

- 1

From their presentation of the rate equations the relaxation rate in the two extreme cases

(high and low spin temperatures) can easily be determined:

- For high saturations v = 1 and formula (2.30) shows that the system starts to relax with

the direct relaxation rate, T J
1
,

- In the limit of low saturation the rates of change become very small and it can be

assumed that * τ
ρ
 = 0. For this case (2.30) can be written;

-w ν/τ.

T
d
 1 + σ(1 - ν)

The solution of this equation is:

γ- = - (1 + σ) 1η(ν) - σ(1 - ν)

or if i t is inverted:

ν = exp
[ V 1 + CT>J exp

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.3*0

At the l a t e r s tages of t h e decay ν & 0 and the measured sp in-bath r e l a x a t i o n time, τ , ,

i s approxir-*VLy:

Tb = V 1
(2.35)



If σ is large, the well known square law temperature dependence is derived from (2.2?):

T
 IS « T"

(2.36)

- For the condition that V
T
P
 l s
 ^ ^ e e r . - t h a n ^ ^ "

 l B S h
°

W n
 W ; the' authors th£t ; .

(2.33) is a very good approximation .not only fqr->v» saturations but f or the whole decay,-

v(t). This condition is very common and.the result /can be very useful if, the time -

dependence can be measured with sufficient accuracy.

The steady state solution and the time dependent solution give identical results in

the limiting cases of very high and very low spin excitations. It might be 'suggested that

for intermediate excitations, too, the instantaneous relaxation rate, determined from v(t),

and the slope of the saturation curve would have a one-to-one correspondence. However, this

cannot be true because the time dependence is not only determined by σ but also by the ratio

τ / Τ 4 few words must be said in this respect about the parameter σ. The form in which

dp
it was introduced in equation (2.27) presents σ as a ratio of relaxation times multiplied

by a ratio of energy contents. It can also be presented in the well known.form:

(2*37)

i?here C and C are the heat capacities of the Zeeman and phonon systems, respectively.

Prom this form it is clear that σ can be interpreted as "a ratio of heat resistivities.

The excitation of the spin system under steady state saturation is a function of the input

power and iLe heat resistivities but can not depend on the ratio of heat capacities.

This ratio, however, does appear in the description of the time dependent behaviour.

It is now seen that a number of bottlenecked systems could have the same saturation curve

but show different shapes of decay. Only for the extreme cases of high and low saturation

the results are directly comparable.

Es=Vk6tgh{6/2T)

(p»1/2)C(6)k6B

'ill

Α cchëoatic repreeentation or the bottleneck._±a tbe

direct, process parallel to an otfter l inear process.
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When the phonon bottlenecked direct process is the only process to be considered,

the bottleneck factor can be derived from the ratio of the derivative of the saturation

function at H
e
/ N = 1 and the slope of the assymptote when W approaches„infinity; this , ' . •--

ratio equals (1 + σ). Such a simple relation does not exist when
1
 a second relaxation process

(as for example the Raman process) contributes to the transition probability; the power flow

can then be schematically represented by two parallel processes as in figure 2.3. For this

case a formula analogous to (2.28.N) can again be derived:

The expressions for P
M
, Pj and Ρ are identical to those in (2.26) whereas for the

non-bottlenecked parallel process:

P
l = <

N
H°HL - (2.26.H)

For the power flow P
2
 one can write:

Γ, . Ν Hk6 Γ
 Ί
 .

 N
el

(2.38)

which becomes identical to (2.28.Ν) when P
£
 = P

H
 = WBk6.

For the system of figure 2.2 the steady state condition is:

P
M
 = Pi-Pa (2.39)

This can be written in terms of Ν /N and VT by using (2.26.M), (2.26.K) and (2.38) to yield:

— = 1 + 2W
Ν τ.

T
R
T

d
(l

R

T
d
(l

This form of the saturation function is indeed also the direct result for tLa relaxation

time, τ, caused by two parallel processes, having the relaxation times of the linear

process and the bottlenecked direct process:

T
R
 and T

d
(l + oN/N

e
)

respectively.

In (2.40) three parameters can be adjusted; a definition of the start slope and

assymptote does then not define the curve completely. The complete curve shape can be taken

into account if the formula (2Λ0) can be written as a sum Df terms of the form:

l
C

k
(N

e
/H)

m,
W *

The coefficients C
k
 can then be determined simply by a least square method. In this

particular case (2Λ0) can be written as:

.) + zg S_i_ + 2W—
Ν -rETd0-

ïïeTH+Td

(2Λ1)

and σ, τ
Η
 and T ^ can all be determined if the saturation curve is measured as Κ /Ν

versus W. .
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2.4. Multi level spin systems. : ,

When only two levels, had to be regarded; in the spin system a spin temperature could

be defined by imposing a Boltzmann factor on the population *atio of the two,levels.. This .

approach would also hold under conditions of partial saturation of the transition.. . .. ·'

When a spin can be in more than two-states, of which* the transition between two
;

specific ones is saturated, it will in general not be possible to describe, the ιpopulation

with a single Boltzmann distribution; on the other hand-it,is not possible to.regard the

irradiated transition in isolation, because the total number, of spins- involved in it will

not be constant under irradiation. In such cases the concept of spin temperature fails

under the steady state approach and the solution can only be given in level populations.

The steady state distribution can be calculated exactly, also for high irradiations; the

time dependent solution can become less accessible since it is dependent on initial

populations after the pulse.

2.4.1. The Orbach process.

7)

Orbach'' has pointed out that the presence of an orbital level within the reach of

the phonon spectrum leads to a resonant term in the Haman process. If one regards the

process as resonant phonon scatter, the average population of the higher orbital level is

of no interest, and no difference with the non-resonant Haman term can be expected under

saturation. However, when the irradiation becomes strong the population of the higher

orbital level changes and it must be investigated whether this.effect causes any deviation

from the straight saturation curve, (2.14).

Flr-Jre Z.h

The level scheoe in tho Orbach process.
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The well known level scheme is presented in figure Z.h to consist of three states:

|L>, |H> and |0> with energies -k6/2, +k5/2 and fci, respectively. For Kramers ions the

higher orbital level is also a doublet which may be split by the Zeeman field. The addition

of this fourth level creates a certain complication of the problems;but will not effect,the

solution in any essential way. In this.presentation therefore only three states will be

considered between which transition probabilities are induced as follows,:

- by photon irradiation: WT„ = Vlm = W

- by thermal phonons: U ^ and Ü Q L , Cg 0 and U Q H

Any transition probabilities U,H and Uj„. as induced by the direct or Hainan interactions are

assumed to be negligible.

The saturation function can again be derived from the set of rate equations; ·

U L 0)

= - nH(W

nHW

nLW

Under the conditions for steady state (π- = n_ a 0) these equations can be rewritten in

the population difference of the irradiated transition:

Η =

and the total number of spins:

The

The

result is:

H0(ü

saturation

'Η-

Ν

L 0 + 2U0L) = Τ ϋ ω

HO + 2ϋ0Η> = ' r U H O

function can then be

UL0%0 + ULOUOH +

W H O - DLOÜ

+ IJ(2W

- N(2W

found

UOLUHO

OH

2"

(2.-2)

(2Λ6)

(2Λ7)

1 + 2W OH
2Ü,

OL (2.48)

The factor before the square brackets must, by definition,, be equal to 'K'/Fg so that a

form is obtained identical to (2.1*0:

He/H = 1 + 2 W T 0 • * (2Λ9)

It is then seen that the saturation function is a straight line, although the number of ·

spins in the irradiated transition, H
L
 + N

H
, is not constant. This result follows without

any specific assumption about the ïï's, other" than that they are independent of Ν or W.

It is now possible to verify the-.temperature dependence of'Tn
J
 by writing the D's

as the phonon densities (2.6) and taking the spontaneous transition probabilities, Ü, to be

equal for the transition 0-»L and 0-»H:

ULO

"HO

U0H

= ÏÏ . ρ(Δ + 6/2)

= U . [ρ(Δ + δ/2) + l]

β U . ρ(Δ - 6/2)

= U . [ρ(Δ - 6/2) + ΐ]

)

)

(2.5Q)
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With these expressions, and using the abbreviations p
+
 = ρ(Δ + 6/2) and p_ = ρ(Δ - fi/2),

(2.48) can be expressed as: . _.

*»· 3P.,P_ + P
+
- + P. Γ; . . : 3 P

+
 '+ 3P_ ·*· 4;

Ν

1 + 2W>

.' 2U(3p
+
P_ + p

+
 + p_

(2.51).

A straightforward result can be obtained by assuming that the phonon' densities ,p
+
 and p_

;

are not disturbed in the relaxation process, so that the Bose-Einstein expression (2.5)'

can be inserted in (2.51). After some approximations the Orbach relaxation; time can then

be written:

T
 i 1 (

e

fi
/
T
 _ 1)(1 _ 6

2
/8T

2
) • (2.52)

u «

The leading term is clearly e ' /U. The neglected terms are smaller by factors e" - ' ·

and SVT'
1
'. In most conditions even the factor 5

2
/T

2
 would be very small, confirming the

well known czpressian:

τ-, - (e
f i / T

 - 1) (2.53)

It is possible to express the factor before the square brackets in (2.51) in its

temperature dependence. It can then be shown to be equal to:

O
6/2T . -6/2T . -Δ/Τ »„.

e **· e f e
 M | - |

, _ • i< /2 Rif ̂

1
 ee

-6/2T

This could also be concluded from (2.
1
)-8) without any assumption about the U's; it is,

however, a good check on the integrity of the approach.

Finally, it may be of some interest to investigate how the population of |0>

changes under saturation. For this purpose again the equations (2.47) are taken and Η is

eliminated. With the same assumptions as above it is then readily shown that:

Jo
IV-»»

X 1 -
1 + 2ΙΙΪΤ-

(2.55)

The population of the orbital level increases when the irradiating power becomes high.

In the frequently encountered condition that T>>5 the increase is minor, however.

When in the presence of an Orbach process the transition between.the levels of the

lowest doublet is saturated, the resulting level population cannot be described with a

Boltzmann distribution; on the other hand the total population of the doublet cannot

rigorously be assumed to remain constant, nevertheless, the saturation function remains

a simple straight line as for other single ion processes. Tha assumption was made,

however, that the transition probabilities -would not be dependent on the irradiation;

it remains to be seen in how far this is valid.
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2,4,2. Phonon limitation of the Orbach -process.

The possibility of phonon limitation in the Orbach process was corisidered by several

authors, in order to try to account for the experimentally detected field dependence and

the deviation of the relaxation time from the theoretical predictions. However, the assumption

of a temperature independent phonon lifetime, which was also experimentally confirmed ',

would lead to a phonon limitation that is many times stronger than was observed. In the

theory developed by Gill°^ the cause of this discrepancy is explained: When the Lorentzlan

line shape of the transition to the higher level is taken into consideration and it is

realized that the linewidth is such that even for quite high magnetic fields the phonon

bands at (Δ + 6/2) and (Δ - 6/2) have a distinct overlap, the predicted phonon limitation

is substantially reduced; the effect is twofold:

- Urstly, Gill shows that even when the phonon bands do not overlap, the observed r·." axation

time should be longer than T
Q
 by a factor (1 + Q) ' , where Q is a bottleneck factor to

be identified below; previous treatment had always resulted in a phonon limited tine of

(1 + Q ) T Q . The much milder bottleneck in Gill's treatment is a direct consequence of the

Lorentzian line shape, whereas previous treatment had neglected the fact that the lattice

modes in the band are not equally heated.

- Secondly, when the two bands do overlap, the phonon which was scattered by an Orbach

transition may be 'used again'. This effect of phonon reuse causes a field dependence:

For high Zeeman splittings the overlap becomes smaller, and in addition the number of

times that the phonon can be reused before it disappears out of the band becomes smaller.

Gill finds for the region of partial overlap a H
1
^ ,γ ' dependence.

In order to arrive at this solution the rate equations must be made linear, in that

cross products of the form np must be disregarded. In the following calculation the steady

state solution will be worked out in order to investigate in how far additional information

concerning the strength of the bottleneck can be obtained from deviations of the saturation

function from a straight line.

r
-
 r
-CML-B/2)B Ν,/Ns f(W)

p..
p=p+

/
Δ-6/2 Δ*6/Ζ

Flcure 2.5 . . . -

A schematic representation of tfee piionon bottleneck in the Orhach process.
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In a simplified approach the Lorentzian line shape will not be considered, and the

Zeeman field will be assumed to have split the two phonon bands completely. The energy

flow is then given schematically in figure 2,5 and can be represented in five equations:

P
s+

6/2)

P_
B
 = -ή

Η
1ΐ(Δ - 6/2) =

+ 6/2).(-n
L
U

L0

- 6/2).( n
H
U

H Q

= nWkö

-p+C(A + 6/2)

ρ_Ο(Δ - δ/2)

δ/2)Β
+
-+ 6/2)Β

+
 = C

+
k(A

- 6/2) Β_ = -C_k(A - δ/2)Β_
p. - p

e
-

(2.56.1)

(2.56.2)

(2.56.3)

(2.56.4)

(2.56.5)

This set of equations can be simplified by taking the width of the two phonon bands to be

equal (B
+
 = Β = Β) as they must be since energy must be conserved in the scattering process.

The phonon relaxation times are taken to be equal (τ
+
 = τ_ = τ ) because they are assumed to

be dependent only on the propagation velocity through the sample. The neglect of the

difference between the densities of states is not tolerated: The main non-linear term in

the saturation function to be derived is caused by the inequality of C
+
 and C_; a Debye

spectrum will, be assumed and C = D χ (Δ + 6/2) .

As before, the steady state condition is imposed on equations (2.56) removing all

time derivatives and making equal the numbers Df phonons and photons that are created or

absorbed under saturation:

•I

I

Δ - 6/2 6

The phonon occupation ( 2 . 5 6 . 4 and 5) can then be w r i t t e n a s :

P+

p_

P
e +
 + ΚΪΥτ

ρ
/ϋΒ(Δ + δ/2)

2

p
e
_ - IWT /ΒΒ(Δ - 6/2)

2

(2.57)

(2.58.4)

(2.58.5)

For the power transfer by the Orbach transition the treatment of subsection 2.4.1 remains

valid up to formula (2.51), which must now be worked out for the effect of non-equilibrium

population in the phonon system. Insertion of (2.58) in (2.51) and a straightforward

calculation without any approximations then leads to a somewhat complicated form of the

saturation function:

= ι + ay
(Δ

2
 - δ'ν

,2

- δ/2)
2
 - (3p

e+
 + 1)(Δ + δ/2)

2
] +

Η
+ 3(—

2 Ν

2 e
_ - P

e +
)

P
e +

p
e
_ + 3p

e +
p

e
_

p
e - -

Ό'ΐ g_ + 4 (Δ
2
 - 6V4)

2 (2.59) "-•
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in which from (2.51) the Orbach relaxation rate was taken:

T
° " aj(

P e +
'+ P

e
_ + 3p

e +
P

e
_)

and tha bottlenecked relaxation time is:

•f
p

e
_ + 3P

e +
P

e
_

The ratio:

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

was identified by Gill as the bottleneck factor Q.

An estimation is now in order to assess which terms in (2,59) could create a

noticeable effect. Under normal experimental conditions both (N
e
/N - 1) and 2WT

b
 will remain

between 0 and 10
2
; but the non-linear terms contain contributions in p

g
_ and p

g +
 which for

the typical case of Ce in Lffil at 3 Κ and 10 GHz are 5.3x10 and *f.5xlO , respectively.

Disregarding all contributions proportional to p
e
_ or p

e +
 and all contributions in (δ/Δ) ,

formula (2.59) reduces to:

Ν
-S = 1 + 2W τ

η

Η
- — Wx. (2.63)

M
e
 2 δ

 δ
2
,

Ν L
u
- " Δ̂"" J N

e
 " ̂ F Τ 2Δ

2
"'

in which the terms of the order (δ/Δ) can usually be disregarded, too.

This approximated form of the saturation function is directly comparable to that of

formula (2.28.H) describing the bottlenecked direct process. The third term describing the

deviation from linearity is negative, however. This confirms the physical notion of the

bottlenecked Orbach process: As more power has to be transported by the phonons, the lower

band will become exhausted: The saturation function will be curved upwards. The effect is

vei-y minor, however. In contrast to the bottlenecked direct process, in this case the

created phonons do not enforce the relaxation process. In contrast to (2.28.K) if is seen

that the bottleneck occurs in (2.63) in the term with variable W and will therefore remain

active independent on ths saturation. At high saturations the influence of the third term

will disappear as in (2.28.N), but there the third term was the only one involving phonon

limitation.

Regarding the case of a very Leavy bottleneck (not eased by the Lorentzian line

shape) the order of magnitude of the non-linear term can be estimated for a typical case.

Qualitatively, it is seen that the non-linearity does not depend on the concentration since

both the second and the third term are proportional to the bottleneck factor Q = ^i/'O'

For the case of LHK:Ce at 3 Κ and 10 GHz one finds for the third term in (2.63):

-2.1xlO~5(N/Ne)VÏT-D. Only with an-equipment with a very_ high stability and, resolution one-

may hope to be able to detect such a minor effect; in addition, it is.of. course necessary-

that the Orbach process dominates the direct process by a large factor lest a slight -

bottleneck of the direct process compensates the curvature. If these conditions are met,



an additional information on δ/Δ can be found, but this can also easily be determined

otherwise. For the description of the results in chapter h a purely l inear saturation

function i s assumed:

Κ /H = 1 + 2W(T 0 + Tb) (2.610

I t remains to be investigated in how far the lower phonon band wil l really be

exhausted by the saturation process. From (2.58.5) the relative reduction of phonons from

the lower band i s found:

»- -
 P
s - ,

(2.65)

Inserting (2.61) in (2.64) this factor can be calculated for Δ>>Τ>>6 and one finds that

the relative reduction can maximally be (1 - δ/2Τ) at the highest saturation.

The above results do not take into account the softening of the bottleneck by the

Lorentzian line shape of the spin phonon interaction. Neither is the phonon reuse considered,

which may considerably reduce the non-linear effect which was already too small to be

detected. The conclusion is drawn that for all practical purposes the saturation function

for the Orbach process is a straight line: A steady state measurement does not yield

additional information in this case.

2.If.3 Steady state saturation and cross relaxation.

In this subsection the power transfer will be studied in a system where one resonance

line is irradiated, which has an energy contact with the lattice both directly and through

another resonance line. As an example a spin system with S = 1/2 and I = 1/2 will be

considered, resulting in two resonance lines; in general, however, this specialization is

not required.

kA

L·is: x x x x S x x x X

c c c c c c c c c c c
cJ c" cJ c" cJ ë . .e1' cJ

s^ -^

The level schese of w o resonance lir.es showijiï; the three types of cross relaxation transitions.

The level -scheme.is shown in figure 2.6 together with the three types of cross relaxation:

The double transitions with Δια = 0, 1 or 2. The transit ion probabi l i t ies, are different for "the..',

three types and will be indicated as yQ, ν χ and V2. The number of spins^transferred will simply

be assumed to be
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By this assumption,the energy transfer Into the dipole-dipole reservoir is neglected:

In the transitions with nm = 0 and Am = 1 the total energy is not conserved, and the difference

charges the 'temperature of the dipole-dipole system'. The neglect of such a dipole-dipole .

system is justified in cases whore the irradiation- frequency equals 'the centre frequency of

the spectrum. In the case of two resonance lines this can be envisaged if. the-host crystal

should have two sites with a different g-tensor. A spectrum of three lines can· then be

obtained by selecting a specific angle, the central line having twice the intensity of the

outermost lines.

The rate equations can now be worked out to be:

= -
 n
L l

( W n
H l

( W

V n L 2 n H 2 + nL2 nHl " n L l n H l

V 0 ( n L 2 n H l " nLlnH2> +

+ V 2 ( n L2 n H2 " " L ^ H

n L l ( V i - n H l ( W - V 0 ( n L 2 n H l ~

V l ( n L 2 n H 2 + n Ll n H2 " n L l n H l " n L 2 n H l ) + V 2 ( n L2 n H2 ' auP

nL2 - nL2ULH2 n
H2

U
HL2 " V

n
L2

n
Hl "

 n
Ll

n
E

-
 V
l

( n
L2

n
H2

 + n
L2

n
Hl "

 n
Ll

n
Hl "

 n
Ll

n
H2

)
 " V

n
L 2

n
H 2 " ^ " Η Ι

5
 (

2
-7L3)

°H2 = nL2ïïLH2 " nH2üHL2 + VO(nL2nHl " " L I ^ 5 "

- Vl(nL2nH2 + nLlnH2 ~ nLlnHl " nL2nHl) " V2(nL2nH2 " nLlnHl) t 2·? 1·^

Imposing the steady state condition on these equations, a great simplification is

immediately obtained by addition of (1) and (2) or (3) and ('t): Because in general

VP /ί V, steady state implies:

H
L1

M
H1 =

 H
L2

H
H2

 ( 2
'

7 2 )

?ÏJO conclusions follow directly:

(1) The cross relaxation with Am = 2 does not participate in the power transfer towards

the lattice: V^ will not occur in the saturation function.

(2) VQ and V^ appear in the same terms in n^n^.. The rate equations can therefore be

written using V = V Q + ν χ
 and then have essentially the form of the first three terms

in (2.71.1) and (2.71.3): It will not be possible to separate the two cross relaxation

mechanisms.

The same procedure as in the previous sections is followed to obtain the saturation

function: The rate equations and (2.72) are first expressed in population differences and

sums, N.̂  and
 %
HC;

- "i
= *H* (2.73)

From the resulting four equations the saturation function is then obtained by successive

elimination of *H£, H^ and *H£. For the purpose of the present preliminary investigation

will be neglected so that;the terms resulting from the difference between ϋ
χ
 and

T
l
 = T

2
 = T (2.74)

ê
•4

4



The terms in the saturation function that are thus omitted are of the order of δ/Δ ai/, for

reasonably high Zeeman splittings the neglect is fully justified. The resulting saturation

function is: ' '• '''--"-•'

H.'le 1 + WT
S - 2 - 2t

2

s - st
2
 + i - *

d

W T

le
S+l "Iβ S+l le

S+l

N
l 3 „ .

- (-*•) (WT) - M (2.75) ;

"le
S+l

In this presentation the abbreviation S =
 %
N ' V T is used, which is a factor giving the

efficiency of the cross relaxation relative to the the spin lattice relaxation.

Formula (2.75) presents a number of interesting results:

- Firstly, the non-linearity only occurs when th(A/T) has an appreciable magnitude: Only

when the spin system becomes sufficiently polarized, the loss of spins out of the

irradiated transition will yield a deviation from linearity from which the 'cross factor',

S, may be determined directly.

- Secondly, this direct determination of S requires that it be in the order of unity; the

number of cases where S is sufficiently small at sufficiently low temperatures to allow

direct determination may be rather limited.

- Thirdly, a determination of S will always be possible if the second term of (2.75) can

be determined over a sufficiently wide range of relaxation times together with pulse

measurements of τ: As S increases from zero to a very fast cross relaxation, the factor

changes from 2 to 1, caused by the fact that two resonance lines can transfer twice the

power when cross relaxation is fast.

The above investigation into the feasibility of a study of cross relaxation by means

of steady state saturation is, at present, not supported by experimental data. It must

therefore be regarded as an exploration of a possibly interesting application of the method.

The exclusion of the spin-spin reservoir will in most cases not be justified;

inclusion will, however, necessitate a number of assumptions on the statistical behaviour

of the spin system. Ho support by experimental data being yet available it is not clear

how refined a model is required.

2.h.h. Spatial inhomogeneity.

The case of spatially inhomogeneous relaxation might be regarded as a virtual

multilevel system, (figure 2.7). This case is quite common in the existing experimental

material and a brief Investigation of the steady state behaviour is thereby justified.

In order not to overcomplicate matters it will be -assumed that only two spin systems

are present in the lattice, having the same line shape but different relaxation times.

The rate equations will then show only one B.M. induced transition probability, W: ' •.:'·. ,
 ;
 .

"HI
n
ia = -

n
ia

( v
' n

m
( w

"H2
B
L2 =
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Ψ/////,///////////,
Fi.;uro 2.7

Λ schematic representation of spatial

inhonoireneous relaxation.

The third term represents the energy exchange between the two spin systems; several

models can apply, from the case of a double crystal without noticeable contact (V = 0) to

the case of energy exchange between all spins in the two systems: V =
 v
o^

n
Hl

n
L2 "

 n
Ll

n
H2^'

in other models assumptions may be made about spin diffusion towards interaction surfaces

etc. Here, only the first case will be considered, which may also be representative for

very diluted crystals with relaxation sinks; however, it may prove to be necessary to extend

the model to more than two types of spins for an adecjuate description of this relaxation

behaviour.

The simplified set of rate equations can again be converted into a saturation function

by the method which now has become purely routine. Toe result is:

Η
— = 1 + 2W(T, + τ,)
Ν
 L !t

N„

w
(2.77)

The different coefficients can all be solved separately if the saturation function can be

measured with sufficient accuracy. Information can then be obtained on τ, and τ, and on the

size of the two areas with different relaxation times.

In order to get an impression of how strongly curved the saturation function can be

in the case of inhomogeneous relaxation, the slope can be derived at W = 0 and for W -» ».

The result is:

W = 0
d 2W 'N'(

T V
and:

For

W -·

comparable

»

N 2

:

and

d ν »
d 2W

N,, but

I-, I -j •

*
Ν
ί

τ
2
 +
 *

N
2

T
1

>) T
2
, one has approximately:

= 0
'1 7Ή'

(2,78)

(2.79)

(2.30)
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and:

(2.81)

This result is essentially in line with the description of the transient behaviour: At

high saturations the fast system dominates the relaxation and the slow system has no

influence; towards the end of the recovery the slow system is the only one with a time

dependence; its relative intensity is XN£/*N'. In the study of the transient behaviour

the determination of the fast part is not very reliable, however, and this example shows

another case where the steady state approach might be fruitfully applied.
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3. EXPERIMENT AND TECHNIQUE. • .

3.1. Introduction. . - ."-..;

The saturation and recovery effects that were described in the preceding chapter can

tie studied by using an EPH spectrometer at a constant magnetic field. The measurements are

performed by variation of the SF power.

The basic sub-systems of the experimental equipment are_ shown in figure 3.1. It

comprises:

- The EPR spectrometer:

. an oscillator.

. a calibrated attenuator that may be pulsed.

. a resonant cavity with tuning and matching facilities. It contains the paramagnetic

sample at the location where the magnetic component of the RF field is vertical and

at its maximum. . ,

. an electromagnet to generate the horizontal Zeeman field.

. a detection system.

. a coupling circuit, isolating the detection system from the directly irradiating

oscillator power.

- The power meter:

. a mechanical wave guide switch whereby the detection system may be coupled to:

- a thermistor bridge or

- a total reflection,

- The cryogenic equipment.

The spectrometer operates with a reflection cavity: The incident RF power is partially

reflected from the cavity and the ratio of amplitudes of the reflected and incident waves is

defined as the reflection coefficient, Γ. Changes, in themagnetic absorption of the sample

cause Γ to vary, 6Γ being approximately proportional to a change in population difference, δη.

Figure 3.1

Block diagram of the experimental equipment.·
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By means of this equipment the paramagnetic relaxation can -be studied using two

different experimental approaches:

Pulse saturafcLon_re_coyeri. . . . • - . . ' · ,

In this method-the 'transient recovery of tÉè" magnèti'c^absbrption-'after^.aleaturating, " •' -

RF pulse is recorded. Outside thé saturating pulse the attenuator, is set. 'to a .leyeVjthat . ·

does not create noticeable saturation. The time dependent behaviour of Γ is monitored in a

direct observation of the relaxation time.

Steady_sta_te_saturation.

As the cavity is irradiated with increasing RF power, the electromagnetically induced

transition probability, W, can become comparable to the relaxation rate, T~^. The population

difference, N, will then become smaller than its thermal equilibrium value, N
e
. Thus it is

possible to study the relaxation time by measuring the reflection coefficient for a number

of different attenuator values.

In this approach, it is necessary to have available for every point on the saturation

curve the values of the reflection coefficient with (I"
H
) and without (Γ^) magnetic absorption,

in addition to the value of the cavity input power (P.^). However, in practice it is sufficient

to measure the amplitude of the reflected wave for various attenuator settings, because tha

other parameters can be deduced from a single measurement and the attenuator calibration.

This necessitates a higher linearity than usually available in an EPR equipment. The improved

linearity of the detection system and the measures taken to avoid constant offsets will be

described in this chapter.

In addition, a number of instabilities must be eliminated for both method's. Standard

EPR equipment is not sensitive to these instabilities because they are not coherent with the

field modulation. In our measurements no such field modulation can be applied and-several -

control units were designed for stabilization. These techniques will also be discussed in

this chapter.

3.2. Reflection cavity.

In this section the reflection from the cavity urill be discussed in detail. The effects

of frequency variation and matching are considered for the three detection.systems used. The

description of the magnetic susceptibility as a relative change of the resistance and

reactance of the cavity will be reviewed briefly, and the quantities W and W/P„ will be

expressed with the help of reflection coefficients. In subsection 3.2.4 the actual cavity

design will be described.

3.Z.I. Resonant circuit. Frequency, match, reflection.

A microwave cavity often consists of a straight-section of waveguide with'a length

of half the appropriate (resonant), guidewavelength. whicH is determined by the shape of the
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waveguide in question; it can be rectangular or round, or even coaxial, dielectric tube or

microstrip transmission line can be used.

P
R R

r—WA—vw—ι

°? AL L f
C

I m m rrm I

Figure 3.2

Scries resonator with load.

It is often useful to describe such a resonator in terms of a lumped circuit. A series

resonator, figure 3.2, is a simple example but an ideal parallel resonator will yield the

same results with analogous treatment.

The complex impedance of a series resonator is:

uiKC

This can be rewritten in terms of the quality factor:

Q =
energy stored

power dissipated u,
0
RC

(3.1)

where ω = (LC)-1/2 is the resonance frequency.

The frequency deviation from the resonance frequency, <«
0
, can be expressed in a

factor β:

(11 U)

p = 2.
w
o
 w

and a simple form for the cavity impedance is obtained:

Ζ = H(l +

(3.2)

(3.3)

It must be noted that the so-called 'unloaded' quality factor is used for the description

of the impedance. This is not a directly measurable quantity: When the cavity couples into

a transmission line system, power is dissipated both in the cavity and in the load. The

'loaded' quality factor is then given with the help of the energy stored in the cavity and

the power dissipated in the whole system and is therefore dependent on the coupling.

When a transmission line having a characteristic impedance, Ζ , is terminated in an

impedance, Z, a proportion of the incident power will be reflected of which the amplitude

and phase will depend on Z. A reflection coefficient, Γ, can be defined as the ratio of the



reflected and incident waves and it can be shown that:

Ζ + Z„

(3Λ)

It is then useful to treat an impedance, Z, in terms of Z
Q
. The real, part of the cavity

impedance, R, is written as:

R = Z
0
(l + Δ)

where Δ is the mismatch. The reflection coefficient:

r
 _ (1 + Δ)(1 + 1Q.P) - 1

(1 + Δ)(1 + iQP) + 1

can t e divided in real and imaginary terms as:

1 - 1/(1 + Δ )
2
 + Q

2
3

2
 ,

 ±
 2QB/(1 + Δ)

[l + 1/(1+Δ)]
2
 + i

d
9? [l + 1/(1 + Δ)]

 2
 +

(3.5)

(3.6)

1 Qβ
Figure 3.3

Reflection coefficient as function of detuning.
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Figure 3.3 shows Re(I"), Im(r) and |r| as functions of Qβ for several, values of Δ.

These figures correspond to the outputs of the three different detectors in the receiver

(see section 3.5): synchronous detection with φ = Ο and φ = n/2 and peak detection. They

can he approximated for small Δ and Qβ as;

Re(r) * Δ/2 + Q
2
3

2
A

Im(r) S QP/2

|r| S 1/Η(Δ
2
 + Q

2
p

2
)

1 / 2

(3.7..H)

(3.7.Ι)

(3.7.A)

and are therefore in first approximation linear with the change in mismatch and in β.

Δ is normally adjusted to a positive value (but 6Ε/Ζ
0
>>Δ) to ensure a monotonie

response of |r| to an additional absorption, oR; this can be effected by setting the

transformer ratio (figure 3.2). Strictly speaking the transformation is not real because

it is in fact implemented by an inductive or capacitative iris. This causes only a small

change in the resonance frequency of the cavity.

The magnetic effects that are studied can be described as small changes of the

absorption and the centre frequency of the cavity. Thus χ" and χ' of a paramagnetic

sample follow from measurements of Re(I") and Im(r). Usually |rl is taken as a measure

of χ" , but detection of Re(r) has considerable advantages for reasons of stability,

separation of χ" and χ
1
, and sign ambiguity. Im(r) has the shape of a frequency

discriminator function and can be used for stabilization (section 3.6).

A linear relation of Γ(χ) may only be assumed if χ is very small. The exact form

of the cavity response, which must be known for the calculation of somewhat larger signals,

will be derived in the next section.

3.2.2. paramagnetic response.

The magnetization, r!
Q
, that results when a magnetic field, S

Q
, is applied to a

paramagnetic sample is usually written:

Here χ
0
 is a second order tensor, but it can often be written in a form reduced to

principal axes and 3 is parallel to 2. The linear relation is (especially at low

temperatures) only valid as a first order approximation, but the relation obviously will

always hold for small enough field variations, h, and the resulting magnetization changes,

m; χ will then become dependent on H.

When h is time dependent m will follow the changing field and the response to a

sine wave excitation can be written:

iwt
)he

1

(3.S)

The power that is absorbed from the changing field is therefore:

P
H
 = 1/2UIX» JdV h

2

sample
(3.9)



and it can be compared to the total power dissipated in the cavity, which is proportional

to t h e "energy, of-the. B F . f i e l d s " -; - ' •"- •', - ·"-"•.·.· . ' : - - " • · , - -."-;
:
 -".'-.

u>,
p
c = 7Γ

'° χ ' JdV h
2
 -;•

- cavity

(3.10)"

When the absorption is studied at cavity resonance the ratio of the two absorptions becomes:

P
H
/P

C

where q is the magnetic filling factor of the cavity:

q /dV h
2
 / J"dV h

2

sample cavity

(3.11)

(3.12)

It should be noted that Q„ in (3.11) is not constant, but depends on the' cavity losses and

therefore to the second order on χ" . The result can also be presented as:

P
H
/P

E
 = ^TCJQX." (3.13)

where P
E
 = P

c
 - P., and represents the 'electrical cavity losses'.

In the lumped circuit (figure 3.2) the change in cavity absorption (3.13) can be

described as a change in resistance: The insertion of the sample in the magnetic field '

causes a change in the magnetic induction, which can he expressed as μΗ = (μ + χ)Η,

resulting in a variation in the coefficient of self-inductance, L. Its complex impedance

can therefore be written as;

J - ϊχ·' )] (3.14)

and that of the resonator as:

Ζ = R(l + JS- + iu)L(l + + 1/iiuC (3.15)

For in = u)
o
, the change in cavity losses, P^/Pg, can therefore be written:

ρ = 6H/R = =
 Ρ

ι /
Ρ

Ε
 (3.16)

an off-centre measurement yielding a correction factor, ui/iu
o
, which is usually very small.

In addition to the change in the losses, the reactance of the cavity changes, too,

due to the paramagnetic response. This causes the centre frequency to shift:

< I I O H (3.17)

Ό (3.18)

In the following discussion the relations between (χ', χ" ) and the real and imaginary

components of Γ, will be described using 0 , as defined above and the relative change in

inductance:

λ = 6LA = Ήΐςχ' . (3.19)

and

With the new resistance and inductance values:

R
H
 = R + 6B = R(l + p) = Z

o
(l + Δ)(1 + ρ)

L
M
 = L + 6L = L(l + λ)

(3.20)

(3.21)
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the shifted resonance frequency is:

*
 M
 = »

e
<l + λ ) "

ΐ / 2
 (3.22)

oM Ο

and in consequence the unloaded quality factor with magnetic absorption can be, written:

1 (1 + X)^ 2
. ( • ! - • λ ) 1/2

1 + ρ 1 + ρ

p
M
 is defined with respect to the new centre frequency, UI

QM
, and (3.2) will read;

ui„
M
 ,/, Ι ι» u>.

_°M _ η Λ. ο-1/2

(3-23)

ηι

L ο
(3.24)

When a fixed frequency is employed (iu = iu
Q
) and the cavity frequency shift is exclusively

due to dispersion, β
Η
 will be written as P

D
:

P
D
 = λ(1 + λ Γ

1 / 2
 (3.25)

The impedance of the cavity can be expressed as:

ZJJ = Z
Q
(1 + Δ)(1 + p)(l + iOf̂ jj) (3.26)

and with the help of (3.23) and (3.24) the change in reflection coefficient can be expressed

in ρ and λ. However, the result i s simplified greatly by the use of the definitions:

A = 1 + ρ (3.27.Α)

a = 1/(1 + Δ) (3.27.0C) .

[ IU
_ ( 1

The impedance is then written as:

Z^ = Z
o
(A/a)(l + xD/A)

and: r = * - « * ° 2 ,
K (A + a ) a + D2

(3.27.E)

(3.28)

(3.29)
(A + a)

z
 + IT

The measurements described in chapter 4 were carried out under the condition D = 0.

This was accomplished either by frequency stabilization, or by the choice of 3 at the

zero-crossing of the dispersion in a fixed frequency measurement. A simple formula can

then be derived for p. Formula (3.29) will reduce to:

Γ
Μ

(A - o)/(A + a)

and without absorption:

so that:

and:

A =

ρ = 2-

a )

ι - r„

Γ
Μ -

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)
(1 - Γ

Μ
Χ1 + Τ J

It is seen that ρ is, to a good approximation, proportional to the changein reflection

coefficient, δΓ = Γ
Η
 - Γ.,' provided that this change is small with respect to unity. The

correction factor to be applied is in the first order approximation: (1 - 5Γ).



A frequency control unit may be used to keep the oscillator frequency adjusted to

the cavity frequency. In the presence of dispersion such a unit will keep p
H
 = 0 so that

also βΛ and Β vanish. Obviously, the reflection will then, only contain information about ,·-

the absorption; but the shape of the resonance line can be slightly distorted, because the

frequency is shifted in order to keep P
M
 = 0.

A fixed frequency measurement must be carried out when this change in frequency cannot

be tolerated. When the magnetic effectB are small, the real component'of the reflection

coefficient will then still carry mainly the absorption information as the imaginary

component will carry the dispersion (formula 3.29). However, for a steady state saturation

measurement, in which the exact form of the saturation curve is investigated, no such

approximations may be used.

For simple spectra, of which the centre does not shift under saturation, D can be

approximated to be zero if ? is adjusted at the zero-crossing of the dispersion. But in

many cases it will be necessary to measure both real and imaginary components of the

reflection coefficient and to calculate A and D from them. Using the abbreviations:

He = Re(r„) =
 Ά
 ~

 tt
 •) * %

11
 (Α + ο )

2
 + D

2

and: Im = Im(r„) = ^ 5
 ?

Μ
 (Α + α )

2
 + D

2

it can be shown that the exact soultion is:

(3.29.R)

(3.29.1)

A = a-
1 - R e

2
 - Im

2

(1 - + Im
2

and: .Λ.ΐ^
Im [ (1 - Re) 2 + Im2

Formulae (3.3Ί-.Α) and (3.3^.D) give the exact form of A and D, expressed

complex reflection coefficient, rM, and the matching factor:

α = 1/(1 + Δ) = (1 - I - J A ! + T J

In t h i s expression ΓΜ i s r e a l , and must be measured at iu = uu .

3.2.3. Saturation curve: P E ,

(3.34.D)

in the

(3.35)

In chapter 2 the saturation functions were presented as implicit functions of

N
e
/N and W. It was shown that in the high temperature approximation N

e
/N has the meaning

of 'relative spin temperature'. On the other hand N
e
/N could be expressed in W/P„

because He = *H*th(6/2T) and P }1 = HVJko:

Ne/H W/PH X *N'k6 th(5/2T) = (2.36)

A direct determination of W cannot easily be carried out, but W is related to the

irradiating power. In the following the functional relation between W and P„ will be
Hi

demonstrated; the saturation functions can then be written as implicit functions of
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P_/P
M
 and P

E
, of which the first one can be calculated from the reflection coefficients

alone with formulae (3.16) and (3.33);. the relation between P
E
 and 'the measured incident

power, P^, will also be derived. -. ." . V
;
;

?he electromagnetic transition probability, W, is proportional to the square of

the amplitude, h, of the RF field, and therefore it is proportional to the energy stored

in the eavity. This last quantity can be determined with (3.1):

aW = E ™ = —(Ρτ. + P
M
) (3.37)

R F it) XÊ -k "
O H

For measurements at the dispersion null »
ο Μ
 = a

Q
 and when Q

M
 is expressed as QPg/(P

E
 + P^)

it is found that:

—2.VI = ζ\Ί

Q

(3.39)

in which the factor, ξ, only depends on constant properties of the cavity and the sample.

P
E
 can be expressed in the power incident on the cavity, P^, by subtraction of the

reflected part:

1 - Γ
Η

2
) (3.40)P

E P
H =

so that with (3.32):

P
E =

1
 - V

1
 ι + Ρ

= Ρ-·

i-r
(ι - r

M
) (3Λ1)

The power dissipated in the load (or source), which causes the measured Q
L M
 to be about two

times smaller than Q
H
, must not be used: On the bolometer the actual power incident on the

cavity is measured, which is dissipated there, and is about half the power dissipated in both

the source and the load.

The measured power, P^, is somewhat larger than the irradiating power, P.: The one

way transmission loss through the stainless steel waveguide must be accounted for; it is

equal to the ratio, V
Q
/V

b
, of the amplitudes of the total reflections from the locations

of the power meter and the cavity, respectively. Finally, it is found that:

1 + Γ

(3Λ2)

and since on the other hand:

_ § _ ? H^
(3Λ3)

i
 ( 1

-
r
H

) ( 1
 *

T
J

Ρ 2(Γ
Η
 - rj

 l 3 M )

the saturation functions can be expressed in two variables which can easily be determined

from the measured reflection coefficients and the incident power. It will not be necessary

to know the value of the new parameter, ξ, in order to derive the process parameters from

the saturation curve; this will be demonstrated for some cases in section 4.1.
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3.2.4 Design.

The cavity that was used for the measurements, described

in chapter h,, is shown in figure 3Α.. Only the 'fixed part· -is

shown; the second part, consisting, of, the mirror'.image of the

split cavity and waveguide, is. removed.. For
%
 the sake of

clarification, cross sections of the container that provides

the isolation vacuum* and of the He Dewar are shown.

This cavity has specifically been designed for-low

temperature measurements (̂ He temperatures). By implication

h
it does not have a very good temperature contact with the He

bath and is therefore only suitable for saturation measurements

with slowly relaxing samples.

Cry_0£enic_.

Just above the cavity the He container is shown. It

is completely closed except for the condensation/evaporation

tube (A). Its volume is 3 cm .

Isolation vacuum can be obtained through tube B, the

connection with the diffusion pump. This tube also guides the

electrical wires connected to the germanium resistors at the

rear of the cavity, opposite the sample (x).

Radiation heat input is prevented by radiation bends

in the vacuum tubes and by a piece of polyurethane foam in

the waveguide.

Ε is a resistor that is used for additional heat

input for the purpose of temperature stabilization (see

section 3.7). The heat input by conduction along the stainless

steel waveguide and tubes has been calculated to be 50 erg/sec.

In practice the beat input seemed to be 100 erg/sec and due to

the rather primitive vacuum system no temperatures lower than

A3 Κ were obtained. For measurements above 1.2 Κ contact gas

is allowed to establish heat contact with the He bath. This

is not an ideal situation for a steady state saturation method,

but the change in cavity temperature can be checked with the

germanium resistors; temperature stabilization can be used,

with these resistors as a transducer.

Eteetrical.

The cavity is split in the middle along a surface current
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12)
line. It is used in a TE 101 mode; the cut-off wave length for this mode is :

λ = 2a - 1.717 r
2
/b . (3^6)

c

where; a is the waveguide long dimension

b is the waveguide short dimension

and: r is the rounding radius.

In this design the magnetic field is vertical at the location of the sample, so

that the horizontal Zeeman field, t, is always perpendicular to t. The electrical field

lines are horizontal and the maximum intensity occurs at the iris. As a consequence, the

surface currents are at a minimum there and a very high Q factor results: It is mainly

determined by the surface resistance. For the present design no particular high sensitivity

was required and brass was used as the surface material. The resulting Q factor was 23X10 .

Although the transformer is implemented as a capacitance, the resonance frequency is

hardly influenced by a change of the match: A change of the transformer ratio is effected

by moving the plunger, P, by means of a screw mechanism. This causes the intensity of the

electric field at the iris to change and it is therefore an almost pure transformer. A

slight disturbance is caused by the fact that the plunger itself contains a resonant cavity

to simulate a short circuit.

The brass 6lab, S, is used for the measurement of V
Q
, the total reflection at the

location of the cavity. With a screw mechanism the slab can be inserted in the cavity,

effectively causing a large value of β and thus an almost complete reflection at w
0
.

This value is different from the total reflection at the location of the power meter, V^,

because of the absorption in the interconnecting stainless steel waveguide that is required

to obtain thermal isolation. This absorption can change slightly ae a function of pressure

in the '''He bath and the position of the *He surface, and its value was therefore measured

for every series.

3.3. The experimental -procedures.

In this section the two experimental techniques mentioned in section 3.1 will be

outlined. The way in which the results are processed to yield physically relevant information .

will be indicated. The technical properties of the equipment and the properties of the samples

which limit the usefulness of the application of either method will be reviewed briefly.

3.3.1. Transient behaviour after pulse saturation.

After the magnetic field, 3, has been set to obtain the resonant level splitting

under study, the attenuator value must be set for optimum irradiation of the sample. The

criterion to be met is that 2WT is approximately 0.01. A check on the existence of this

condition can be carried out by the deliberate application of a too large irradiation and

the linear extrapolation of the observed increase of the relaxation rate; see -formula.' .·.-

(2.15). When the relaxation is very slow the actual saturation,due to the applied RF power

can be studied (2.14).
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The amplitude of the reflected wave is recorded.

A large transition probability, W, is now created in the sample.. This can be-done
:
by

switching the attenuator open; in some conditions an additional; oscillator is used in a

pulsed mode. The created relaxation time, T ^ , is proportional to the applied power and to

the quality factor of the cavity. It must be shorter than the spin-lattice relaxation time

under study. Normally a few mW were sufficient for saturation of a crystal having a

relaxation time of 1 ms. For faster relaxation times a 50 mW pulse was used.

The pulse duration must be several times T ^ . However, in some cases the saturation

of the resonance line is a slow process independent of the applied saturating power: It

can be governed, for example, by the cross relaxation time between the different sections

of an inhomogeneously broadened resonance line. A sequence of short pulses is then applied,

the pulses having intervals in the order of the cross relaxation time.

During the pulses the detection system must be protected; synchronously with the

high power pulse a squelch pulse is applied to the receiver reducing its gain by more

than 80 dB.

After the pulse, or pulse sequence, the attenuator is switched back to its original

value and the detection system is activated again. Now the recovery of Γ to its original

value is recorded using a storage oscilloscope, or an X-T recorder when the relaxation

time is very long. The video bandwidth of the detection system is adjusted to obtain an

optimal signal to noise ratio (SNR) dependent on the relaxation time under study.

Both Re(D and |l"l can be used for this measurement. However, |rl contains a part

dependent on the dispersion and is likely to deviate from the expected exponential decay

at high saturations. Its use is therefore not preferred although its detection is

technically much simpler.

The relaxing signal (i.e. the difference between the equilibrium intensity, the

'null level', and the instantaneous intensity) can be followed to 10"^ or 10 of the

line intensity by recording the relaxation curve with different sensitivities of the

recording equipment. By using a computer the logarithm of the signal (log S) is then

plotted versus time. When the time delay between the parts with the different sensitivities

is rnknown they are fitted together to obtain an optimally smooth curve. This is carried

out numerically by developing the time, t + 6t, in a power series of log S; the time

offset, 6t, is then one of the unknowns in a set of linear equations.

The study of the transient recovery after saturation is basically a time measurement:

To the first approximation non-linearities of the equipment can be disregarded; small

offsets are irrelevant as long as they are independent of time; the actual value of I"
M

is not important and only 5Γ is measured.

To the second order, these imperfections have an influence on the shape of the

relaxation curve. Cross-talk must therefore bé minimized and a correction.must be applied

for the non-linearity of the detection system. The temperature .range that is covered
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extends from .5 Κ to 20 Κ which corresponds to.a factor 40 in signal. In consequence, a

large signal must often he used and a correction must he applied for.the resulting

cavity non-linearity (3.33). '
 :

 " '••., .

All corrections for non-linearities, the calculation of 5t and the plot of log S

versus t were produced with the aid of the computing facilities of thé 'Centraal Heken

Instituut1 in Leiden. As a second output of the programmei the time constants of the best

fitting decay and a solution as a sum of up to four exponential decays were calculated.

3.3.2. Steady state saturation.

In chapter 2 the saturation curves were derived for a number of models of relaxation

mechanisms. They were given in a form showing the linear behaviour and the non-linear parts:

Ne/N = 1 + 2WT + Σ Y
v
(N

fi
/N)

 K
 W
k W k

k
v
"e'

(3.51)

I t i s not feasible to determine (Ne/N) or W experimentally, but i t was shown in subsection

3.2.3 that from the incident power, and the reflection coefficients two values can be

calculated that are proportional to these variables:

x = PE = ξΐϊ (3.52)

and: y = Pj/Pjj = (He/N) X (5/'H'k6 th(6/2T)) (3.53)

Their exact form is given in (3.42) and (3.44).

A model for a relaxation process will result in a specific form of (3.51) and, if

this model applies, the experimental points (Ρ
Ε
<« (PTJ/PM) ·) = (

χ
·» y-) must be situated

on a curve which has the shape:

y = a + bx + Σ c, ,y ,x

k
 K

(3.54)

The coefficients, a, b, and c^, can then easily be obtained by fitting the curve to a

series of experimental points: A least square method yields a set of linear equations with

a, b and c
fe
 as variables. The coefficients that will thus be extracted from the shape of

the experimental curve, can be interpreted in terms of τ, § and γ^. The y^ are usually more

or less complicated expressions in more Ïasic process parameters, such as σ, T
R

r
 etc (see

chapter 2). Some parameters can be solved from the constants, a, b and c
k
, measured;

for others a knowledge of E
s
 and therefore of sample size and concentration is required.

Such an interpretation must be worked out for every specific model. In section 4.1 three

examples are given.

An experimental point in the saturation curve is the result of three voltage

readings and one power reading from which Eg and Pj/Py can be calculated using (3.42)

and (3.44): ...

~ ^M>
 t n e

 amplitude of the reflected wave when the sample is at resonance.

~
 V
oo·

 t h e
 amplitude of the reflected wave.when the sample does not show, magnetic

absorption; i.e. when 9 is far from resonance. . . .

- V
Q
, the amplitude of the wave incident on jthe cavity; it is measured, as the amplitude



Ot the reflected wave when a total reflection replaces the cavity. This situation is

approximated by detuning the cavity by a large amount (section 3.2.3). - ·,

- Ρ the incident power. It cannot be measured at the location of the cavity so that it

•must.be corrected for waveguide losses; the total reflection at. the location of the,

thermistor is used for this purpose. .:..,''.. .·• ' ·'•' - . '

For an accurate determination of the shape of the saturation curve a large number
1
 of

experimental points is needed. It is obviouB that measurement of the four above values

involves a full tuning action for every point, which is undesirable. In. a practical

approach only V„. is measured for a series of calibrated attenuator settings, A_.. At the

ies

for the j-th point follow from the calibrated attenuation.

3.3.3. Limitations and requirements.

The applicability of the pulse equipment is limited technically by its sensitivity

and stability when the relaxation times become long or the concentrations low. When the

relaxation times are short the limit is determined by the bandwidth, the pulse power and

the switching speed.

The sensitivity of an EPE equipment is often defined under the condition that the

noise is determined by the oscillator stability.'It is then given as the number of spins

per unit linewidth, per unit temperature, which yields a signal equal to the system noise.

This definition is not useful when the equipment must be used for relaxation measurements.

It will depend on the relaxation behaviour in several ways:

- the bandwidth required varies with the relaxation time.

- the tolerated irradiation varies with the relaxation time; the noise is often, but not

always, determined by the detection system.

- with a signal to noise ratio (SHR) of 10 dB an. order of magnitude can be determined for

the relaxation time; however, when the relaxation process must be studied in great

detail and the relaxation must be followed over several decades, a requirement as high

as 80 dB can exist.

In our pulse measurements a target value of 5Γ was assumed for practical reasons;

δΓ = .1 was to be obtained at 1 K. This requirement was met with samples containing

several times 10 ' spins/Oe. The resulting SNR at low temperatures was then in the order of

60 dB. This number of spins tends to set a lower limit to the concentration, but at low

concentrations a worse SHR can often be tolerated.

A firm limit to the long relaxation times has not been encountered. Relaxation

times longer than 10
5
 s could still be measured with a good accuracy out these do not

normally occur. The main limitation to the long relaxation times is found in the stability

of the equipment. Stabilization systems are needed on frequency, magnetic field and

temperature; for drift which is linear with a time (e.g. due to the dropping ^Hβ level)

a correction is applied. With due care a system can be built in which during xoh ε the

instabilities are lower than 10"^ times the signal used.



In the limit of 6hort relaxation times the noise generated by the oscillator (jitter)

and by the fluctuations of the attenuator are predominant. The sensitivity then decreases, - ,.

proportionally to the relaxation time, due to bandwidth requirements. In addition, the

available signal decreases inversely proportionally to temperature. Other limitations are

set by the available pulse_power and by the stabilization time needed forthe switches/

after a pulse. The highest measurable relaxation rate is limited by these factors to

k - 1 - . . · - " • -

approximately 10 s . . -• ;

The requirements on bandwidth (and fast switching) that Unit the usefulness''of.;a

pulse equipment do not exist for a steady state equipment and the sensitivity;can easily

be improved by long integration periods. Nevertheless the" technical requirements are more

severe: They apply to the linearity of the equipment, to its reproducibility and to its

stability.

Exact reproducibility of attenuator settings is not required for the study of

transient behavioor, but for the steady state measurement an error in the attenuation

produces an error magnified many times in the denominator of (3.*Λ) and thus in the

measured spin temperature. Due to the same formula stringent requirements exist on

linearity and stability.

An interpolation of linear drift, which was a.simple matter in the execution of the

pulse measurement, cannot be readily implemented in the steady state measurement. This

limitation combined with the higher stability requirements creates the need of electronic

stabilizers on every parameter that might influence the signal level. Of prime importance

are: Input power, amplifier gain, frequencies and sample temperature. Even so, the

measurement must be carried out as fast as possible: The series time is determined by the

number of measurement points required, by the relaxation time of the sample, by the

settling time of the equipment (filtering) and by the time needed for the actual

measurement (reading and recording). Whenever possible, solutions must be chosen to reduce

the time wasted in any of these factors.

The linearity of the equipment is limited by:

- The response of the detection system. The superheterodyne system is linear to the first

approximation. But a conventional amplifier has a linear range which is top small for

the successful application in a steady state saturation equipment.

- Non-linearities due to constant offsets. Apart from DC offsets in the video system

which can easily be avoided, constant offsets can also occur due to diaphony (cross-talk)

of both radio frequencies (HF) and intermediate frequencies (IF).

- Non-linearities due to modulation. Standard EPR equipment often employs a frequency

modulation for the stabilization of the oscillator frequency. Such a system cannot

be used in a steady state saturation system, because the measured average reflection

from the cavity would be higher than the resonant reflection to be investigated. The

same argument applies to the jitter of the oscillator. ''"',.·'· . " ._

(The fact that no field modulation can be used is due to the nature of the resonance itself;

a mixture of Zeeman temperature and dipole-dipole temperature is then measured which

complicates the interpretation of the measurement.) " . . " . " · . ' -

1



A microwave cavity often consists' of a straight section 'of waveguide with 'a length·

of half the appropriate (resonant) guidewavelength which is determined by the shape of the

In consequence, the equipment must feature:

For a tolerable performance of the steady state measurement","

- HF power stabilization and fixed attenuator settings.·

- Frequency stabilization on the master oscillator and the,local oscillator. Such a

stabilization may-not employ frequency modulation.

- Temperature stabilization of the cavity or a superior heat contact with the Helium bath.

- Stabilization of the magnetic field.

- A linear detection system having a large linear range and containing temperature

stabilized amplifiers.

To limit the series time,

- An automatic sequencer.

- An automatic recording system, measuring the output of the detection system with

sufficient accuracy and optimum speed.

- A good signal to noise ratio in order to limit the actual measurement time.

In addition, because a pulse measurement is also required,

- A high dynamic range of tlie pulsable attenuator.

- Fast switching performance of the power stabilization system.

3.3Λ. Applicability.

The steady state saturation technique requires a better technical performance of

the apparatus than the pulse method. In addition, the effort needed to measure a saturation

series and to interpret the results greatly exceeds that of recording of a recovery.

In this subsection the criteria for its use will be investigated.

The field of application of the two methods is to a certain extent complementary:

The performance at high saturations is mainly investigated in steady state saturation

(H
e
/H>>l); when a pulse technique is used the high spin temperature part can never be

fully trusted and the main field of investigation is the last part of the decay (N /n = 1).

When the relaxation mechanism is due to a linear process the pulse technique can

be used and the decay will be purely exponential. No reason then exists to use steady

state saturation, which has even stronger constraints to its applicability for the very

long and the very short relaxation times: For the longest relaxation times the time

required for a measurement would be prohibitive; at the shortest relaxation times the

continuous heat input to the cavity would constitute a major technological, problem. .

A linear process may, however, occur in an inhomogeneous.system. When a series of

measurements is made with varying relaxation times, the coupling between the parts of the

magnetic system may be obtained from a comparison between, the .steady.' state -saturation

results and the pulse saturation measurements. - · · . ' • • • . .

In several cases the decay after a. saturating pulse is/not exponential'. This may.be

due to the finite time needed for establishing internal; equilibrium after, the pulse.
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When the settling time is comparable to the relaxation time, the interpretation of the

decay becomes very difficult. For an investigation of such an apparent non-linearity '

the steady state saturation is a useful tool. Another example is found in the case where

the spin system is coupled to a system.which cannot exchange energy directly with the bath.

An example is the nuclear magnetic system,which may be coupled to The electron hyperfirie

system and cause a very long relaxation 'tail1..

The occurrence of a non-exponential decay may also indicate the existence of a

non-linear process. The effects of non-linearity can hardly be studied iby.a pulse method

because only the last part of the decay, where η = N
e
, can be investigated accurately.

A sufficiently accurate steady state saturation system, however, may distinguish between

the different models. Examples of non-linear processes, where the transition probability

depends on the population of the levels, are the phonon bottleneck and a dipole-dipole

enhanced relaxation involving double spin flips.

Spatial inhomogeneous relaxation will also appear as a non-linear process both in

pulse saturation and in steady state saturation. An analogous case is the relaxation which

is partly due to distant impurities that act as fast relaxing energy 'sinks'.

In steady state saturation only the actual power transfer is measured and the

effects of loading and unloading weakly coupled heat capacities in the crystal are

suppressed. This simplification, and the possibility of distinguishing between different

non-linearities, are the justification for the use of the steady state saturation method.

3Λ. Linear detection.

For the detection of the power reflected from the cavity, a superheterodyne system

was used, because of its relative simplicity and its (first order) linear response. The

basic system and the improvements to its linearity will be the subject of· this section.

3.Ί-.1. The superheterodyne system.

It has been pointed out that the requirements which the equipment has to meet are

set by its bandwidth, stability, reproducibility, and linearity. So far as sensitivity is

concerned only the order of magnitude is of importance.

Because the signal source is cooled to Helium temperatures the indication for the

use of a Low Noise Amplifier seems obvious. Noise temperatures of the order of 10 Κ can

be reached with nasers or of 100 Κ with parametric amplifiers. However, the complexity

and limited bandwidth of such amplifiers constitutes a"too large penalty in flexibility.

In addition, it would be found that the sensitivity would not be as good as expected

because-in many cases the system noise would be determined by the jitter of-the master

oscillator rather than by the detection system. ,
: ;

 . ..

It is therefore preferable "not to use a microwave amplifier and the input signal

will then enter the detection system directly·; at. the down converter. In this case, the



Reflection coefficient «Β function of detunlne.

Im

(>O : Microwave Balanced miner.

\ A : If amplifier.

I ^ N : τετ ring demodulator

Fipire 3.5

A simplified block diagram of the detection system.

conversion loss (-6 dB) and the diode noise determine the system noise temperature; a

normal value for such a case will tie 2000 K. In return, a relatively simple system is

obtained where the (noise) bandwidth is limited exclusively by fixed filters in the

intermediate frequency (IF) amplifiers; the receiver can follow every variation of the

signal frequency by variation of the local oscillator frequency.

The down converter comprised a Varian (V-8302) orthomode mixer and' a VA 201 Β

klystron oscillator, or equivalent. The mixer was chosen for its broad band tuning, its

lack of external tuning devices making it relatively unsusceptible to interfering signals.

Its relatively high suppression of local oscillator power in the signal lines and its

balancing of local oscillator noise «ere additional advantages. The intermediate

frequency was chosen at 30 MHz. .-

A superheterodyne system is linear in good approximation: The square and higher

order terms of the diode current-voltage characteristic generate a.number of mixing

products of various frequencies. Of these only the terms having the first difference in

frequency, (i»
s
 - u^), are selected by the IF filters. Because the local oscillator power

is auch higher than the monitor power only the terms that are linear in the signal

amplitude contribute to the IF signal.·;,This signal is amplified and detected;^ deviations

from linear behaviour of the down convertor and the amplifier, are treated in the

following subsections. They can be distinguished in saturation effects.at high signals, .

and threshold and noise effects at the Tow signal end. ,
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The requirement on linearity Is set by the following considerations:

- The usable signal is the difference between two measurements,-(VM- V^), which is only

a few percent of the individual values at high saturations.

- V results.from a single measurement and a calibration which may have been carried out

with different input powers. •..

- The reflected power varies over a large range during the series. This may. make gain

switching necessary and a cumulative calibration error may be generated.

- A minimum requirement on the accuracy of the determination of the saturation curve

mould be 10%.

In consequence, the deviations from linear behaviour may not exceed 1/1000 of the signal

when a straightforward system is used for the detection of the steady state'Saturation.

However, a specific solution was chosen for the design of the power regulation system

which substantially relaxes this requirement. It will be discussed in section 3.5.

3.4.2. High signals. Amplifier design.

For high input signals any amplifier will show saturation effects. These can be

described by developing the output voltage or current in a power series of the input

voltage. For RF and IF amplifiers the third order term is usually of importance, since

this term is the first one to produce a spurious response on the fundamental frequency.

The relative magnitude of the third order term can easily be measured by applying two

frequencies to the input of the device under consideration and measuring the response

in third order intermodulation terms.'The extrapolation of this response, which varies

with the third power of the input voltage, will become equal to the first order (direct)

response in the 'output intercept point'. The non-linear response of a single carrier is

twice as high. In order to meet the linearity requirement of 10"^ it is necessary that

the maximum output signal remains 33 dB under this intercept point. If the conversion

loss is 6 dB this implies an input signal of 27 dB under the intercept point.

Non-linear response can be expected on the output stages of the IF amplifiers,

but also on the mixers of the down converters: These are essentially non-linear devices

of which only those terms of the cross products are used that are linear in the signal

amplitude. The third order output intercept point is more or leas proportional to the

local oscillator power. For the approximation of the voltage-current characteristic as

an exponential relation it can be shown that this proportionality is exact. For practical

cases the specified intercept point is a few dB higher than the applied L.O. power. In

the case of the present design the L.O. power was +3 dBm so that the maximum tolerated

input signal power would be -24 dBm. As a design value the maximum power was taken to be

-26 dBm, but for the measurements reported in chapter 4 the signal power has never

exceeded -33 dBm.

In the IF amplifiers the main contribution to non-linear response must be expected

on the output stages and before the attenuators; the amplifier stage in the linear .mixer



= Η + δΗ = Η(1 + ρ) = Ζ
η
(1 + Δ)(1 + ρ) (3.20)

and L
H
 = L + 6L = L(l + λ) (3.21)

(see subsection 3.4,4) is also critical. Ideally, one should aim for an output stage having

air intercept point that is higher than that of the mixer by the gain
1
' factor of the

;
 amplifier.

This will not always be possible; the use of transistor output stages-is clearly.out of the .

question, since their transconductance law is basically governed by the same exponential

behaviour as that of the diode mixers!- ' " - ' . . " . . . ; , ' '

I = C [exp(eV/kT) - l] ^ ; (3.61) '

Whenever a high linearity is required in IF-amplifiers .it_ is necessary to use Field

Effect Transistors (FET). In low- frequency or wide band techniques it" is also possible to

apply negative feedback to improve the linearity; for narrow banded IF amplifiers this is

not practical for reasons of stability and noise. Thé-transconductance law for a FET is

almost purely parabolic over a large range of input voltages;-any;third_order contributions

are very small. In consequence, its response will be linear if it is applied in a narrow

banded IF system.

Nevertheless a FET amplifier may show a non-linear response to a slow amplitude

modulation: The gain is dependent on the junction temperature which varies in general with

the output signal level as the internal dissipation changes. This effect cannot be avoided

by stabilization of the case temperature; but it is possible to choose the power eupply

voltage to minimize the effect.

A simple FET amplifier stage is shown in figure 3.6. The square law portion of its

drain current can be described by:

ff (3.62)

where the subscripts D, G and S indicate, the three terminals of the device: drain, gate

and source; I D S S and V p are the (extrapolated) points where the current and voltage axes

VF-gAsin(wt)

—*{:

A sinplifietl ΤΖΎ amplifier stage.

0.5V

3.7

The typical fornard transconductance of a FET:

the pure square law portion of Ι_(ν__).



correction factor to he_applied.is in the first order approximation: ( 1 - δ Γ ) .

- 4 7 - · · · , _ • • • - •

are reached. The forward transconductance follows from (3.62) by differentiation and is

a, linear, function ,of-therinput .voltage: ... , _. v i ΐ i ; ' ' "*???ΐ;Κ" S'?;

u fS
(3.63);

The range of validity
;
bfthisilinear" relation is indicated" In figure 3.7.

By means of these functional relations the /internal .dissipation,·. P. ,-,--.can',b.e; ,

calculated" in the circuit of figure 3.6 and it can be shown that the derivative; fdP-./dAj.

equals zero to a good approximation for the condition: !

V
p
 - 2gCV

p
 - V

G S
) = 0

where: Vp is the power supply voltage

and: g i s the voltage gain of the circuit.

In many cases a pure 'pentode' characteristic is a fair approximation:

(3.6Ό

For V,GS

e = -
h
fs

z
o

O, condition (3.6^) can then be written as:

<3;65)

Normally, the maximum tolerable

(3.66)

(or the maximum dissipation) then 'sets an upper bound

to the value of Z
Q
 and thereby limits the gain of the power stages.

When Vp deviates from the value given in (3.64) the internal dissipation will vary

with the signal output power, P
Q
. Defining the relative deviation as:

c.Vp = Vp - 2g(V
p
 - V

G S
) (3.67)

it can be shown that the internal dissipation, P., varies proportionally to the signal

output power:

= e.P
0 (3.68).P. = e.P
0

In the present design a high stability of the amplifier is. required together with several

mW of output power. A. very narrow window is "then placed Ïy. (3.68)~around the~ calculated

value of Vp, which would therefore have to be adjusted differently for each:specific, unit,

if the circuit of figure 3.6 would be used. ' .

The use of a cascode configuration (which is not mounted in.one case or on one chip)

reduces this constraint considerably: In the circuit of figure 3.8 the gain is to the first

10V·

f i g u r e 3 . 8 : ' _ ° >•,·-• . - . r : : - ^ y . - - : ; - .

Töe cascode configuration liaed for- all ΠΙΤ amplifier ι



approximation not dependent on the transconductance, h f S 2 o f the FET T2. In consequence, a

constant chip temperature of T2 i s not vital. Condition (3.64); therefore only appliee to Τχ

and. when V„„ = O and the two ΙΈΤ'ε are identical, i t conveniently reduces to:
• GS

= -2V p
(3.69)

In addition, the power delivered by T^ is relatively low, so that (3.68) shows that the

dissipation effect is less pronounced. (The maximum P
Q
 for T^ in the present design Was

0.2 mW.) The average value for V
p
 for the transistors used is 5 V, so that the gate voltage

for nas chosen at +10 V.

Temperature stabilization of the amplifiers remains, of course, necessary in order

to avoid instabilities due to the varying ambient temperature.

The cascode configuration must be used for the output stage and for all amplifier

stages before the attenuators. Since this configuration also removes the need for

neutralization, and in order to keep the design flexible, this type of amplifier stage

has been used in all IF systems with a varying signal level.

V„ is chosen equal to zero for most stages. This ensures optimum gain and a good

linear response (figure 3.7). Only when the input levels are so high that the gate to channel

transition would become conductive, V
Q
 must be biased. An automatic bias, however, cannot

be used because the average source current will change with changing signal level and the

gain would vary accordingly, reintroducing a non-linear effect.

3.4.3. Low signals, linear range.

The lower limit to the region where usable measurements can be performed is

determined by noise. In this subsection the performance of Beveral detectors will be

discussed with respect to the linearity requirement.

In a normal EPH equipment the amplitude of the reflected wave is measured by

envelope detection of the IF signal. The output voltage is in this case proportional to

the square root of the total power in IF, consisting of signal power and noise power:

P
o =

 P
S

 + P
N · (3·?

1
)

Already when P
g
 is several orders of magnitude larger than P

H
 the total output voltage

deviates from the linear response. Using the approximation of a good signal to noise

ratio, the total output voltage can be written as:

V
o = V

1 +
 ¥

2 P
S

)
 (3.72)

It must be noted that this formula only gives an order of magnitude when the time

constants for loading and unloading the detection capacitor are not equal: When the

usual 'fast attack slow decay
1
 filter is applied'the.amplitude- statistics of the noise

must be accounted for and the non-linear response, will be worse than appears from (3.72).

When a linearity requirement has been formulated, (3.72) sets a threshold, to the

linear range. This threshold depends on the.total noise in IF and can, therefore, be



Improved by decreasing the IF noise bandwidth; the minimum tolerable bandwidth is de-cermined

by the spectral bandwidth of the signal. In order not to distort the recovery signals an IF.

bandwidth of 30 kHz is normally sufficients It'.-gives, the IF system a response time of' '

approxinately 10 με, enabling reliable relaxation measurements down to about 1 M B . For -fast

effects a 300 kHz bandwidth isavailable. The measurement of steady state saturation by

implication does not put any additional requirement on the bandwidth. . ,
t

Assuming a 30 kHz noise bandwidth with peak detection, the threshold of the linear

range is determined by the noise figure: With the balanced mixer UBed.and a 10
 J
 linearity

requirement, the linear range extends from -93 dBm to -26 dBm. The dynamic range of the

power stabilizer was designed for 54 dB (see section 3.5), which can therefore easily be

accomodated. However, the linearity of the peak detector itself is limited at the low voltages

by its own threshold and by D.C. instabilities; the high voltage end is set by the maximal

power in IF. The quoted linear range is therefore only applicable when the IF gain is varied

to keep the detector within its operational range.

For the receiving system the -93 dBm threshold is not always sufficient: In order to

be able to study the longest relaxation times it must be possible to measure signals as low

as -125 dBm with an accuracy of at least 10" . In this case coherent demodulation with a

clean carrier reference is required. The noise, which is not coherent with this reference,

will then result in an output which is zero on average. The receiver output voltage will

be proportional to the signal amplitude (figure 3.9) and the lower limit to the linear.range

of the equipment is virtually removed. The lower limit is now set in practice by considerations

of video stability: In conditions of bad SHE the maximum output signal may become very small,

because the gain is determined by the maximum noise in IF.

In order to obtain the carrier reference signal, a sample must be taken at a point

in the waveguide circuit where no phase shift can occur with respect to the received signal,

other than that due to the changing reflection. In consequence, this sample must be taken

behind the variable attenuator and it will therefore vary over the complete input range of

54 dB (maximum). A certain amount of noise must then be tolerated in the reference signal,

generating an uncertainty in the switching instants in the coherent demodulation and thus

a new cause of non-linear response: An instantaneous phase error, δφ, creates an error in

the quadrature detector: Its output, V
Q
, contains a factor cos(Scp) and is therefore always

smaller than the expected signal amplitude, V^. For relatively good SIJR in the reference,

^
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p
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When the reference signal varies proportionally to the received signal:
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o
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and if the noise figure and bandwidth are equal in both cases, the non-linearity can be

written:
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The cavity is split in the middle along a surface current
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(1)

-10 *10 l|/PN(dB)

1

-1--2
Figure 3.9

The response of Borne detectors in the presence of noise Clog VQ on

arbitrary scale):

(1) Peak detector
C2) Synchronous detector with a clean reference
(3) Synchronous detector with a noisy reierence. The noisB in the

reference ifl not correlated with the noise in the signal. The
SIÏR in the reference is taken 16 dB Better than the SNR of the
signal (Vis2ct = 1ΛΟΟ).

η figure 3· 9 this deviation is shown for a randomly chosen ratio of the reference and

the signal power.

In the present design the reference was taken as a second output of the power

stabilizing system (see section 3.5). Comparison of (3.72) and (3.73) shows that in this

case the non-linearity of the power stabilizer caused by peak detection is somewhat greater

than the non-linearity of the receiver caused by the Jittering reference; special filtering

for the reference is therefore considered superfluous.

Technically it is difficult to realize the small bandwidth and the synchronous

detection required with an IF of 30 MHz; the relative bandwidth of 1Q~' makes crystal

filters necessary and synchronous detectors create problems of DC balance and stable phase

shifters. Both the receiver and the power stabilizer therefore feature a second down

+) The total output voltage decreases in this case due to the noisy reference; if the

noise in the signal and in the reference are coherent,' which is encountered .in many

applications, the total output voltage will become constant as for the peak.detector,

but at a lower input signal level.



can be studied (2.14).

figure 3.10
Schesiatic diagram of a stage of
the phase shifters.

Figure 3.11

Phase diagran, shoving the operation

of one stage of the phase shifter.

conversion. The second local oscillator used (L02) is a crystal oscillator at 28.06452 MHz,

resulting in a second intermediate frequency of 1.93548 MHz. In the design of the crystal

oscillator special care has been taken to minimize the jitter and parasitic effects at xhe

cost of rapid aging: A current limiting amplifier was used at a high level, and the parasitic

capacitance of the crystal was compensated in a bridge circuit.

At this low second IF the narrow hand filtering can he performed with simple LC filters;

the required Q factor of 60 can easily be met. For the phase shifter an extension of a low

frequency technique, of which a circuit diagram and a phase diagram are shown in figures 3-10

and 3.11, can be used *\

For the synchronous detector a MOS/FET ring was used (Philips 220 BFY or TAA53O); its

circuit diagram is shown in figure 3.12. It has a number of advantages over the standard

double balanced mixers that are implemented as a diode ring!

- Although a rather high switching voltage is needed, the power requirement for switching

is very low.

- The linearity of the device is much better since a switched FET, without a power supply,

Figure 3.12

Schematic diagram of the synchronous detector usiog

Philips TM53O (22) BFÏ).

a square wave of 10 Vpp

- TH nut = Maximum aolse at vs input = 6 V

- TD HSX = -5 V
- The substrate (not shavn) is connected to a -6 to -10 V ,

voltage divider.



for the non-linearity of the detection system. The temperature range that is covered

is an almost purely linear resistor.

- The imbalance is not caused by imbalance of diode resistivity. It is lower than for

a diode ring and balancing can be simply performed by the small variable capacitor in

•figure 3.12. It has a relatively good stability for temperature variations.

Switching of the detector was performed in our case with a square wave having a rise tiae

of less than 20 ns over 10 V amplitude. This has a small advantage in detector efficiency

and linear range but the inherent radiation of higher harmonics is a considerable

disadvantage.

The dynamic range is now limited by practical problems: The maximum voltage that

can be delivered is 500 mV and the minimum is given by the DC stability of a few μν" and

the accuracy requirement of one part in 10 . The dynamic range that can be covered by the

detector therefore extends over just 50 dB although the linear range starts at -125 dEa

and ends at -26 dBni. In most cases 50 dB is already sufficient to cover the whole input

power range and gain switching can, of course, substantially increase the operational range,

3.A-.4. Linear

The mixer that must be used in the second down conversion can reduce the linear range

of the receiving system by the gain factor of the first IF amplifier section: If an

exponential type mixer (e.g. the customary diode ring) would be used the maximum tolerated

input signal would be approximately 2? dB under the local oscillator power, which cannot

be increased by a large factor over the +3 dEm used on the microwave mixers.

The first linear term in a mixer results from the quadratic term in the series

development of the transconductance; the first non-linear contribution results from the

fourth power term. A FET features, when applied correctly, only a square law response: It

is then not necessary for the local oscillator to be much stronger than the signal to be

converted, and the above loss of linear range can be avoided. It must be .prevented,

however, that higher order terms are again generated by feedback over the source impedance

as can occur on simple FET mixer circuits. A special circuit hag therefore been developed

as shown in figure 3.13.

•10V

50Π

50A f = 30 MHz

Figure 3.13

5che=atic diasraa of the linear &ixer shoving:

- the addition stage, 1 and 2.

- the nultiplicatian etage, 3W

- the buffer anplifier, 4.

..935 MHz

Β = .3 KHz

f = 1.935 MHz



absorption; i.e. when t is far from resonance. .
 :

 .

- V , the amplitude of the wave incident on the cavity; it is measured as the amplitude '
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The signal (30 MHz) is amplified by the cascode (Τ
ι χ
, Τ

χ 2
) and the impedance of the

bifilar transformer L·,. This circuit has a resonance frequency of 29 MHz and a bandwidthof

6 MHz. The LO signal (28 MHz) is simply added to this signal by amplification by the cascode

(Taj. ^pp) aod the same circuit. The maximum signal tolerated, on Lj is 0.5j,y^
ff
 or ,

approximately -6 dBm. The full squarelaw range of .ÏWi which is the actual mixing device,

must then be used. An automatic bias ensures that the cascode (Ti^t ̂ τ?) operates in the

centre of this square law range. The low frequency term out of the,cross product of I
D
 is

selected by the bandfilter L^:. The filter is tuned to a centre frequency of 1.935 MHz and

has a bandwidth of 300 kHz. Although it has a good suppression of both signal and local

oscillator frequencies, the application of a FET amplifier as the next stage is important

for the prevention of spurious non-linear terms. Obviously, the field of application of

this mixer is limited to those cases where the down conversion factor, fg/^jpj
 i s

 large.

The sixer is purely linear in virtue of the fact that from its drain current only

the cross product of the square law term is selected:

= I.DSS*· (3.76)

The amplitude of the resulting second IF is proportional to the product of signal and

local oscillator amplitudes:

V
IF2 =

 V
S

V
L
 c
°ei

u )
S

t
 * " L

1 0 ( 3
·

7 7 )

It is this important feature which makes the mixer suitable as the variable element in the

power regulating system. In this case VJJ,
2
 is kept constant and the linear response extends

to values of Pg that are much higher than P,.

Test results indicate that the linear response was no better than 3% when P
c
 _, and

P
L max

 w e r e
 ~6

 d B m
- The measurements reported in chapter k were therefore carried out with

maximum powers of-11 dBm. A penalty in noise had to be accepted and the linearity became

limited by diaphony.

The level, p<. or Pj-, on the gate of T_. must be monitored, to ensure that the mixer

will not be overloaded; due to (3.77) no clear indication of overloading can be obtained in

second IF. In practice the average drain current (3.76) was monitored on a 'sum-meter',

which could be calibrated in dBm.

3.4.5. Diaphony.

A different cause of non-linear system response is the addition of spurious signals

to the signal under study. When these signals are generated in other parts of the equipment,

the effect is known as diaphony or cross-talk. Prevention of such effects is mainly

pragmatic in character and a full discussion of .the subject is not useful here. Seme

subjects, however, must be considered in the first stages of the design. These will be

briefly indicated in this subsection.

- The level of oscillators that are coherent with the received signal must be kept as low

as possible. Ferrite devices can be used.for isolation at aicrowave frequencies and



a correction is applied. With due care a system can be built in which during 10 Β the

instabilities are lower than 1O~^ times the signal used.

radiation outside the waveguide system must be minimized. Any remaining spurious

radiation must be absorbed rather than shielded: Good results were" obtained -with metal

covered wooden boxes. ' ; · _·.·:• ;,:--•·.-..·. ̂  ·._.- ; .

- Stabilization of the IF frequencies must be carried out by second down conversion: The

IF must be stabilized to a sum of two reference oscillators; a single oscillator which

is coherent with the low level received signal must be avoided.

- A careful pi?- must be made of all frequencies used in the system (inclusive of counters

etc), their higher harmonics and their possible intefmodulation products. Low frequency

beat products do not only reduce the accuracy of the measurement; - due to frequency to

amplitude conversion they can also be the cause of non-linear response. •

- A rigid ground approach must be used. A star configuration is recommended, and also the

mains supply must be transported along the star. The ground return of the IF signals must

be connected to the mechanical ground at the receiver inputs and outputs,

- The second down conversion, described in this chapter, also reduces the risk of reference

cross-talk to highly sensitive receiver parts. Further isolation must be obtained by''

standard electronic techniques: Buffer amplifiers and decoupling of all power supplies

and low frequency signal lines.

3.5. Power regulation and measurement of the reflection coefficient.

3.5.1. Power stabilization.

The advantage of electronic stabilization systems is found in the flexibility and

the high stabilization factors that can be reached. In order to be able to design such a

system, a regulating element must be found permitting variation of the parameter to be

stabilized, ¥, by application of a voltage, V (or a current I ). In many cases a

functional relation, Υ = Y(V), will exist; the stabilizer will then be called 'of the first

class'. In other cases only the rate of change, Y, or the acceleration, Y, can be controlled

(second class stabilizers: Servo systems, phase lock systems).

Microwave power can be controlled using either technique; in the equipment described

here a PIN diode attenuator was used because of its fast switching and the simplicity of

its application over a wide power range. A counter-indication for its use may be the

relatively high power in harmonics that is generated; a servo driven rotating vane attenuator

may then be preferable.

When the response of the regulating element is (approximately) proportional to its

drive:

* =
 K

- V
o
 (3.81)

and when the assumption of proportionality can also be applied to the other elements in the

loop, its loop gain will be equal to the product of all gains, attenuations, modulation ..

sensitivities and transducer sensitivities. .



a mixture of Zeeman temperature and dlpole-dipole temperature is then measured Which

complicates the interpretation of the measurement.) .
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Figure 3·!** shows a loop consisting of:

- The regulating element having a sensitivity K, of dimension

- A 'probe' taking a sample a.Y
0
 of the regulated output.

 ;

- An amplifier with a gain:. G.

- A transducer, translating the amplifier output (GaY
Q
) in a D.C. tension, V

t
 = K

t
G<xY

0
.

The dimension of K
t
 is [ V / Y ] .

- A reference voltage, V
r #

- A comparator having a gain, g, and producing an output:

-g(V
t
 - V

r
) = -gA (3.82)

- A loop filter with a DC gain: g'.

When all these parameters are constant the loop gain is given by:

G
L
 = -g'gK

t
GaK , (3.83)

The system will tend towards a stable state, where Δ = (V^ - V ) is small.

The loop characteristics of practical importance are the remanent (steady state)

loop :>rror and the dynamic response. These are-determined by the loop gain and the filter

characteristics.

REGULATOR

Bloeit diairraa of a ffeneralised stabilizer of the first class.

K P =

r o =

PIK DIODE
ATTEHUATOH
HP 8 7 3 5 Β

L:

DUBEHOHAL

COUPLEH

i
H l — ι>̂1 1
• ^"" 1

CDHaEHT DHIVER ̂ ^ * ν

LOOP FILTER \Z)

HA3

aP

(il HA1

g « ' ° t DO«H CO1WEHTES

7 I F SMPLIFIFJ!
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Figure 3.15

Sock dlagras or the =i=row»7e power stabilization sutsystea.



In several cases the decay after a saturating pulse is not exponential. This may, he

due to the finite time needed for establishing internal equilibrium after 'the'"pulse..'_ ..
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A change of loop conditions, such as-a variation ρ f ·Υ
±
_. or .a. drift in the regulator -._ -

sensitivity, K, will be compensated by the loop. However, in order to. approach thejnominal

output value, Y
Q
, a finite loop error, ~(Y- Y

Q
),-must-remain in order; to-produce the • • :

necessary input voltage, Δ, to the comparator. The remanent loop error is inversely

proportional to the loop gain.

If no loop filter would be present, the loop response would, to the first approximation,

not show any time dependence: The loop is then 'always in equilibrium'. However,· the

sensitivities and gains, mentioned above, will be frequency dependent, each loop element

having its own cut-off frequency. The loop gain can thus become positive and greater than

unity at a certain frequency, so that an oscillating system will result.

The loop filter is present in order to avoid this situation. The simplest case is an

HC filter, (g
1
 = 1), which reduces the gain proportionally to the frequency but can never

yield more phase shift than -π/2. The loop response can now be approximated by a first order

differential equation and the loop will be called a first order loop. The characteristic

1time of the loop is given by =[
G
L

I U

C
.1 where i«

c
 is the cut-off frequency of the filter.

The maximum value for ui
c
 can be given as a rule of thumb: The requirement exists that the

loop gain shall be smaller than unity at those frequencies where spurious phase shifts occur;

in consequence:

where oj
c
 is the lowest cut-off frequency occurring in the other loop elements.

When the loop filter used is an active EC filter, an increase of Η will cause g' and

therefore G
L
 to grow proportionally; however, iu

c
 decreases and the relation (3.8Ό remains

unchanged. The logical extreme of this process occurs when R approaches infinity: The loop

filter is then a pure integrator. This does not affect the dynamic response, but it appears

in the remanent loop error in a dramatic way: Since a steady state value of Δ would result

in an ever growing correction voltage, no steady state loop error can exist. In fact, a loop

error will cause a rate of change of Y
Q
, Y, and the loop now belongs to the second class.

Attractive though this may seem, a certain problem may exist -in acquisition (obtaining

initial stabilization).

The assumption of proportionality can always be made for small variations, in order

to calculate the transfer function of the loop. In many cases, however, the sensitivity of

the regulating element is not constant over the full regulating range; this can also apply

to the transducer. Since G^ will then vary with K^ and K, no constant transfer function can

be found for the loop and the required stability may not be feasible over the full regulating

range.

A PIE diode attenuator has an (approximately) exponential characteristic:

10 ^

This implies that a small variation, i
Q
, of I

Q
 always causes the same relative variation,of. '

the detected voltage, independent on the working point, I : '

v
d
(i + ̂ ) = v

d
 x i o -

( K

P
V

2 O )
 s v

d
(i - K

p
i

0
 1 (3.35)



It is therefore preferable not to use a microwave amplifier and the input signal

will then enter the detection system directly at the down converter. In this case, the
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The variation, v
d
, in turn causes a change in-the" drive current, ;ΛΙ

0
 = Sv

d
 so that the loop

gain can be calculated. Using the approximation. V
r
= V^,'(3.85) simply leads to:

I n 1 0 ' " " ' • • - . - . · ; - - - •

= -S.V -K„ (3.86)

It is seen that the loop gain remains constant if S and V
r
 are not changed. The attenuation

by the directional coupler, the IF amplification and the detector·losses, .which appeared in

(3.83) as the factor aGK
t
, have no influence on the loop gain. A variation of one of these

three parameters, a, G or K
t
, will still cause a variation of the output level. In the next

subsection it will be shown that this characteristic is extremely suitable to produce

stabilized power variation over a large range.

3.5.2. Power variation.

For an adequate performance of the steady state saturation equipment, the requirement

exists of power regulation over a large range:

This range was designed to be selectable between 30 dB and 5Ί- dB.

The obvious technique to obtain a variation of P
Q
 is to change V

r
; since this is a

DC level, its variation is attractively simple. However, when a large range of V must be

covered this technique leads to a high degree of complication (In the case of the above

power variation, V
r
 should be varied by factor 32 to 512):

- An investigation of (3.86) shows that the loop gain will vary as V does, which is

undesirable. A solution exists in compensation of the change in V with an inverse change

in S, but gain switching in the feed-back should preferably be avoided. Alternatively,

a logarithmic amplifier could be used as current driver but a dynamic range of 5^ dB

cannot easily be obtained and drift problems become prohibitive.

- The main advantage of the variation of V
p
 to change Ρ , appears when P

Q
 and V

r
 are

proportional. In order to ensure this proportionality, the IF system should be perfectly

linear. It was pointed out in subsection 3.4.3 that this creates the need of second down

conversion and synchronous detection; the DC stability must be specified in microvolts.

- No carrier reference is available for synchronous detection. In order to overcome this

drawback the system could be implemented-as a phase lock stabilizer (section 3.6) of the

intermediate frequency, thus creating its own reference. Such a system contains two phase

detectors driven by two crystal oscillator signals in phase quadrature: The in-phase

detection stabilizes the local oscillator; the quadrature detection feeds the signal

level control. The system is known as 'coherent AGC'. However, the advantage in linear

behaviour over an (ideal) peak detector is rather limited: Although phase and amplitude

of white noise are uncorrelated, the IF filtering has Introduced correlation and the

noise will also produce a DC component. The thermal part, of this correlated noise could,

in principle, be avoided by taking the reference, from a separate microwave mixer: Two

IF amplifiers must then be present, with a phase equality of h° over the range, *R'; •
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and threshold and noise effects at the low signal end.
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in addition, pulsing will almost certainly lead to latch-up. .-•·"•·.·.

- The above phase lock loop must operate without a limiting amplifier'to avoid spurious

phase shift. Variation of the IF level then changes the loop characteristics and'nust

be compensated, which was also necessary for the power stabilization function (Gain

switching before or after the loop filter, figure 3.21).

- Small amounts of carrier cross talk to the first L.O. to be stabilized create PM

sidebands which can later be synchronously detected. The resulting non-linearity can

be avoided by a double down conversion. In this case it would be the third down

conversion and, in addition, the quadrature reference muEt be reconstituted from the

two signals.

- During pulsed operation, phase lock is likely to be lost. Systems that guaranbee

sufficiently fast reacquisition may create boundless complications.

An alternative approach to the variation of P
Q
 is given in the nature of (3.86)

itself: When the amplification of the IF amplifier is changed, the working point of the

PIK attenuator varies without having an influence on the loop gain. In addition, variation

of the IF amplification can be performed in the first amplifier stages, so that the output

stage and detector operate at a constant level; the use of a simple diode detection is now

possible, so that spurious phase shift does not influence the result, A slj™ht penalty haB

to be accepted in linear range, but when a reasonably narrow banded second IF amplifier is

used, it is still 67 dB (see section 3Λ.3.: -26 dBm to -93 dBm). A rather high detector

voltage can be chosen (2 V) and DC stability problems virtually disappear. Phase lock"IF

stabilization is still required, but it can be carried out by using the signal before the

PIN diode, so that it is not sensitive to level changes or pulsing.

A disadvantage^, of this approach is that the narrow IF band necessitates a very narrow

loop filter, so that the resulting stabilizer is somewhat slow; a recovery time of 1 ms was

needed after a pulse.

When the loop gain is high enough (in the present case %xlCr) and within the linear

range of the IF system it can now be assumed that:

P
o
 . G = constant (3.88)

The IF gain, G, is changed by variation of the power of the second local oscillator: Using

the linear mixer the IF gain is proportional to this power and:

= constant (3.99)

The power range to be covered is large: at least 30 dB is required to be able to

follow the saturation of a resonance line through-3 orders of magnitude. For non-linear

relaxation processes a substantially larger coverage may be required.

The number of experimental points required in a steady state saturation series

depends on the relaxation process under study. For optimal determination of the saturation

curve the spacing of the points along the linear P_ scale must not be completely

equidistant, but rather more crowded at the low power end, since very steep slopes can



In the IF amplifiers the main contribution to non-linear response must be expected

on the output stages and before the attenuators; the amplifier stage in the linear mixer
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occur in .this region-^, k fixedfactor attenuator' (dB scale), cannot be used. .̂  -•;•
 !

.

An acceptable distribution is obtained when the microwave amplitude is varied in

equidistant steps: . , . . .

P„, = (j/J)
2
.P

T
 (3.90)

Such an amplitude sequence can easily be realized in DC using a,.Thompson-Varley voltage

divider; this circuit ic universally uEed in decade potentiometers. For the present design

a Thompson-Varley divider was planned in a level stabilization of the second LO. This system

is shown in figure 3.16. The divider is shown as a binary one, containing 9 bits. Its output

voltage is:

3

512
(3.91)

Its advantage over the more common decimal divider is that it can easily be controlled by a

binary counter using single throw relays. The number of experimental points can then be

varied by excluding one or more of the counting multivibrators: J could be chosen to be 32,

6Ί-, 128, 256 or 512, causing also a variation of. the power range, *H', between 30 dB and

5^ dB.

In view of the considerable design effort required, the subsystem of figure 3.16 was

not implemented and the preliminary measurements, reported in chapter 4, were carried out

9 BIT

'DIVIBEH

WORD'

FiCUre 3.16

Block diagram of the projected subsystem for the regulation of second

L.O. poaer.

•i · · · *i *f

2 Ζ/2 ΖΛ Z/128 Z/Z%

Ftcure 3.17

Provisional second I*,0. power regulator.



the pure square law portion of
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using a 9 bit„passive attenuator.(figure 3.17). .Capacitors.were used for-the impedances, Z.

Although this device produces a powe:
;
, sequence, approximately equal to the one. .defined, in ; .

(3.90), it does not meet'the accuracy or. stability'required by any means and frequent -"

calibration was .necessary; the 256 and 512 points series could not be used reliably. -,_,._'-

By variation of the L02 potter, the output.power P^' can be varied over its dynamic

range, *Ι?*(5^ dB max.). This is not sufficient to cover the needs .in.all possible :

applications, but with appropriate adjustment' of the attenuators the desired.'input. power,

P
i f
 can be obtained: The power, stabilizer has a linear range of 67 dB in.which' the', dynamic

range can be freely shifted and the input power can also be attenuatod, aa required, by

the microwave attenuator MA3 (figure 3.15).

It would also be possible to obtain the power variation, required for the execution

of the pulse measurement, by pulsing the second LO power. This option was not taken in order

to avoid problems of overloading the first IF stages, which can create instabilities of long

duration. The high power pulse was therefore generated by applying a squelch pulse to the

pre-amplifier. For the fast relaxations this approach could not be adopted, because of the

relatively slow behaviour of the power stabilising system. For this region a pulsed current

stabilizer was designed to drive the PIN attenuator. For the very fast relaxations a more

powerful pulse was needed and a separate klystron was used, with pulse modulation of the

reflector voltage .

3.5.3. Measurement of the reflection coefficient.

The previous subsections have described the technique used to control the input power

to the cavity. A small portion of this power will be reflected and must be detected; it was

pointed out in section 3.^.3 that this detection should be.synchronous with a second IF . ,

reference. This reference must be obtained from a sample of the input power and it may not

show any spurious phase shift. Its level should be substantially higher than that of the

reflected signals. It will be seen that the second IF signal in the power stabilizer

qualifies nicely: Although the input power varies over the range,
 %
R', this reference signal

remains constant.

The phase of the reference will now contain the pnase of the second lccal oscillator,

after the variable attenuator. Since this phase is not locked to any reference it must also

be- inserted in the receiver. The second local oscillator will be used to drive both linear

nixers in the receiver and in the power stabilizer, so that its phase cancels in the

synchronous detector of the receiver.

Not only is the receiver output now independent of the phase of the irradiating signal,

it is also independent of its amplitude, insofar as amplitude variations are brought about

by changing the second LO power. The only variation in receiver output is therefore caused

+) In modern technology the attenuator could be easily implemented by means of a micro-

processor and digitally controlled attenuators.
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by the phase and amplitude changes of the reflection coefficient,· Γ.

This approach has an enormous advantage in the design of the equipment; the linearity

requiremen^wichKwas'öutÜ^ .'""."T'J" """'," •

- A recejLver>ikc_h-hW^^ . •

effect;- the" signal, under;study; which is "the" variation-'o f the ̂reflection' coefficient,

would only tie a "second order effect. In our present apprdach^the variation'of; the; input

power is not visible in the output of the receiver, and the measurement directly yields

a value proportional to Γ.

- In consequence, the values of V ^ and V
Q
 do not depend any more on the measurement of a

calibration curve, but must be constant. Their values can be measured for the whole

sequence of input powers if small variations are expected, due to rémanent non-linearities

of the mixers or due to cross-talk. Mainly V m will be sensitive to cross-talk, when the

match is very good. But the variation of the values of V and V will always be only a

minor effect.

- Even though an input power range of 5^ dB is covered, no range switching of the receiver

will be necessary. Cumulative errors that might have been produced by reiterating a too

small linear range are now avoided.

A fiood linearity is still required for all amplifier circuits feeding the linear

mixers. Since relatively low signals occur in these amplifiers this requirement is not

difficult, although the danger of cross-talk remains. The second IF amplifiers, at the Output

of the linear mixers, only see a small variation in input power:

- No linearity requirement remains in the second IF amplifier of the power stabilizer.

- The linearity requirement of the second IF amplifier in the receiver is limited: A

linearity of 1% was the design goal.

An additional advantage is the ease of adjusting the equipment to the correct value

of Pt: Since V^ and V Q do not change, only the change in signal level can be observed.

3.5.%· Implementation.

Based on the design principles of sections 3.4 and 3.5, and in order to' meet the

requirements described in section 3.3, electronic equipment was developed of which the

functional diagram is shown in figure 3.'20. This diagram shows from left to right the three

sain funettonal portions of which the equipment consists:

- Power generation with frequency stabilization.

- Power regulation.

- Cavity and detection system.

Although the diagram is largely self-explanatory, the purpose of sc " the modules may

not always be clear, and this subsection will deal with the equipment functioning.

Microwave jjower generation.

For normal operation microwave oscillators are required at two frequencies:
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- The master klystron, M, resonant With the cavity, C, at fQ.

- The first L.O. klystron, LI at f L 1 = fo + 30 MHz.

Since the cavity has a very high Q andthe second IF filters are narrow,· a frequency stability

in the order of 10"8 must be met, both in fQ and in the first.IF. This stabilization will

he treated in more detail in subsection 3.6.3. For the purpose of the following discussion,

fixed oscillators of infinite stability can be assumed.

In addition,a pulse klystron, P, is shown. It is capable of delivering pulses of well

over 1 W at the cavity resonance frequency. It must be noted that it cannot be used when the

power stabilization loop is closed; nor is such an operation required, since thé pulse klystron

is normally used only for very fast relaxations.

Power stabilization.

When the output of the peak detector, V , equals the reference voltage, Vr, the input

power to the cavity, P ^ is given by the settings of all attenuators in the power «stabilizing

loop:

P ± = ( ( ! % + ΡΑ
χ
) + ( PA

2
 + O A ^ + 0A

3
 - MA-j) + A' [dBm] (3.92)

The level, A , is determined by the IF gain, by the losses of the directional couplers and

by the reference voltage.

The purpose of the attenuators is as follows:

- The attenuators MA-̂  and PA
1
 are used to select the optimum linear range of the balanced

mixer, X_. This optimum is changed when a different series length is chosen.

- Having chosen the maximum power on JL, the maximum saturating power can be set with MA,.

- The attenuators 0A
1
 and PA

2
 can be varied in order to select the optimum linear range of the

linear mixer. This optimum is reached when P^
2
 at the first experimental point (CLEAR)

is approximately equal to P
s i n a l

 at the last experimental point (SET). This condition can

be verified on the sum meter, Σ , which must show approximately equal readings in both

conditions.

- The experimental series is run, under automatic control, by changing the value of OA, from

l/H (CLEAR) to 1/512 (SET).

When the power stabilization loop is closed, the value of V
p
 will equal V

r
 for all

values of OA^ (or other attenuators) and, in consequence, the second IF output of the linear

mixer is constant.A highly linear amplifier is therefore not needed and a number of

consecutive transistor amplifier stages was used (using LM 703).

The output of PA
2
 also feeds a buffer amplifier for the output of the carrier reference.

Since it operates at a constant level, there is no risk of phase changes.

As discussed in subsection 3.5.2, a narrow IF band is needed in a compromise between

linear range and fast response. A bandwidth of 30 kHz was chosen in a single LC filter

(12 dB/oct). At higher frequency deviations the roll-off becomes much steeper due to the other

tuned circuits which have a bandwidth of approximately 300 kHz.
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Re£eiver.

The power reflected from the cavity, C, enters the detection system at the balanced

mixer, X
R
. It can be attenuated by "MAg, but this must be done only when the cavity absorption

must be simulated: e.g. for the measurement of the total reflection, V
Q
, which would

normally overload the detection system.

Since the synchronous detectors may be out of phase, the IF system can become

overloaded without showing an obvious indication on the Vsincp and Vcoscp meters. For the

purpose of monitoring and tuning, level detectors are implemented at all positions where

overloading can be detected. The level at the input of the linear mixer can be checked by

means of the |vl detector: When RA^ is at maximum attenuation (25 dB), the maximum level

on |v| indicates near overloading of the mixer input.

The receiver modules were designed for a maximum output of 0 dBra. Only the driver

stages ior the synchronous detectors can produce +10 dBm in their linear range. The signal

will never be so high: This would overload the detector, but the additional dynamic range

must be available in order to accommodate the noise peaks that may exceed the signal by 10 dB.

The variable bandwidth second IF amplifiers provide the flexibility to operate either

with a high gain and 30 kHz bandwidth, or with a lower gain and 300 kHz overall bandwidth.

Their secondary function is to provide buffering against cross-talk of the reference signal

towards the other synchronous detector.

• The synchronous detectors are the MOS/FET rings described in subsection "i.h.k. Their

reference signal is provided through two limiters by the phase shifters cpĵ  and cp
2
· Of these,

cpj is a 'trimmer', to adjust the phases exactly in quadrature: Small changes are possible

due to changes of RA., and RA, and drift of the (variable bandwidth) amplifiers. The correct

reference phase is adjusted v/ith cp̂  which must be set before every measurement.

The outputs of the detectors are passed through variable low pass filters and are

DC amplified. They are then presented to the measuring and recording system: digital

voltmeter and either potentiometer recorder, or storage oscilloscope. The broadband output

of the Vsintp detector can also be used for frequency stabilization on the cavity, by feed-back

of Im(D: (3.26and 3.29.1). The implementation of this technique will be described in section 3.6.

Special Tjroblems.

Isolation: Any master oscillator power that reaches X
R
 or X

p
 along spurious paths can cause

non-linearities (subsection 3 Λ . 5 ) . Sufficient isolation must be present in the microwave

system; it is indicated with arrows beside the signal paths.

The linear mixers do not provide a high isolation against cross-talk of the signal

on the L02 lines. Some buffering at the output of the second local oscillator is required.

The same problem exists for the synchronous detectors. The linear amplifiers in the

Vsimp chain and in the Vcoscp chain consist of five low gain stages in order to obtain

sufficient buffering.
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Stability; The subunitB that are drawn enclosed in dotted lines are temperature stabilized.

Phase accuracy: The phase relation between the reference and the IF signal will depend on
:
 ~

the master oscillator frequency, unless the difference in electrical line length for

Η signals and L, signals towards X
p
 and X

R
 are equal. In our preliminary experiments this

condition was not met, so that a tuning procedure using |v| was necessary.

Calibration: For this purpose the linear mixer in the receiver is connected to the output

of 0A
2
 and the series (in 0A,) is run (without magnetic absorption). The power at the

receiver detectors is now proportional to P^, hut since the phase relation between

reference and signal varies over- a large angle, both Vsintp and Vcoscp must be measured.

Relative weight: For the curve fitting programme, mentioned in subsection 3.3.2, a weight

factor must be assigned to the various experimental points. This factor has been taken

proportional to the noise in the Vcoscp output. It is measured by peak detection of the

AC component of this output for all values of 0A,
r

3.6. Frequency stabilization.

3.6.1. Survey of methods.

The instabilities of an oscillator can be distinguished in short term and long term

instabilities, and in amplitude and phase (or frequency) variations.

Short term variations (noise) occur due to electronic motion or to mechanical changes,

such as vibration of grids, gain fluctuations and mobility of dislocations. Long term

instabilities (drift) can also have mechanical causes, of which crystal aging is an example.

More commonly they are due to external causes: temperature and voltage drift.

The spectral distributions of amplitude and frequency noise do usually not show

large differences. For a klystron oscillator the main contribution to the noise power

consists of frequencies below 10 kHz. In EPR equipment, where the reflection of a cavity

is studied, the influence of amplitude and frequency noise components is somewhat different;

it is also dependent on the type of detector used.

Reference is made to the reflection as function of frequency, which is shown in

figure 3.3. It will tie assumed that the carrier is tuned exactly to the resonant frequency;

the noise sidebands of the irradiating signal are symmetrical in the case of amplitude noise

and antisymmetrical for frequency noise. The reflection consists of two components in phase

quadrature of which the amplitude is detected by the two synchronous detertors.

The in-phase reflection of the amplitude noise is present in the Re(D detection in

approximately the same ratio as it was present in the irradiating signal: Only for the high

frequency components of the noise the reflection becomes somewhat higher, which can only be

of importance in the case of (almost) complete match: Δ = Ο. The quadrature component inverts

the phase of one of the sidebands, thus converting amplitude modulation into frequency

modulation: The amplitude noise will not cause a response in the Im(r) detector.

The frequency noise behaves in the opposite sense: In the real part of the reflection

it remains frequency modulation and is not detected, except for a small response at the
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double frequency due to the (Qβ)
2
 dependence, (3.7.K). The imaginary part of the reflection,

however, converts the frequency modulation into amplitude modulation which gives a response

in the Im(D detector; this response is hardly dependent on the match, Δ; it can be much

larger than the magnetic response of the cavity.

For the case of non-synchronous peak detection the influence of frequency noise on

the absorption signal can therefore be very much higher than that of amplitude noise. This

is the reason why frequency stabilization has received more attention than amplitude

stabilization. The obvious solution is to use in-phase synchronous detection, if one is

interested in the absorption only. For the detection of the magnetic dispersion the

stabilization of the frequency noise remains of prime importance. Frequency stabilization

for the correction of long term drift must also be applied for the detection of the

absorption, even at the low input powers where the system noise is completely determined

by the detector thermal noise. The drift can easily become equal to the cavity Width and

the above argument for the in-phase synchronous detection becomes less valid.

Finally, it must be remarked that the jitter (frequency noise) can also yield an

undesirable response in the narrow banded IF filters; the response theory is analogous to

the above, but the filters are.much narrower than the cavity. Again it is therefore

important to stabilize the IF to the exact centre of the pass band. In addition, the

frequency noise can now come in the order of the filter bandwidth, and an average amplitude

response is created. Compensation of the IF noise is therefore necessary not to create

linearity errors in the steady state measurement.

In the history of microwave technique mauy systems have been used to improve on the

stability of oscillators. A classification can be made in:

(1) Passive stabilization.

(2) First class active stabilization:

- IF discriminators.

- Cavity discriminators.

(3) Phase control.

Many oscillators, notably klystrons, are sensitive to their load impedance. Their

frequency stability can be improved by the use of a high Q cavity as a load. This not only

suppresses the high frequency side bands by filtering, but also 'pulls' the klystron to

its nominal frequency. With extremely high Q cavities, stability improvements of one to

two orders of magnitude have been reported
1
^. This stability improvement applies to all

components of the output spectrum so that it is mainly used for those cases where spectral

components between 100 kHz and 1 MHz must be studied. In many cases, however, the insertion

loss of the cavity and the limited tunability will be unacceptable.

An oscillator can also be stabilized by the injection of· a clean pilot signal. Its

behaviour can then be described as a forced oscillator or as a non-linear amplifier. Since

the pilot is required to have a rather high power the system is somewhat difficult to use,

and the resulting gain in stability is not impressive.
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The second type of stabilization employs an active loop of the first class. They

are known as AFC systems. All of them employ some type of frequency'discriminator circuit,

of which the sensitivity is expressed in V/Hz, and an oscillator with voltage control of

the output frequency (VCO). The stability improvement, especially of the low frequency side

bands, can be many orders of magnitude.

Any fixed tuned FH detector can be used as discriminator: A deviation from the centre

frequency, f
f
, creates a correction voltage which is, in the case of a klystron oscillator,

added to the reflector voltage. Since useful FM detectors operate at frequencies in the

10 - 100 MHz range, they can only be employed for microwave stabilization after suitable

down conversion with a 'clean' local oscillator. For this purpose the n-th harmonic of a

crystal oscillator, running at f , can be used. The microwave source will then be stabilized

to a frequency:

f
H
 = n.f

x
 + f

f
 (3.101)

When a high quality quartz is used the final oscillator stability is limited by the stability

of the discriminator.

A more common application of the FM detector is found in IF stabilization systems in

which the frequency difference between the two klystron oscillators must be stabilized:

f
f
 is then chosen directly at the intermediate frequency.

For many applications it is useful to stabilize an oscillator to the resonance

frequency of a cavity. The frequency dependence of Γ can be translated into a discriminator

function in several ways:

- The system which is most readily understood employs a frequency modulation of the

oscillator to be stabilized; this results in amplitude modulation of Irl at the double

frequency. When the cavity is slightly off resonance, the reflection contains a component

at the fundamental frequency of which the amplitude is proportional to the frequency

deviation. By synchronous detection this component can be translated into a correction

voltage. This system cannot be used for steady state saturation, because the modulation

results in an average reflection coefficient that is higher than the resonant Γ.

- The system proposed by Pound °' generates the discriminator function by using the phase

information of a sample of the signal-which is reflected by the cavity. Down conversion

is performed by generation of two AM side bands on a second sample of the signal, and

mixing these two signals together. The resulting intermediate frequency is equal to the

modulation frequency, and synchronous detection will finally yield the desired discriminator.

The system has the advantage over the previous one of not requiring frequency modulation

of the oscillator: The side bands are generated by modulation of a microwave diode and

processed in a separate circuit. Its disadvantages are found in its complexity of operation,

its low flexibility and its spurious (harmonic) responses. Although it could be used for

stabilization of a klystron oscillator to the cryogenic cavity, in practice it lacks the

flexibility for such an application.

- Finally, synchronous detection of the cavity reflection yields a discriminator function

very directly: The imaginary component is shown in figure 3.3 versus frequency and it is
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easily seen that this response can be used for stabilization.. . - . ... . . ...

In the three above systems the frequency deviation will generate a correction voltage, which

can be amplified and is fed back to the reflector of the master klystron oscillator,.

A system of frequency stabilization which has come into increasing prominence in the

last decade is the phase lock loop. It stabilizes a microwave oscillator to a harmonic of

a crystal oscillator; it can also stabilize a frequency difference.· In this case the'frequency

control is derived from a phase deviation: The system is of the second class. Its advantage

over the first class systems is primarily its simplicity in hardware; in addition, it provides

the short term stability of a crystal oscillator.

It will be treated in some detail in the following subsection.

3.6.2, Phase lock principles.

The theory of the phase lock loop " makes use of the Laplace transformation, which

in network theory provides the link between frequency domain and time domain. In the

illustration of its first principles, below, this formalism will not be used and the loop

behaviour will only be treated as a time dependent process.

Signal

Source
"a Phase

Detector

v
Q

v.c.o.

v
c

Lo

Fil

t

np

Fi.-ure 3.^1

Block dlarran of ·ι Pïa^e Lock Loop.

Using the basic phase lock loop diagram of figure 3.21 the behaviour of a frequency

stabilizer can be derived as follows:

Let the output of the signal source be:

vs = V s cos[i»t + cps(t)] (3.102)

and that of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO):

v0 = ¥ o cos[<ut + q,o(t)] (3.103)

These signals are compared in the phase detector of which the output is:

Yd = K&[*SM - =!O(t)] C3.1CA)

It must be noted that the detector sensitivity, Kd, is not necessarily proportional to

Vs o r v o : Sat"rating amplifiers are often used. Nor is [cpB(t) ->0(t)l necessarily the

approximation of the sine of the argument: Linear detectors can be used giving an output

which is proportional to the phase difference, modulo 2π.
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The signal v
d
 passes through the filter, F, the response of which can be easily

described in frequency domain using the complex frequency:

ρ = σ + iu, C3.105)

In time domain, the filter operation can be given as the convolution of the impulse, response,

h(t), with the input signal:

Fcp(t) = J' ds cp(s).h(t - s) (3.106)

The loop is closed when the filter output, v
0
, is applied to the oscillator control input

to create a frequency deviation:

6ui = φ (t) = Κ v
c
 = K

o
K

d
F L ( t ) - sp

o
(t)l (3.107)

This equation of motion can also be given as:

= Α
 Φ
 (t) (3.108)

Κ Κ, is called the loop gain and has the dimension [s~ J.

For the application in a frequency stabilizer the signal source is a 'clean'

reference osci l lator and cps(t) = 0. In consequence, the phase error of the loop can be

simplified t o :

c?(t) = tpE - Φ 0(ΐ) ' (3.109)

and the equation of motion, which i s now written:

|p(t) = ο (3.110)

be solved below for some filter operators, F.

Γ-i + KKi
Idt

 o d

As a first example He assume that no filter is present at all; the impulse response

of the 'filter' is simply the impulse itself: h(t) = 6(t) and obviously:

Fcp(t) = J' ds m(s)6(t - s) = cp(t)

In this case (3.110) remains a f i r s t order differential equation:

= -K0Kdcp(t)

(3.U1)

(3.113)

and the loop is called a first order loop. Its response to a phase error is:

cp(t) = CD(O) exp(-K
0
K

d
t) (3.113)

The simple technique to feed the zero beat between two oscillators back, 'locks' them

together without a steady state frequency error. The characteristic time of a first order

loop is:

β
1 =

 1 / K
o

K
d (3.114)

The example of the first order loop is not very realistic: In order to use (3.10Ό a

certain amount of filtering is needed, which must be at a much higher frequency than the

loop characteristic frequency, if the approximation of a first order loop is to remain valid.

However, in many circuits this condition cannot be met; as an example, phase locking of a
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d
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p
i

0
 3 (3.85)
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klystron oscillator must use the following typical parameters:

K
d
 S 10 V/r and K

Q
 = 10

?
 r/Vs,

so that Θ, = 10"*" s, which is in the order of the intermediate frequencies used.

la consequence, the loop behaviour must be studied for the case that F is a low pass filter.

For a stabilizer of the first class the extreme low pass filter is an integrator (see

subsection 3.5.1). Its effect is to introduce a time constant and to exclude steady state

loop errors. For a phase lock loop these features are already present without integration:

A frequency deviation is compensated but leaves a steady state phase error. The effect of

a pure integrator in the phase lock loop will now be considered as the second example.

Its impulse response is a unit step:

h(t) = S(t) =
0 for t < 0

1 for t > 0

and:
- -, +» _ t

Fcp(t) = φ J' ds cp(s) h(t - s) = ± J" ds cp(s)

- = >
 T

 - o o

The equation of motion (3.110) can then be written:

<p(t) + - 2 — tp(t) = 0

(3.115)

(3.116)

(3.117)

of which the solution is:

tp(t) = φ
ο
 eyp it(K

o
K

d
/

T
)

l / 2
] (3.118)

The solution of this second order loop is not basically instable, in that it does

not build up to an infinite error (to be limited by saturation effects); it mill, however,

not stabilize to a phase error equal to zero, since it has no (negative) real term in the

exponent. Such a damping can easily be realised with the filter of figure 3.2a of which

the impulse response is:

E, 1 τ , 1
h(t) = -£ 6(t) + S(t) = -£ 6(t) + — S(t)

lïith this filter the equation of motion becomes:

<p(t) + ψ- K
0
K
d
cp(t) + -2-2 cp(t)

(3.119)

(3.120)

Kit

/ T i

Sciiïo looi) f i l ter: vc(t) = -f- »d(t) + J . J-do ird(o)
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in principle, be avoided by taking the reference from a separate microwave mixer: Two

IF amplifiers must then be present, with a phase equality of h° over the range, 'R';
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so that critical damping will occur for:

T
2 = ^l^Vd

and for this condition the system will stabilize with a relaxation time:

It will be seen that the effect of this 'lead-lag integrator' is to introduce a

(selectable) damping in the loop, and thus to allow sufficient low pass filtering to be

able to neglect the bandwidth limitations of the other loop components; the loop,response

time will be much longer than for a first order loop with the same loop-gain, K
0
K

d
; a

frequency offset does not cause the phase error that was present in the first order loop.

It is this 'high gain second order loop' that is used in almost all modern phase

lock design.

''A

'4
Ά

The equation of motion (3.120) is analogous to that of a servo system: In that case

the motor acceleration is proportional to the angular error and the basic system is a second

order loop. Damping is there the result of mechanical losses and of the insertion of

velocity information from a tacho-generator (which is used when the loop gain is high).

For second order phase lock loops the terminology of servo systems is often used and (3.120)

is written:

φ + 2ζι»
η
Φ + m φ = Ο

where:

and:

is the 'natural frequency'

f (WT1> 1/2 i s the 'damping factor'

of the loop. The meaning of these parameters becomes evident from the solution:

cp(t)

(3.123)

(3.12Ό

(3.135)

(3.126)

For zero damping the system oscillates with a frequency ω ; with increasing ζ the number

of oscillations decrease rapidly and for ζ = 1. critical damping occurs. The exact solution

which depends on the initial conditions, tp(O) and φ(0), is given by Gardner
1
" for a phase

step, for a frequency step (= velocity step) and for a frequency ramp (= acceleration step).

In the above second order loop the velocity information was set by the resistor, Rg.

A different means of inserting velocity information is to add to the output of the phase

detector that of a frequency discriminator with a sensitivity K
f
[Vs/r]; (3.10Ό then becomes:

v
d =

 K
d P

( t ) + K
fi(t) (3.127)

and when the pure integrator (Kg = 0) is used the loop will again be of the second order and:

ζ = ( K
0
K

f

2
A K

d
T )

1 / 2
 (3.128)

which can be designed for (approximately) critical damping. The addition of a discriminator

in the loop seems to yield a great advantage in acquisition behaviour: It will produce'a DC

component even at high frequency offsets. However, it will be shown Ïhat for frequency

stabilization of microwave oscillators a wide band loop must be used, for which the filter

of figure 3-22 also features a 'pull-in' behaviour over the full IF band.



curve the spacing of the points along the linear P„ scale must not be completely

equidistant, but rather more crowded at the low power end, since very eteep slopes can

The dynamic behaviour of the loop was shown in (3.126) to depend on uu
n
, once ζ

 n a
s .

been fixed; normally ζ is chosen in the region 0.5 to 1,; i.e., a'slight overshoot,is tolerated.

The value of w is strongly dependent on the application' and the"required performance in'the

presence of noise and frequency modulation, and on the required-acquisition behaviour. A

number of applications will now be shown as illustrations, and acquisition techniques will

be briefly discussed.

The tracking filter, figure 3.23, is used in cases where the requirement of bandwidth

limitation, just around a phase or frequency modulation spectrum, is incompatible with the

large uncertainty of the carrier frequency. The bandwidth of the loop must in this case be

such that all phase variations at the input, belonging to the frequency spectrum, appear as

an exact replica in the output signal of the VCO: The loop 'tracks' the modulation. The

tracking loop can also be used as an FM demodulator, if the control behaviour of the VCO is

sufficiently linear; the output signal is then available at the output of the loop filter, v
o
>

In the frequency stabilizer, figure 3.24, the phase of the signal source, tjj(s), is

constant by definition. Tracking of this constant phase by the VCO means compensation of its

own phase jitter, so that a large bandwidth of the loop is required. However, an optimal
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bandwidth exists depending on the thermal noise density at the phase detector (which is

tracked) and the basic instabilities of the VCO to.be.stabilized (see figure 3.27).

The phase demodulator, figure 3.25, is tff necessity a narrow banded loop, since its

operation consists in tracking the average phase of the carrier but not the modulation

spectrum. The demodulated information appears at the output .of the phase detector, in,v^.

In a narrow banded loop the inherent stability of the VCO becomes critical: The loop must

be able to track the jitter of the VCO, which must.therefore be small. For a high gain

second order loop the maximum tolerated frequency step can be obtained from the experimental

formula
1
^:

n.Dp
0
 = 1.8 »

n
(C + 1) (3.129)

In order to provide the necessary spectral purity VCXO's are often used.

Before phase lock is obtained the frequency difference between ν and ν may be so

l?rge that the resulting zero beat will not pass the loop filter: The direct acquisition

17 Ί
range is given "as:

Ao)
L
 = 2ςω

η
 (3.130)

A number of techniques can be used for automatic acquisition which will he briefly reviewed

below.

(1) The most common acquisition technique is the sweep method: A small (alternatively

positive or negative) voltage offset is applied to the positive input of the loop

filter (figure 3.22.a) resulting in a triangular voltage at the output. The maximum

tolerable sweep speed is slightly below the maximum frequency sweep that the loop can

track; as a rule of thumb:

^search
 =

 ~~£~ (3.131)

(2) A second order loop of sufficiently high gain will also 'pull-in'. This means that it

can acquire lock by itself, although the beat frequency (iu
s
 - u)

Q
) may be higher than

the acquisition range. This behaviour can be explained as follows: Since the second

order loop filter (figure 3.22,b) hae a finite high frequency suppression a low level

of the beat frequency will be applied to the VCO, which is modulated by it. This

modulation causes a distortion of the beat wave shape which will then contain a (small)

DC component. This DC component is integrated so that after a proper integration time

the output of the loop filter will approach the required correction voltage. Under the

condition that the open loop gain of the loop filter is infinite, the 'pull-in range'

becomes infinite, too (to the first approximation). But the 'pull-in time' can become

prohibitive for narrow banded loops:

(3.132)

In addition, it must be noted that any bandwidth limitation at high frequencies due to

other loop components will set a boundary to the pull-in range.



+) In modern technology the attenuator could be easily implemented by-means of a micro-

processor and digitally controlled ;attenuators.

I t i s seen that acquisition becomes increasingly difficult for narrow loops: small

values of ID . Although such loops are not of direct importance to frequency stabilizers,- -

for the sake of completeness two acquisition techniques will bB mentioned briefly below: ' '

(3) The addition of a discriminator can extend the acquisition range, without limitation

by the loop bandwidth^ In the above example (formulae- 3.127 and 3.128) where the •

discriminator is responsible for the total damping, the acquisition time can be shown

to be (2ζω )
- 1
 which is much shorter than Β . The hardware involved, however, is rather

comulex so that this technique is rarely used. In addition, it is, essential that the

SHR in the discriminator bandwidth is rather large so that the discriminator frequency

range becomes very limited in noisy conditions.

(Ό The 'pull-in time' (3.132) can be shortened considerably if the loop bandwidth "is

increased. The technique that can be used for this purpose consists of switching of

the loop gain, Κ K^, which causes an increase of both u)
n
 and ς (3.124, 3.125). The SNP

in the wider loop must remain sufficiently positive, but since a moderate increase in

uj causes a dramatic decrease of Β (proportional to ui ~ ) this method can often be

very helpful. A drawback of this technique is that switching of the gain is hazardous

since it may cause loss of lock.

3.6.3. Implementation.

in the left hand part of figure 3.20 the microwave oscillators are shown, together

ïith the frequency stabilization system. In this subsection the design of the different

units will be reviev/ed briefly.

3.6.3.1. IF stabilization at 30 MHz.

A functional diagram is shown in figure 3.26. The VCO signal of this loop is effectively

generated by the mixer diode, X^Q- It is produced as the frequency difference of the master

oscillator and the local oscillator, and therefore has the modulation sensitivity of a

klystron: KQ = 10
7 r/Vs.

The VCO signal is amplified with an IF bandwidth of 3 MHz, after which a constant

level is ensured by a hard limiting amplifier. The signal is then fed to the phase detector

through a high voltage separation, as is the reference signal generated in a 30 MHz crystal

oscillator. The signal ground of the phase detector is connected to the DC level of the

reflector power supply; the detector output thus yields the corrected reflector voltage.

In contrast to the theory presented in subsection 3.6.2 a passive loop filter was

chosen, in order to avoid the bandwidth limitation of an operational amplifier and to

minimize the current drain from the floating power supply (batteries). The loop parameters

are not essentially changed by this approach, since KQKd>>U)n. The pull-in behaviour, however,

is substantially reduced because a DC component in the zero beat cannot be integrated up to

the desired correction voltage. In addition, a frequency offse- must be compensated by a

steady state loop error; this causes an undesirable drop-out behaviour when fast frequency

steps occur (e.g. caused by pulsing of the PIN diode switch).



For normal operation microwave oscillators are required.at two frequencies:
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IF PH35B lor'rt loop.

Functional principles show no difference in correcting the local oscillator or the

master oscillator with the loop filter output. However, small quantities of 30 MHz on the

control line create phase modulated side bands of the relevant microwave oscillator. These

side bands will be (partly) demodulated on X
p
 and Xp and must therefore be much weaker

than the microwave carrier reflected from the cavity. This can only be guaranteed for all

input signal conditions if the master oscillator is chosen as the frequency controlled

element.

Although a major cause of non-linearities due to the IF stabilizer is thus avoided,

the presence of a (medium power) oscillator which is synchronous with the low level received

signal remains a possible source of errors. A solution can be found in the use of a second

down conversion; in the present frequency plan a second local oscillator at 31.6 MHz and a

phase lock loop running at 8 Λ MHz would fit to provide a 30 MHz stabilization, in which

neither of the treo frequencies has a harmonic relation near any other frequency used in

the equipment.

For the simple case of stabilization of the IF between two unmodulated carriers the

loop design consists exclusively of a choice of iu
n
 and ζ. In the case of frequency

stabilization of an unmodulated carrier it is advantageous to choose critical damping: ς = 1.

Three limitations will then exist for the choice of uu
Q
 which will be discussed below:

The minimum value of m^ is set by the requirement that the maximum frequency step of

the oscillator, Δω
0
, will not cause the loop to drop out of lock, or even to slip cycles.

Assuming that the frequency steps are below 10 kHz:

iu)0 < 6 X10^ r/s

it follows from (3.129) that:.

= 2 x l 0

(3.133)

(3.13Ό

The maximum value for i^ i s determined by the requirement that the general shape of

--he f i l ter response, figure 3.22.b, must he maintained; otherwise the loop may become of f.he
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third order ana not stable under all conditions. The value of l/τ, must therefore be chosen

well below any other cut-off frequency in the loop. Such a cut-off frequency is caused by

the IF filter which is 3 MHE wide so that l/τ., must be much smaller, than 10' r/s.' Gardner -

takes the example of a single tuned filter and states the stability requirement: Διυ^ρ/2 > 5 Λ
2
·

For the staggered tuned triple in the IF amplifier of figure 3.26 a larger margin is required.

For e::anple:

ε (3.135)

(3.136)

and from (3.13Ό and (3.125) it follows that:

= 10É r/s
η, max

A'ith this choice the loop will be stable, but high frequency noise components may be

excessively high.

It is seen that a rather large window remains for UJ between (3.134) and (3.136).

IΓ. sone cases the system noise will put a third requirement o;i a> : see figure 3.2V. The

thermal noise density of the mixer crystal, X-ZQ, will be compensated in the loop bandwidth

and creates spurious modulation of the microwave oscillator. An optimum choice of the loop

bandwidth can then be found near the intersection of the noise density curves of the mixer

Table 3.1. IF phase lock loop design.

Oscillator sensitivity, K
Q

Detector sensitivity, K,

Damping factor, ζ

Natural frequency, α

Filter cjaar_acj:eris ti.£s:

'
3
 (IF filter)

Ko:Lse_ betev_i£ur_:

Signal power, Ρ
ς

Noise power density, Ν

Effective noise bandwidth, B.

3HS phase jitter, σ

Tracking_limits_:

Hold-in range, Δαΐρ/2-π

Maximum sneev rate, tu /2it

" H I S A

Pull-out frequency step, Au)p_/

Acquisition:

Lock in range, iiiir/2it

Pull in range, Δι«ρ/2·π:

Theoretical

Experimental

10
7
 r/Vs

10 V/r

1

10
5
 r/s

10 ms

20 us

= 0.1 us

-71 dEs

-170 dBm/Hz

4» dB.Hz (62.5 kHz)

3 X10"
3
 r

+ 15 MHz

1.5 GHz/s

57 kHz

+ 30 kHz

+ 1 MHz

+ 300 kHz
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loc f

Fiirure 3.2?

The tolse of a phase stabilizing loop {arbitrary scales).

Curve Κ. shows tr_e instabil it ies or tho (dirferonct or two)

klystron oscillators.

Curve \' shows t*ie instabilit ies of 3 erysu.l oscil lator.

The noljo level due to 5/1! it Hie input is ln-iicutcd as Η .

The composite noise spectrum is stiown for two possible

Gelecticne of the 3 dB t>undwidth in t!ie looj>: f' and f" .

crystal and the basic oscillator. For an IF stabilizer this limitation is normally not

reached since it is almost always possible to ensure a sufficiently high ratio of signal

and noise density at the input; however, no gain in performance is obtained by reducing l^

t

indefinitely when f is determined by other reasons. Far a real optimization of the loop

performance a selective and sensitive spectrum analyser is indispensable.

In the p
lt
.sent equipment iu

n
 was chosen at iu

n
 = lCr r/s. The IF power at X,

Q
 is

-71 d3n. For this case table 3.1 shows the main dynamic parameters and the noisa behaviour.

Kost of these values result from theoretical calculation and have not been checked

experimentally.

5.6.3.2. Stabilization of the microwave frequency.

The cavity discriminators, discussed in subsection 3-6.1, can be used for the

stabilization of the microwave frequency to the cryogenic cavity or to an external cavity.

For pulse saturation measurements where the thermal noise of the detector often limits the

sensitivity, these systems can well be used; for steady state saturation the use of the

phase lock, technique is necessary.

The 'VCXO-PLL
1
 shown in figure 3-20 for stabilization of the first local oscillator

frequency is produced by Microwave/Systems Inc.; type nr MOS-5. Its operation is, in

principle, equal to that of figure 3.26: The LO in that system is now replaced by the n-ch

harmonic of a VCXO, and the signal to be phase stabilized is:

(3.137)

The instabilities of f
L 1
 itself are of importance in this case and these are, for high n,

fully determined by the VCXO. The final stability of the 10 GHz oscillator is quoted:

50 Hz per ms, 10 Hz per sec, 500 Hz per hour.

f
Ll "

 n
'

f
VCKO = ί

 f
X0



The same problem exists for the synchronous detectors. The linear amplifiers in the

Vsincp chain and in the Vcoscp chain consist of five low gain stages in order to obtain

sufficient buffering.

In the equipment of figure 3.20 I^ must be used to fix the microwave frequency

fceiause the caster oscillator is used for stabilization of the IF; the master frequency, £,.,,

can now be tuned to the cavity, f
Q
, by application of the correct control voltage to the

VCXO. Although this configuration minimizes linearity errors it introduces additional noise:

It has been observed that the phase noise is considerably less when f
M
 is stabilized directly

by M03-5 and L, is controlled by the IF phase lock loop. This may be due to 30 MHz noise in

the output of Μ0Ξ-5. The IF-PLL that uses a second down conversion, as proposed in subsection

3.1.3.1, has then the additional advantage of a gain in noise performance.

The combination 'VCXO-PLL + klystron' can be regarded as an extremely stable microwave

oscillator that can be tuned by means of the VCXO control voltage. In the present equipment

this control voltage can be taken from the Vsincp output of the receiver (figure 3.3! Im(r));

tnus an AFT loop is closed and f,, can be kept automatically centred at f , This system can

be used when the monitor frequency is to follow a varying dispersion; it is also very useful

«hen the cavity frequency is not stable. The net result is that the klystron oscillator will

have the short term stability of a crystal oscillator but will follow slow cavity effects.

The Vsintf output cannot directly be applied to the VCXO. Therefore an AFC interface

•.ναέ designed of which the functions are:

- ?re-cer.trinc of the VCXO to the desired frequency (overriding the same function in MOS-5)

- Addition of a frequency modulation, when required,

"ontrol of the loop gain.

- Selection of the loop bandwidth.

- Selection of stabilization mode: Fixed frequency / Cavity tracking.

The performance of the AFC loop can be described with the following parameters:

- 'Ίτζίκ.ϋχ stabilization factor: 3 X 10 .

- "ininum open loop bandwidth: 15 χ 10 Hz.

7;.e product of these values is a characteristic parameter for the loop and is normally

determined by the next bandwidth limitation in the loop; in this case it is 450 Hz which

csr. be identified to be the modulation bandwidth of the VCXO.

Another advantage of the power variation system of section 3.5 now appears: The AFC

loop rain is dependent on the cavity irradiation, and the maximum loop gain, is set by

stability requirements. With varying input power the AFC loop must therefore operate rather

far from its optimum. In the present system, however, the receiver gain is reduced as the

input pow<=r increases so that the loop gain, remains constant: It can be operated close to

its maximum stabilization factor throughout the input range.

Except for the direct dependence of the stabilization factor on the cavity irradiation,

•shier, is thus suppressed, the absorption changes as the sample is saturated, reducing the

.-avity mismatch, Δ. Inspection of the imaginary psrt of (3.6) then reveals that the

stacilization factor is to the second order still dependent on the input power; for small

1 this is a negligable effect. However, in a different design one might wish to apply,

for convenience, an AC-C or limiting amplifier in IF. This reintroduces the dependence on

input pouer, because the loop gain would increase with a large factor as Δ goes to zero.
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i t remains frequency modulation and i s not detected, except for a small response at the
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3.7. Temperature stabilization.

The experimental equipment used for steady state saturation measurements not only

features stabilization of RF power and frequencies: Feedback systems are present on magnet

current, attenuator drive currents, power supply voltages, amplifier temperatures and bath

temperature. Host of these systems are straightforward stabilizers of the first class and

they will not be worked out here in all the detail of the technological problems that had

to be solved. The stabilization of the bath temperature forms an exception in that it may

directly influence the saturation measurement: The heat contact between the cavity and the

bath may not be infinitely good, necessitating a dynamic correction of the cavity temperature

during the measurement series.

3.7.1. The basic system.

Figure 3.28 shows the functional diagram of the active temperature stabilizer.

As a temperature sensor a carbon or germanium resistor was used. It was mounted on

the rear of the cavity, just opposite the location of the sample (figure 3.Ό.

This resistor is part of a Wheatstone bridge circuit of which the imbalance is

amplified and used as a control voltage for the temperature regulating elements. In order

to avoid the contribution of DC drift and of 1/f noise, the bridge is driven by an AC

source and the imbalance must be synchronously detected. The frequency used cannot be very

high, because spurious capacities in the long leads towards the cavity must also be

compensated and this changes the resistive bridge balance; ultimately they would make

reliable temperature calibration impossible. The frequency was chosen at 1 kHz.

A special problem of many proportional thermostats is that their regulating

characteristics are not linear because of the regulating element used. When this is,

for example, a heater its temperature response is a quadratic function of the control

voltage. In consequence, a high stabilization factor can only be reached very slowly

because at high deviations from equilibrium the loop becomes unstable. A transient error

emperature stabilizing eyBtesi.



and the resulting gain in stability is not impressive.
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can easily start the loop off in oscillation. In addition, the loop bandwidth must necessarily

be very narrow, due to the other band limitations in the loop (e.g. the heat capacity of the

Se ra-h!).

-vogenic thermostats also have the disadvantage of low flexibility: Since the vapour

presc.-·.- varies over large ratiges for small temperature variations, every working point must

be carefully approached and a new adjustment of the equipment parameters is required:

oscillator power, gain, loop bandwidth, pump capacity. In the temperature range 0.5 Κ to 20 Κ

five different regulating systems ?.ere used. These will be mentioned briefly in the following

subsections.

Above 4.2 K.

The temperature regulating system to be used between 4.2 Κ and 20 Κ has been described

before . It is basically a Helium gas cooling system. For this purpose the liquid Helium

level is below the cavity which can be heated (by a resistor on the outer container, flpure

3 Λ ) or cooled (by forced evaporation of the Helium), as required.

The two heaters of approximately 30 Ohm are fed by a semi power amplifier whirl-, 'as

the bridge imbalance at its input. The output voltage is applied either to the cavity heater

or to tne Helium evaporation heater, when the bridge imbalance shows a too low (-) or too

hisr. (+) temperature, respectively. In most casea the stable position was fomd at a slightly

forced cooling.

In t-.e liquid 'ieli ;n range, above tht lambda point, a standard Hanostat system was

•;se<l for pressure control of the cooling liquid, which will thereby have a stahle temperature.

Ir. t
;
.is context it must ce mentioned that pressure variations outside the thin walled

stainless steel waveguide cause considerable reflection variations. This effect becomes

less important at pressures below 50 Torr.

.'.•he:; large input powers to the cavity cannot be transported efficiently through the

Tor.Tsct -as. an active stabilization can be used with a working point slightly nirher t'.ati

:.:.e Helr'irr. temperature. This can be implemented by heating the resistor, R, (figure 3.4)

Ait·, tie (-)-output of the semi power amplifier. Its value wist be chosen in acconl-.nce

sit>. the maximum microwave dissipation expected, which it must ue able to compensate

(several r:V should noriially be sufficient).

"He - II.

relo» the lambda pjxnt the pressure stability obtained with a manosta" )":pc rapidly

E-.a-.,3ir.fT temperature drift. The above method of cavity heating can then not oe used: T
f
 is

essential that the temperature difference between cavity and Helium bath is very small.

In this temperature range one can use the fact that no temperature fluctuations



Finally, synchronous detection of the cavity reflection yields a discriminator function

very directly: The imaginary component is shown in figure 3.3 versus frequency and it is
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occur in the superfluid Helium bath: The Helium evaporation heater is used to produce,

controlled evaporation at a constant pump capacity. For this purpose it is now connected

to the (-)-output; the (+)-output is left open. The pump capacity was set for each

temperature with a needle valve, such that the stabilizer dissipation was approximately

10 mV).

3.7.5.
 3

He.

When ^He cooling is used, the sample- and thermometers have a direct (metallic)

contact with the cooling liquid. Two methods were used for temperature stabilization,

analogously to the two methods used in the He region.

Variation of_pumj> c_ap_aci1;y.

The cavity temperature is determined by the gas transport through tube A (figure 3A).

This gas flow could have been varied by servo control of a valve; such a servo system

would derive its error indication from the bridge imbalance. However, as a simpler solution

a quasi proportional regulator of the pump capacity was developed, using a magnetic (ON/OFF)

valve.

In this regulator the output voltage of the bridge is compared with a triangular

voltage with a period of typically 20 seconds. From this comparison a gating signal is

derived of which the duration varies as the bridge imbalance; the magnetic valve is opened

during the gate resulting in a controlled pump capacity. The presetting of the temperature

range, so that the system can operate with a duty cycle of approximately 0.5, is performed

with a high precision needle valve.

£aXity_he aj: ing.

As in subsection 3.7.^ the cooling liquid can be slightly heated to produce a

controlled gas flow versus a constant pump capacity. For this purpose the correct phase,

(-), of the bridge imbalance is fed into the resistor, R. Normally, a stable temperature

was reached at a dissipation of 2.5
 U
W.

Both methods can be used over a large portion of the ^He range. The quasi proportional

pump regulation is used between .7 Κ and 1.3 K, where the precision needle valve can be

employed; when the valve opening must be wider ths pump switching becomes noticeable in the

temperature. The heating stabilization is used between .5 Κ and 1 Κ (the lowest temperature

reached was . Ά Κ , unstabiliEed); above 1 Κ a heat input of 2.5 μϊϊ is insufficient compared

to the heat input over the isolation vacuum that fails at these temperaturec.



approximation of the sine of the argument; Linear detectors can he used giving an output

which i s proportional to the phase difference, modulo 2it.
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3.8. Measurement and recording.

The high requirement on linearity and reproducibility implies the need of a high

accuracy of the voltmeter that must be used to measure Vcostp and Veincp. The absolute

calibration of this instrument is not of great importance, because all measurements will

result in reflection coefficients, Γ; its resolution, linearity and stability, determine

the choice.

A second performance requirement follows from the need to detect low input signals.

In order to obtain the desired accuracy a severe limitation of the noise bandwidth is

required. Since an extremely narrow banded baseband filter is certainly undesirable an

integrating D(igital) V(olt) M(eter) was used.

The instrument used is a plug-in module (type 1936) to Systron-Donner's Type 1037

Timer/Counter. It features an integration time of 100 ms with a resolution of 1 part in 10 ;

integration times of 1 s or of 10 s can also be used, as required.

For a sufficiently accurate determination of the saturation curves many experimental

points must be taken (typically 100). The stability of the equipment does not allow manual

recording and, in order to have a direct computer input, a paper tape punch was chosen as

a cheap and reasonably reliable recording instrument.

Between the DVM and the PT punch an interface has to be provided; it must perform

at least two basic routines:

- PUNCH NUMBER.

Serialization of the parallel counter output.

Addition of number separation symbols.

Translation of the BCD counter output to computer input code.

Punch control.

For the addition of some manually collected parameters (e.g. P^) and for proper labelling

of the series, a numerical keyboard (KB) was provided, necessitating the logic routine:

- PÏÏN:Η FIGURE.

. Punch control.

. Interlocks against double punching (flag: Punch engaged: P.E.) and multiple or changing

instructions.

To the PT punch interface two modules were added that allow the execution of the

measurement of a series in a purely routine way. The tasks to be executed are:

- Control of attenuator 0A3 (figure 3.20). Its setting, K, causes a voltage attenuation

factor of (approximately) 1/K. Κ can be controlled from its minimum value, k, in increments

of k to a maximum of 512. k can be selected 1, 2, U, 8 or 16. Κ is offered to the power

stabilizer in a 9 bit binary form.

- Control of attenuator 0.42 in k steps of approximately 15 dB.

- Insertion of a proper time delay, T, between measurements. This option must be used when

the time needed lor punching 16 symbols is not sufficient for the signal to stabilize.



loop characteristic frequency, i f the approximation of a f i r s t order loop i s to remain valid.

However, in many circui ts this condition cannot tie met; as an example, phase locking of a
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Activo

- Execution of a comparison of the new value, V
n e w

, with the last measured value, V
Qld
·

When these two values are equal to within a preset value, Δ, the last one will be recorded

and a new input power applied. This option can be used when a very long relaxation time

would cause a prohibitive series duration: Most experimental points are at high input

power and in that condition the sample relaxes much faster; a fixed time delay would then

cause an unnecessary lengthy measurement.

The logic used in these control functions is shown in figure 3.30 in an adaptation of the

standard flow chart symbolism.

The control and interface unit ivas built in a modular approach, each module taking

t-ne physical form of a printed circuit. The individual modules have the following functions:

- Serialisation, translation and punch control.

- Keyboard translation and buffering.

- Interface to DVM with gating, memory and subtraction functions.

- Attenuator control.

- Attenuator and PT relay drives.

- Series control.

I- will be seen that most of these modules have a fixed purpose. The series control, however,

may have to be modified incidentally: A new module can then easily be developed and inserted.

ouch development is easy due to the technological standard used: Dual-in-line DTL mounted on

double sided (matrix) Veroboard.

The control unit described here only has some historical interest: In modern design

care would be taken, that all interfaces are TTL compatible, which is a sufficient standard

for laboratory environment. For the logic functions a microprocessor would be used, or a

minicomputer which could also calculate and output the final saturation curve.



in the loop seems to yield a great advantage m .

component even at high frequency offsets . However, i t « i l l Be!shown^that,for frequency ·

s tabi l izat ion of microwave osci l la tors a wide band loop must be-used, for which the f i l te r

of figure 3.22 also features a ' pu l l - in ' behaviour over the full. IF band. . , . .
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4, PRELIHIHARÏ RESULTS AIO DISCUSSIOH.

4.1. Introduction.

Subsystems of the equipment described in chapter 3 may be tested for their performance.

Then the total system Bay be set up and a final test for the noise performance and frequency

stability may be carried out. In addition, the linearity of the system in front of the second

IF (including the linear mixers) may then be investigated by measuring the constancy of the

receiver output as the microwave power stabilizer is run through its saturation series. The

remaining output variations for a power varatlon of 36 dB amounted to two percent in the

worst case, which is equivalent to linearity deviations of the -70 dB order.

On the basis of this result and the expectation that an improvement could still be

obtained by applying corrections, an operational test was carried out: The saturation and

relaxation was measured in two samples of which it was hoped that the results would be

predictable. The samples were La2Mg,(N0,)12.24H20 (LMtJ) doped 5% Ce and 2% Nd. The expected

relaxation processes are: the direct process with and without the phonon bottleneck,

respectively, and the Orbach process.

The saturation functions are given:

- in (2.14) for the direct and the Orbach process

- in (2.23.H) for the bottlenecked direct process and

- in (2.41) for the Orbach process parallel to the bottlenecked direct process.

The experimentally determined saturation curves will be expressed as implicit functions of

Pp/P,.. and FP, as was worked out in subsection 3.2.3; Pj/PH can be measured as 5H/E, (3.16),

and is proportional to Ν /Ν, whereas P„ is derived from the irradiating power and is

proportional to 'Λ'. The proportionality can be expressed as:

•' = V ?

*H'k5 th Ö/2T
and: — = -£

Ν Ρ
Μ

P
E
 E

s
ih.Z)

In these expressions the constants ξ and Ε must be determined if the relevant process

parameters are to be solved.

For homogeneous spin systems E
g
 can be determined if the sample size and the

concentration are known. The homogeneity of the spin system is implicitly assumed in the

Eiodel derivation in chapter 2; it seems to be well .justified for the samples chosen. The

concentration could not be determined in the samples used, but an estimation can be made

from the concentration in the solution and the factors, quoted by several authors, between

the nominal and the actual concentrations.

The constant § depends on typical equipment values, as the cavity quality factor

and the correction for the non-constant intensity of the microwave magnetic field. In

addition, the value of ξ is determined by sample properties: The absorbed power depends on

the g value and on the line shape function, G(iu - iu
o
). It must be expected that § is

constant under the experimental conditions used; it will be seen below that a knowledge of

its actual value is not required to determine the relaxation parameters.
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The saturation functions were a l l expressed in the same general form, ( 3 . 5 D , which

can be rewritten with (4.1) and (4.2) as :

Pr· P P l k m]r ,, ^
- 2 = A + Β P_ + Ï C. (—) Pp K (Ό)

The coefficients Α, Β and C, contain the information on the process parameters and it will

n.

be discussed below how this information can be extracted; where possible E
s
 and ? will not

be used in the calculation of these parameters.

The 'straight' saturation function, (2.14), leads to:

P. ξ 2τ

-E = — + — P„ (4.4)

From the saturation line the two coefficients ·•" readily be determined and in sections 4.2

and 4.3 the following checks will be carried out:

- Deviations from linearity: In how far can the relaxation be described by formula (4.4)?

- Value of τ: This depends on E
s
, of which only an estimate can be made; however, for each

saturation curve, however, τ was also determined from the transient response and the ratio

τ /τ . . can be calculated over a wide range of relaxation times.

î̂ iu transient

- Constancy of ξ.

For non-linear processes the saturation functions become more complicated; in the case

of re
+ +
 in LMN a phonon bottleneck is expected. If no other process is active, (2.28.N)

applies which is now written:

Ρ-, ξ 2τ

(4.5)
P
K ~s

 E
s
 E

s
 P

E

The bottleneck factor, σ, can be determined from the shape of the curve alone: σ = C/BA. Both

the phonon limited relaxation time, and the underlying direct relaxation time can be calculated

when E
s
 is known, and the same type of checks can be performed as for the linear process above.

Finally, the saturation curve for C e
+ + +

 in LMN must be described by (2,41) in the

temperature region where the direct process is comparable to the Orbach process. As above,

this formula is rewritten:

Ε
. ̂  (4.6)

T' requires sone effort in this case to extract the process parameters from the coefficients:

"ritir.i? (Ί.Ε) ac:

y = A + By. + C x/y + D/y (4.7)

i"- is f irst investigated which parameters can be found without using e or Ε . After some
s

calculation it is found that:

(4.8)

(4.9)

1 + (1 + tiv A ; ι
23D -

1

of which, obviously, the positive root is the valid one. Furthermore:

— = - 1 + C
2
/(B

2
Do)

7
d



In addition, i t must be noted that any bandwidth l imitation at high frequencies due to',

other loop components will set a boundary to the pull-in range.
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and: ?/E„ = A/U - B2Da2/C2) (4.10)

As a second step, using E and depending on the assumption of a homogeneous system, i t

will be possible to determine TKTd/(TR + Td) from B; with (4.9) both T R and Td:can then

be found. The validity of the solution can be checked by requiring t h a t ? (from 4.10)

remains constant and equal to the value in the pure Orbach region. Finally, the value of:

σ )

T d (l + σ)
('t.11)

can be calculated and compared to the relaxation time obtained from the t a i l of the

transient respon&e.

4.2. Hd*"1"1" in LHM.

The first test of the steady state saturation equipment was carried out on a sample

of 5 mg LMN, obtained from a solution with 2% Kd. The resonance frequency was 9.33 GHz.

Τ U-JL T h e

Nd has five stable isotopes, three of which h^ve l = 0 ; the other two, Nd
 J

 and Nd
 J

,

have I = 7/2 and occur in natural abundances of 12.20% and 8.30%, respectively. In

consequence, the spectrum consists of one strong resonance line and two sets of hyperfine

satellite lines. The central line has g^ = 2.70 and is separated from all the hyperfine

lines: The closest satellite is found at a distance of 27 Oe, and the linewidth (at half

intensity) for both the main line and the satellites was measured to be 't.25 Oe.

The relaxation behaviour was studied in the temperature range from 3.2 Κ to 1.2 K,

both by measuring the saturation curves and by direct determination of the relaxation time

from the transient response. Figure 4.1 shows in the bottom plot the measured relaxation

rates versus temperature. The solid line represents the experimental formula:

τ "
1
 = 1.67 Τ + 6.3 x 10

9
exp(-if7.6/T) (4.12)

which was determined by Scott and Jeffries ; the direct process was corrected for the

slight difference in resonance frequency. The same deviations from this formula are apparent

that also occur in the results quoted : The direct process is somewhat slower and a deviation

occurs around 2 K, which may well be due to a Raman contribution. In the direct process region

the decay could be observed to deviate very slightly frera the pure exponential time dependence,

indicating a small remainder of a phonon bottleneck; the deviation is too small to determine

a numerical value, however.

At all the eleven temperatures, shown as experimental points in figure 4.1, the

resonance line could be satarated, but for the highest temperature the increase in spin

temperature only amounted to a factor 2; otherwise tne maximum saturation was adjusted to

approximately a faetor 10. The plots of Ρ
£
/Ρ

Η
 versus P

E
 are shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3

for two typical cases: Τ = 2.7^ Κ in the Orbach region and Τ = 1.25 Κ where only the direct

process is responsible for the relaxation. The general impression is that deviations from

the predicted straight line are very minor. But the scatter is so low that nevertheless
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deviations can be observed. These will be commented upon later.

From the saturation curves the relaxation time, τ, and the parameter, ξ, can be

determined if the nunber of spins in the sample is known. Van den Heuvel et al., ' quote

a concentration in the crystal of .42% for 2.O4JS concentration in the solution. Since only

those spins are saturated that have l = 0 the 'effective concentration' is reduced to ,33f£.

The results are shown in the top part of figure 4.1. The parameter ξ turned out to be very

constant at .605 erg. In order to get an impression about the variations, ξ / ζ is shown (as

dots) and it is seen that normally the deviations remain within 2%. The relaxation times

are equal to the values determined by pulsing. The ratio /
7
transient

l i a s aeen
 plotted

(as squares). On the average this ratio equals .98 which is better than could have been

expected because of the uncertainty in the concentration. The scatter is minor.

However, for temperatures below 2 Κ it is seen that the ratio
 T
s
SS
/
T
"transiert

 tenil£
-

to become smaller. For all temperatures an attempt was made to fit the saturation results

to formula 4.5. The improvement of the fit, in terms of the sum of (weighted) deviations

squared, is negligible for the results in the Orbach region but becomes noticeable in the

direct process region. The resulting bottleneck factor, σ, is very small and cannot be

determined very accurately; between 1.8 Κ and 1.25 Κ the result is: σ = 7x10" . With these

results the ratio T
sss
(l+a)/T

t
 ^

e n t
 was calculated and plotted in figure 4.1 as triangles:

The slight tendency of the squares to become smaller towards low temperatures has now

disappeared·

At most temperatures the saturation behaviour was determined in several different

experimental conditions; thus results were obtained in frequency stabilization (cavity

tracking) and at fixed frequency. For such cases the dots and squares belonging to the

same saturation curve have been ollghtly off-set in figure 4.1 in order to be able to find

the correlation. It seeas that the '. ssalts on τ»-,, with fixed frequency (plotted at lower T)

are slightly longer. However, it is also observed that a very cletir correlation exists

between the values of f and τ: The main effect seems to be the result of «driatiens of £

betv/een series (e.g. due to the xack of temperature stability).

In addition to small deviations from linearity caused by a remainder of the direct

phonon bottleneck, other systematic deviations can also be observed. By numerical methods

straight lines (and hyperbolae, according to (4.?)) were fitted to the measured saturation

data. Deviations from these fits are plotted together with the saturation curves in figures

4.2 and 4.3; they are very small I: The maxisum deviation occurs at maximum saturation, and

is equivalent to 2.5 xlO""* of the amplitude of the wave travelliug towards the cavity, or

-72 dB. The increase of t'je deviations towards high saturation is caused by the strongly

reduced weight of the experimental points when the resonance line is heavily saturated.

The scatter also increases in this region, but it is so small tnat the systematic behaviour

of the deviation can still be observed. A brief investigation into the conceivable causes

of the remaining non-linearities is therefore required.

(1) The remaining non-linearities are varying when the experimental configuration is

changed: A different ground connection, redistribution of attenuation between functionally
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equivalent attenuators, etc. cause different deviations from the straight saturation

curve. It was already noted that the receiver response without magnetic absorption was

not constant, but it is not clear whether the correction applied should be for gain

non-linearities (as a factor) or for cross-talk (vector addition) or for both and in

what ratio.

Also the incomplete reproducibility which is seen in figure 4.2 indicates an equipment

effect: The provisional 28 MHz attenuator did not produce experimental points as

regularly spaced as would have been desirable, which caused in the first results even

a small overlap of input powers around the step at mid-series. The saturation results

of figure 4.2 show a systematic deviation at this overlap. Later, the spacing between

steps was improved by changing the component values in the attenuator, and this also

improved the stability of the power calibration; the cause of the non-reproducing

step back vfas not identified, however, and is probably still present.

Small imperfections of the detection system are therefore identified as the cause,

at least partially, of the (very small) deviations shown. They must be removed before

statements can be made about the presence of other influences: The deviations were

curving downward in all insta ces; this could indicate a more basic effect.

(2) The temperature of the cavity increases at high irradiation. Especially when the

rela?£ation is steeply dependent on temperature this will cause a deviation from the

linear saturation behaviour, curving downward.

If the heat transport from the cavity towards the bath is proportional to the

temperature difference:

= «"c - V (4.13)

the influence on the saturation curve cau be calculated. It is found that for the

direct process no noticeable deviations from linearity can occur, although the measured

relaxation time may become slightly longer. For a process in which τ = T~
k
 it can

be shown that:

(4.14)

k-1

£ 1 + 2Vf(T + — - ) - 2(k - l)ïï- (4.15)

aJb b

Cavity heating can, of course, only be expected when the irradiating power is high.

Comparing- figures 4.2 and 4.3, the first one shows a deviation which is quadratic in

Pj. (or of higher order), as predicted by (4.15); in figure 4.3 the main deviation is due

to the bottleneck and linear in PE> Nevertheless, on quantitative reasoning the model

must be rejected: The deviations remain roughly the same throughout thé Orbach region

from 2.74 Κ to 2.20 K, although the maximum irradiating pov/er varied from SO μ\7 to 5 μ 17.

(3) Finally, the curvature might be due to a real relaxation effect. The bottleneck in the

Orbach process cannot produce non-linear effects of the correct order of magnitude, but

it might be siggested that an influence its present of the two isotope satellites close
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to the central resonance line at the high field side. Relaxation through these satellites

would heat the dipole-dipole reservoir of which saturation effects have not been studied.

However, also this explanation cannot account for the j.ick of influence of the variation

from 300 μβ to 100 ms of the electron spin lattice relaxation time in the Orbach region.

In addition, the same type of curvature was seen in the saturation function of the Ce

doped sample, which does not have such satellites.

The spin system of Ce ions in LMN provides perhaps the standard example of the

phonon bottleneck. It has been investigated by several earlier experimentalists ' •''so

that it is very suitable as a test case to investigate the validity of the steady state

approach in the case of a non-linear process.

The sample used was .65 mm thick, and had a weight of 3.0 mg. It was obtained from

a solution with a nominal concentration of 5%. This rather high concentration was chosen in

order to obtain a severe bottleneck, and to investigate how well the underlying direct process

ph.}
could be uetermined. Swanenburg quotes a private communication by Lubbers according to

which a solution containing 10% Ce ions yielded a concentration of 9% in the crystal. This

was confirmed by the comparison of the (integrated) line intensities of the Nd line

(containing only the spins with l = 0 , i.e. 79.5% of the total concentration) and the Ce

line: This comparison yielded!

T
Nd. solution^

 T
Hd. crystal _

 5 0

T
Ce, solution^

 v
Ce, crystal

(4.16)

well in Tine with the ratio of quoted values: 4.3. The concentration in the sample will

therefore also be assumed to be 5%.

Ce has 't stable isotopes, all with l = 0. The spectrum shows one resonance line with

S
x
 = 1.83. Due to the high concentration used the line was distinctly broadened: The linewidth

at half intensity was 25.1 Oe. The value of the line shape function at maximum, G(0), was

determined to be 2.93x10 Oe . (These values for the Nd sample in section 4.2 were 4.25 Oe

and 1.6jX10~ Oe™ , respectively). The rather high randomly oriented dipolar field causes

the resonance line to be slightly asymmetric: It extends towards the higher fields because

In addition to the saturation measurement, the relaxation times were determined from

the transient response. The results are shown in figure 4.4 together with those obtained by

Ruby et al.
2 3 )

 (HBJ). The solid lines represent:

(1) τ"
1
 = 7.8 χ 10

9
 exp(-36.7/T) (4.17)

(2) τ"
1
 = 7.8 χ 10

9
 exp(-36.7/T) + .09 T

9
 (4.18)

(3) τ"
1
 = 46 Τ (ij.19)

These curves were obtained from the experimental functions of Brya and Wagner
22
' (at 11.14 GHz)

with the following considerations concerning the constants:



: -0=i

Pigure I*.J».

The relaxation rates la several samples or LMH:Ce.
Q

Τ Peternination of the transient bühawlour in the present work. )

• Determination of the direct process by steady state saturation. )

— Expericental formulae (4.17) to C+.19) iron reference 22, translated to lQ - 9.33 GHz,

1 - .05, d = .065 ra.

. τ = .02 )
) Pesults fron reference 23, Γ = 9.6 Gfte.

. τ = .002 ) °

(1) m e Ortach process is assumed to be bottlenecked, and Gill's model^' is applied to allow

for the different resonance frequency (11.14· GHz/ 9.33 GHz), the different concentration

and the crystal dimensions. The last two values are not explicitly stated by Brya and

Bagner (HO, but it is assumed that the values from their earlier letter
2
^ apply: .Z&

and 2.5 mm.

(3) The results in reference Sk show a very clear Η dependence down to the lowest resonance

frequency (1.7 GHz).

The results which are connected by dashed lines in figure kA were obtained as the

relaxation rate immediately after the pulse, and towards the later stages; it was shown in

section 2.3 that these rates are T ^ and [i^Cl + σ)]"
1
, respectively. However, the rate

determined immediately after the pulse is probably somewhat too small, due to incomplete

saturation and insufficient weight in the numerical solution.
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After the hottlenecked relaxation had died out, a very long tail was visible in the

direct process region. It had an intensity of approximately 1% of the signal, and a relaxation

time which was proportional to the bottlenecked rate, with a factor 9 between them. This

effect is attributed to relaxation of the proton aystem although this can normally not be

influenced by saturation of the resonance line at its maximum; as a consequence of the

asymmetric resonance line a slight polarisation may have occurred (see also reference 19 and

reference 20 in part II). This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that the saturation

measurements do not show this slow relaxation at all: It is not connected with power transfer

through the spin system.

The saturation curves were measured for 9 temperatures in the liquid Helium range;

four typical cases are collected in figure 4.5 together with the deviations from the model

applied:

Τ = 1.97 Κ. Only a very small saturation was reached: The transient response already shows

deviations from an exponential decay, but these could not be identified in this saturation

curve; instead, a slight upward curving can be observed for low P̂ , due to the remaining

cross-talk. An attempt to fit the curve to formula 4.7 yielded negative values for C and D

and a value for A which '.vas larger, instead of smaller, than that resulting from the fit

of a straight line.

Τ = 1.78 Κ. At this temperature the bottlenecked direct process causes a noticeable relaxation

parallel to the Orbach//Raman process. The fit must be to formula (4.6).

Τ = 1.59 Κ. At this Lemperature, too, the saturation curve must be interpreted as a parallel

influence of the bottlenecked and the linear processes.

Τ = 1.20 Κ. T'ie influence of the linear process has disappeared. The solution assumes only

a direct process with a phonon bottleneck. It is seen that the deviations are much larger,

Bud also larger than those experienced in the Nd measurement: Although the model of the

phorion limited direct process seems to describe the saturation function reasonably well, the

deviations which occur are not likely to be caused merely by an equipment effect.

It is to be expected, however, that the deviations seen for the Nd doped salt are also

present in these measurements and thus yield erroneous results. Mainly those parameters that

depend strongly on a correct determination of the assymptote are sensitive to reraanent

cross-talk and non-linearities. They are T
R
 and σ. The reeults of the different model-fits

are collected in table 4.1.

First it must be noted that the values of the relaxation at low irradiations match

those obtained by pulsing most accurately. The value of ξ is also very constant. These two

parameters are mainly determined by the saturation behaviour at P. = 0 and are therefore

not sensitive to the cross-talk errors at high saturations. The average value of ξ is 6.30 erg,

that is 10.4 times larger than for Nd; this factor is to within 15% equal to the ratio of

line shape functions, G(0), multiplied by the squared ratio of g-"alues.

The values determined for τ^
1
 are plotted in figure 4.4, as squares. They are seen

to be substantially shorter than those obtained from the initial relaxation after the

saturating pulse. The direct process can be fitted to: T^
1
 = 26 T. The discrepancy with the

—I Γ
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Table 4.1. Relaxation parameters obtained from the saturation behaviour.

T(K)

2.067

1.975

1.905

1.783

1.591

1.462

1.35

1.23

1.20

T
sss
T
tr

High

T
SSS
T
tr

Low

|

(erg) (e"
1
) is"

1
)

(4.5)or (4.6)

(4.6)

(a"
1
)

(4.18) (4.5) (4.6)

.86

.58

.49

.59

.98

.67

.93

1.02

.86

.98

1.04

1.00

.99

:+)

1.09 6.20 .985 214

1.04
+
' 6.34 1.007 107

6.33 1.005 63.3

6.35 1.008 48.4 24 25.2 3.37

6.26 .994 42.8 9.1 6.63 4.94

6.37 1.011 40.3 6.48 2.84 5.31

6.22 .988 33.7 2.31 1.35 3.70

6.31 1.002 27.4 .568 2.92

6.30 1.000 30.3 .465 3.77

l=
6.30

+) The transient behaviour can be set-η to be non-exponential. However, a

solution according to (4.6) results in an increased value of A which

i s invalid.

value determined by BiV cannot easily be explained; their determination was .effected by

adiabatic fast passage and applies to the first part of the relaxation after the avalanihe:

A value close to the unbottlenecked relaxation must be expected there. In addition, the

measurements by ï?BJ also indicate a faster direct process, with at least the rate' given by

B'.V. The saturation behaviour does not show such a fast direct process, not even at 1.20 Κ

where the t-.omplication of the parallel linear process can be disregarded. The discrepancy

is clearly too large to be attributed to the remaining non-linearities of the equipment.

The value of T^, as determined from the saturation curve, corresponds roughly to the

experimental curve (4.18). When T
R
 becomes much higher than τ,, however, its value becomes

too low. This effect can be caused by the remaining non-linearities that were found for the

ild salt: They are not present when the saturation curves at 1.78 Κ and 1,59 Κ are fitted to

formula 4.7 so that the remaining non-linearities must have been interpreted as parallel

linear processes.

The determination of σ is, of course, very dependent on the correct values of T
R

and T
fl
 and the values in table 4.1 show too much scatter ta check the predicted linear

temperature dependence. The ?alue of a can, however, be compared to that found by BV..

Existing theory predicts that the bottleneck factor will vary with concentration, the

sample small dimension, temperature, Zeeman splitting and linewidth as:

σ = γατ'-Ά-
1
 (4.20)

All these values can be extracted from reference 25 and are compared in table 4.2 to the

ones found in the present study.
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Table 4.2. Bottleneck factor, o. in two cases.

Bottleneck factor

Concentration, γ

Crystal dimension, d

Temperature, Γ

Resonance frequency

Linewidth

+) The value 3.7 is obtained from the direct process determined

in reference 22 and the decay shown in reference 25. The

value 1.8 is an estimation taken directly from this decay.

++) The value 7.2 is valid if the direct process from (4.19)

is assumed to be correct.

1.

2 .

1.

1 1 .

3

δ

D O '

5

53

14

BW

(3.7)+ )

mm

Κ

GHz

Oe

Present work

3.8 (7.2)+ + :

cq/
P/O

. 6 5 mm

1.20 Κ

9.33 GHz

2 5 . 1 Oe

On the basis of the data in table 4.2 and using (4.20) it can be predicted that the

bottleneck factor, σ, must be 1.44 times smaller in the 5% sample; instead, it is 2.4

times larger (or even 4.5 times, depending on the assumption for th*3 direct process).

The prediction (4.20) in the existing theory of the phonon bottleneck basically

assumes that all lattice modes on speaking terms are heated to the same phonon occupation.

This assumption was already disqualified by Gill
7
' in his treatment of the bottleneck in

the Orbach process: He shows that the line shape (which for the high orbital level can be

assumed to be Lorentzian) has a distinct effect on the magnitude of the bottleneck.

Analogous effects must be expected for the bottleneck in the direct process. (Β1Ϊ mention,

in fact, that the avalanche was effected in the centre of the line before it occurred in

the feet). If this is true, the model of section 2.3 is evidently too simple for a

substantially broadened line: Towards the higher irradiations only the central phonons

will become very hot, but relaxation through the feet will still remain phonon limited.

The power needed to saturate the line «ill then be less than expected and a too slow

direct relaxation will be assumed. Also the relation (4.20) will be influenced if the line

shape is taken into consideration; however, Gill's result for high fields ths.t the phonon

limitation amounts to a factor (1 + σ) ' cannot explain the above discrepancy completely.

It appears that a refinement is required to the model which is presently used to

describe the phonon limitation of the direct process. A further investigation, notably

towards lower concentraticn and temperatures, should be carried out in order to obtain a

more complete understanding of this interesting phenomenon.

4.4. Conclusion and prospects.

The results which have been presented in this chapter show the adequate performance

of the equipment developed: The scatter in the experimental points which limited the

usefulness of earlier experiments has disappeared. The remaining deviations from linearity

are very small: The basic capability to distinguish between non-linear processes has been

demonstrat3d.
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Nevertheless, the equipment performance should be improved in order to be able to

identify the non-linear processes from the shape of the saturation curve alone. The

modifications recommended to this, end have been indicated in passing in chapter 3. The most

urgent ones can be summarised here:

- Cross-talk should be further reduced. In order of magnitude of the effects it is

expected that the following actions are required:

. Implementation of the new 30 MHz phase lock system.

. Reintegration of the equipment in a rigid grounding approach.

. Further shielding against radiation.

- The 28 MHs attenuator should be replaced by an active stabiliser.

- A new cavity should be designed with a better heat contact with the He bath. In the

present cavity the maximum input power was limited to approximately .1 mW, limiting the

applicability of the equipment to a too small range of relaxation times. A thermal

conductivity of 100 ?f/K should be the design goal.

The LMN:Nd salt will remain a useful test case to assess the results of such

modifications, but a somewhat higher dilution should be used in order to avoid even the

most minute phonon heating.

For the interpretation of the saturation curves only a few simple models were

developed, mainly involving one single, homogeneous, resonance line. For further model

development experimental data are indispensable: It was .found that the first model tested,

which is the model usually adopted to describe the phonon bottleneck, may be too crude.

Application of the steady state method will make it possible to test a more refined model.

Cross relaxation was only considered as a multiple spin flip between equidistant

lines, but it was concluded that the steady state approach will open the possibility to

measure the rate of energy flow in inhomoganeous systems. Transfer of energy into a spin-spin

reservoir may create additional complications to the saturation model; this aspect of spin

dynamics could therefore also be studied by the saturation method.

Another field of application would be the relaxation through fast relaxing impurities,

especially when spin diffusion or cross relaxation limits the process. Such cases can be

found in fast pair relaxation such as Cr pairs in ruby, or Cu pairs in the Tutton salts

(see part II). Also such magnetic mixtures as Cr-Fe in A12O, that were studied extensively
2-1

by Bates et al. ' may be usefully investigated by saturation.

Before such more complex systems can be studied it is necessary to gain a better

understanding of the saturation behaviour of dipole-dipole and hyperfine reservoirs. For

such a study a system must be chosen in which the basic relaxation mechanism is simple and

well understood; it is suggested that Cu"1"1" in the ZnCs or ZnTl Tutton salts, which show

almost only single ion relaxation processes and in which the hyperfine splitting can simply

be varied, presents a useful test case. Sicce the temperature of the interaction system can

be monitored indirectly in ap SUDOH experiment, the addition of a proton resonance equipment

would be a worthwhile future extension.
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Anne» 1: Symbols.

In the following llstB the definition of important symbols, used ir the text, is given.

Symbols that are only used locally and are defined there, are not mentioned. The purpose o

this list is to show the relationship between the different symbols; they are therefore

collected in categories. Whenever a symbol can have two meanings, it will either be clear

from the context which meaning applies or the use is defined explicitly.

Levels, populations, transition probabilities.

*H* : Total number of ions in the lattice.

n- : The instantaneous population of the level labelled J.
υ

η : The instantaneous population difference between the two levels under study.

N
T
 : 1J

T
 = n

T
 for the case n

T
 = 0.

J J J J

Ν : Ν = η for the case n = 0 .

Η. : The thermal equilibrium population of the level labelled J .

Ν : The difference between thermal equilibrium populations of the two levels under

study.

L : Subscript to indicate the lower level

Η : Subscript to indicate the higher level.

0 : Subscript to indicate a high orbital level.

δ,Δ : The energy difference between two states expressed in temperature units.

C(6) : The density of boson states.

Β : The interaction bandwidth, containing the boson states 'on speaking terms'.

p(6) : The average number of bosons per boson state.

Τ : The lattice temperature.

Τ : The spin temperature = 6/ln(n
T
/n„).

Τ : The temperature of phonons on speaking terms = 6/ln(l/p(6) + 1 ) .

'fljg : The photon-induced transition probability J •• Κ.

0 _ , : The phonon-induced transition probability J -» Κ.

T
P

The spontaneous emission probability of a phonon.

The probability of a cross transition.

The direct relaxation time.

1/2».

The phonon relaxation time.

The relaxation time of a linear process parallel to the bottleneck; not necessarily

the Haman process.

The direct bottleneck factor.

The Orbach bottleneck factor.
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Γ

r„

Ρ ν

p i

Ρ Η

Ρ-

Ρ-,

'L· ·
E

Pesonance frequency.

2 η Γ ο ·

Reflection coefficient.

Reflection coefficient without magnetic absorption.

Reflection coefficient with magnetic absorption.

Power incident on the power meter.

± = P f c i'\io/\'b).

W = ΡΕ/ξ.

Power incider* rn the cavity:

Reflected power: PR = I^P^.

Magnetically absorbed power.

Electr ica l cavity losses .

Total cavity losses: P c = P £ + Pj.,.

Psyser absorbed in the match.

Energy stored in the cavity.

Photon-induced t rans i t ion probability:

Unloaded quality factor: Q = i»0 Ερρ/ΡΕ.

CJ in the case of magnetic absorption: Ά, = w Ej,p/(P„ + P^)

Loaded quality factor without magnetic losses: QT = m^ Ε,,τ,/ίΡτ, +

Q-Γ in the case of magnetic absorption: QTM = UJ

Detuning: β = (ui/m0) - (IDO/U>).

Cavity impedance: Ζ = R(l + 11}β).

'.Vaveguide character is t ic impedance.

Re(Z).

Cavity mismatch: S = Ζ Cl + Δ).

: + P M + P e x t ) ·

a

&?.

c

ÖL

λ

A

: 1/(1 +

: Change

: 6H/H.

: Cavity

: Change

: 6L/L =

: 1 + ρ

Δ).

in Κ due to

inductance.

in L due to

= 1 * 4™0v"

magnetic

magnetic

absorption.

dispersion.

L·- (ι + λ) - -£

Electronics.

Parameters.

Amplitude.

Attenuation: HA, PA, OA, 3A.

Bandwidth.

[dB]
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f : Frequency.

g,~i : Gain .

h : h f : forward transconductance.

h(t) : filter impulse response.

I : Current.

i : Time dependent part of total current.

Κ : Sensitivity.

Κ : Ν : noise spectral density,
ο

ρ : Power.

Ή* : Power stabilizer dynamic range.

5 : Current driver: transccnductance.

S(t) : unit step function.

V : Voltage.

ν : Time dependent part of the total voltage.

Ϊ : A parameter to be stabilized (dimension: lï] ).

α,5,γ : Constants.

5,Δ,e : ."-nail deviations.

5(t) : Dirac delta function,

ζ : Damping factor of a phase lock loop, or a servo syste

6 : Response time of a loop.

τ : Characteristic time of a f i l t e r .

ο : Phase,

it t 2r.f.

L1.L2

Μ

Κ

ο

Detector.

FET: Drain.

Frequency discriminator.

Power supply.

FET: Gate.

Input.

Integer counting subscript .

Intermediate frequency.

Junction, or channel for FET.

Local osc i l la tor .

Loop.

F i r s t , second, local o s c i l l a t o r .

Master osc i l la tor .

Thermal noise.

Output.

Oscillator.

i" : cavity resonance frequency.
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ρ : PIN-diode.

Ρ : FET: PlncV-off.

PLL: Pull-in.

PO : PLL: Pull-out,

r : Reference.

S : FET: Source.

SS: Source-Shortcircuit (i.e. V
G S
 = 0).

Signal.

t : Transducer.

Χ,κ : Crystal, mixer.

°= : Infinity; V : the voltage reflected from the cavity without magnetic absorption.
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P A S T II

ELECTRON SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION OF Cu IN THE TUTTON SALTS

An investigation of a pair Interaction
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Cf the electron spin-lattice relaxation times of Cu in the Κ and Rb Tui-ton salts,

which have been reported before ' ' only the behaviour of the most diluted samples could

be described with the predicted-
3
' direct and Faman' mechanisms: An anomalous relaxation

mechar.ism with a temperature dependence of the exponential type is dominant in all samples

with higher concentration. On the other hand, in the results reported on the NH^ and Cs

salts"*' ' the anomalous relaxation mechanism is only present as a small deviation.

The second part of this thesis is devoted to f.n investigation of this anomalous

process.

In the first chapter the experimental details are given, followed by the results of

the relaxation measurements in the Κ Eind Rb salts and an empirical analysis. The second

chapter is concerned with the dynamic behaviour of the Jahn-Tejler effect in the Cu.6H
2
0

complex. On the basis of the results of the first two chapters" a model is worked out

explaining the anomalous process as the result of a 'cooperative-dynamic' Jahn-Teller

effect; it is discussed in chapter 3.

Some background information, and additional evidence from other experimental areas

are collected in two appendices.
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1. THE RELAXATION MEASUREMENTS.

1.1.. Introduction.

In 1970 the relaxation behaviour of Cu"
1
"
1
' in the zinc-amraonium-Tutton salts was

reported \ The results showed a Raman process and a very slow direct process: In

addition, a concentration dependence was observed in the Τ relaxation process and also

in a very snail anomaly, which mainly showed up xn the measurement at 530 Oe. This anomaly

could be described vjith an exponential temperature dependence; its behaviour as a function

of concentration was somewhat unclear, and in the undiluted sample the anomaly could not

be found.

Only in the single ion processes these results were broadly in line with those

reported by Gill or. the Κ salt in 1965 . In his most diluted sample he found relaxation

times with the characteristics of the direct and Haman processes. In an accompanying paper

Stoneham-
5
' calculated the single ion transition probabilities, leaving only one unknown

paraneter zo te ad.iusted: The ratio between the cubic and tetragonal splitting of the

orbital levels. This parameter cannot be adjusted over a very wide range and the experimental

results matched the calculation extremely well.

However, in all but this highest dilution the Cu spins in the Κ salts relaxed in a

substantially different way: A temperature dependence approximately proportional to T' was

reported, with a roughly linear concentration dependence; in one case it dominated the single

ion process by a factor H00. This effect was also observed in the preliminary survey by

Drewes ; he investigated the relaxation in the NH^, Κ and Cs Tutton salts and suggested a

correlation between the anomalous behaviour of the Κ salt and his observation of a second

7u spectrum.

It was by that time an accepted hypothesis that such strange relaxation behaviour

could be caused by undetectable small amounts of impurities. However, our measurements on

Zn ?' Tutton crystals obtained by the same growing technique as our NHr salts confirmed the

presence of the anomaly, disposing nf this 'easy way out'. In the survey which we consequently

carried out in the whole group of Tutcon salts it was found' that the anomalous process

occurred dosinantly only in the Κ and Hb salts; both in the flĤ  salt and in the Cs and Tl

salts the effect was minor.

In this chapter the relaxation behaviour of the Hb salts will be reported, as well

as a few additional measurements to Gill's results in the Κ salts. The single ion relaxation

will be identified and an empirical formula will be found describing the concentration

dependent relaxation; its temperature dependence will, without discussion, be assumed to

have a sinh" (Δ/Τ) behaviour; this choice will be justified in chapter 3.

1.2. Crystal structure and magnetic parameters.

The Tutton salts form an isomorphous group of crystals with the chemical formula:

Μ H
2
 (30^)

2
.6Η

2
0. In this formula Μ represents the bivalent positive ion; in the present
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research Zn, :·'Β and Cu have been used, H' is the monovalent positive ion; the crystal

structure is possibis with the following choices for M': Nh^, K, Hb, Cs, Tl. '.Vβ will often

abbreviate the chemical formula to: *•! '-I St

The crystals are monoclinic and belong to the space group P2
1
/a. The crystal

structure has been measured, both by Sontgen diffraction and by neutron diffraction, for

!·:' = JJĤ  and an extensive range of Μ . In addition, measuj ements have been reported on

;.;K5t and McKS-. ft listing of these results can be found in the paper by Brown and

Chidambaram \ a more recent publication was the one on CuKSt by Robinson and Kennard ,

The crystal structure of the Cu K, Tut ton salt is shown in fifiure 1.1. The atom

numbering of reference 7, 3 and 9 has been adopted. As an extension to this .lumbering, those

sites that are obtained by a transformation under the ?2,/a group are indicated with the

symbolism shown in table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Transformations in the VZ^/a group

TransformationSymbol

(integer: n)

χ, y>
 ζ

>

-χ, -y, -
ζ
·

χ - 1/2, 1/2 - y, ζ,

1/2 - χ, y - 1/2, -ζ.

The structure contains two non-equivalent Cu sites, which can be trarsformed in each other

by a translation over a/2 and a mirror operation in the a-c plane.

In the model of chapter 3 the dimensions of the H .6H
£
0 complex will play an

important role. They have been abstracted from the various structure determinations ar*d are

shown in table 1.2. The dimensions of the CU.ÉHJO complex when embedded in the host lattice

are (of course) not known but will probably not deviate much from the values for Cu(SH^) 2

and Γ-J K
P
 in table 1.2. This conclusion is drawn from the similar behaviour of the g values

in T.r.e undiluted and diluted samples at low temperatures"^ .

The shape of the dlamagnetic Μ ,6H
2
0 complex is an almost exact octahedron. The low

lattice symmetry causes a small rhombic distortion. The symmetry of the Cu.6HgO ccr.plex,

however, is mainly tetragonal. This is caused by the Jahn-1'eller interaction between the

Cu orbit and the ligands, which contains a term linear in the distortion of the complex.

V/hich one of the three body diagonals will be elongated to become the tetragonal axis is

determined by the rhombic stresses of the lattice: It is different for the Κ salt (Cu-O(3)) and

the NK^ salt (Cu-0(7))
+
 . This effect, and a possible occupation of the states with the

+) Silver and Getz point out that a positive correlation exists between the distortion

of the !•! .cHgO complexes for f! = Cu, Zn and Hg and a negative correlation between the

NE^ and Κ salts. This is to make the difference in distortion plausible. Their argument,

however, is based on a mistaken interpretation of the atom numbering in references 13 and
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Table 1.2. Dimensions of the Κ . 6H.,0 complex.

Cu Mg

a(S)

b<3)

c(8)

f>

x/a

y/b

z/c

r(8)

x/a

y/b
J( "l J

z/c

r(S)

x/a

y/b
0(9)

z/c

r(S)

Reference:

also:

9.210

12.379

6.302

106.11°

.1766

.1167

.1773

2.230

-.1639

.1089

.0304

2.072

-0053

-.0653

.2821

1.9C6

3HB+5C
7
'

HH+ECL
11
'

9.

12.

6.

106.

.

28

57

25

8°

,172

,10R

,16S

2.129

2,

-,

-,

2

,163

.111

.035

.117

.001

.06S

.3024

.075

HK+ECL
9
'

9.324

12.597

6.211

107.14°

.1685

.1042

.1656

2.073

-.160

.1094

.0317

2.083

-.0017

-.0687

.2986

2.051

THW-DHT
135

HM+ECL
10
^

9.

12.

6.

106.

.

43

82

29

9°

lS't

.115

2.

-.

2.

-,

2,

,175

,29S

,173

,120

,034

.297

,000

.076

.321

.241

HM+ECL
12
'

9.

12.

6.

104.

2,

-,

2

-

-

1

,066

,13

.1Ί9

.4°

,1614

.1122

,1641

.069

.1S72

.1187

.0363

.278

.0037

.0650

.2875

.94

DJR+THLK
8
'

9.

12.

6.

104.

.

•

2.

-.

2,

-,

-,

2.

Ο72

212

113

83°

172

111

,169

,11^

,169

,113

,026

.103

,004

.066

.307

.056

KKK+MAV
1

other tetragonal axes, will be discussed at some length in chapter 2.

The magnetic properties of the Cu ion, are determined by i t s ligand field. This

field is tetragonal with a rhombic term and this behaviour i s also present in the g and A

tensors, the major axes of vrtiich are directed almost exactly along the body diagonals of

14)the Cu.eHgO complex ' .

The two non-equivalent Cu ions will, in general, caust; a double spectrum. This

may cause difficulties in a relaxation experiment (cross relaxation, polarization of nuclei).

However, when Η is in the a-c plane the two spectra coincide. The g values then observed are

the projection of the g tensor on this plane; they show a maximum (Κ- axis) and a minimum

(K2 axis). -The angle between the c axis and K̂  is called 1). For the KĤ  salts (1 = 65° ^ 7 ' ,

for the other salts i =105° χ , corresponding to the different orientation of the tetra.-onal

axis of the complex.

The spectra, aith Η directed along the major axes, have been discussed in detail

•jefore · ' . The spectra wnen Η // Κχ and Kg axes are shown in figure 1,2.

The 5 and A tensors are temperature dependent. This was already noted by üagguley

and Griffiths - and explained recently by Silver and Getzlf^ in terms of a dynamic

Jahr.-Teller effect: Although the low latt ice symmetry l i f t s the degeneracy of the three
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3000 2800

3 300

Jre 1.2.

copper E.-ectra with Η alone t«0 sagnetlc crystel axes.

bït:ru .03i; fn = 9.25 GHZ.

orthogonal J-T distortions, the splitting is not very large (110 Κ in the Κ salt) and when

a sufficiently rapid hopping occurs between these levels the magnetic properties will

average with the appropriate Boltzmann factor. This phenomenon is treated in detail in

chapter 2, where the level splitting in the other salts i s determined, too.

1.3. Crystal growth.

The crystals were obtained from a solution in (heavy) water, by evaporation. Extremely

clean chemicals, water and glassware were used. The fact that this has enabled us to produce

the predicted long relaxation times with the ΝΗΛ and Cs salts gives confidence that the

effects observed in the Κ and Rb salts are not due to pollution.
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The solutions were temperature stabilized at room temperature. Exsiccators were used

in provide a constantly dry atmosphere, but they were seldom evaporated. A large overdose

of Mater was added to the parent solution, «hen i t was first mi.ted, in order to ensure a

complete ionization of the solution, so as to avoid clustering effects. Normally, the parent

solutions were mixed in the proportions in whicli the different components appear in the

7utton structure; only for the Tl salt a two-fold overdose of the zinc sulphate had to be

used, lest thallium sulphate crystals appeared first.

The hii-hly pure solution became easily ovui'saturated which caused difficulties in

obtainir.r jood sinrle crystals. This effect was strongest in the Κ salts which was another

reason why the -b salts were chosen for a systematic study of the concentration dependence.

From a small η linger of samples and from bi l l ' s measurements i t will be seen that the Κ and

?: salts show an almost identical relaxatici behaviour.

Sine» tr.e determination of the concentration dependence was one of the main obiectives

of the presenL research, all Rb crystals were analysed for their Cu-Sn ratio. As a rule of

T!jjmb Cu appeared more diluted in the crystal than in the solution, by a factor 2. ?he

concentration was determined for one of the Κ salts; a confirmation was found of " i l l ' s

statement that no significant difference appears to the concentration in solution. The

accuracy of the determination was reported to be 10,'i.

I . - . The experimental method.

.r.e results were obtained with an EPR spectrometer fitted with a pulse saturation

facility. The Ion- relaxation timer caused the need for some additional stabilizlne- circuits

~".e relaxation tiit.es «ere "easured by studying the time dependent behavio ir of the

a:.sorption w\e:. eq^ili: riun is î eir.ir attained after saturation. The disturbance from

eq«ili:ri-;m could re obtained by a saturating pulse at resonance field; the decay can then

•e 7ior.i-.ored continuously. Two resonance frequencies -«ere used: 9.3 GHz and 2k Γ.Ηζ. Vhen

••e ïelaxitior. becomes very slow, the decay can also be studied off resonance, by a field

s-'-'eep .-setr.oa

Tne temperature ran-̂ e extends up to approximately 20 Κ and down to 1.2 Κ for the

2- Yr.z equipment ar.d to .-,= Κ for the 9.3 '3Hz apparatus. The last is obtained by using the

^He cavity described in part I.

1.?. The shape of the decay.

In many cases the decay could not be described by a single exponential function

of time. The experimental equipment permitted tracking of the decaying signal,

[s(oo) _ S(t>] , over three to four decades; this made a computer solution as a sum ot

two or three exponentials feasible. The often encountered assumption, that the later

stages of the recovery represent the actual spin-lattice transition probability, implies

that the early stages are attributed to establishing internal equilibrium after the pulse.
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Nevertheless, the assumption that the last part of the decay must represent the

electron spin-lattice relaxation ia not always justified: In the diluted samples, ths

polarized proton cyst en, coupled to the hyperfine system, always caused a long 'tail' to

the decay, «hen saturation had to be applied oif the centre of the spectrum " . The

electron spin-lattice relaxation rate, τ~ , can then become difficult to determine.

For this reason most pulse measurements have only been carried out with Η //K^ axis, where

the hyperfine splitting is at its minimum: In the Intermediate dilutions the centre of

the spectrum showed a usable intensity here, and for the high dilutions the ratio of

proton and electron relaxation times becomes so large that their separation is unambiguous.

A few measurements with Η // Κ, axis showed that no ma-jor anisotropy was present in the

ar.omaloas relaxation process.

For relatively high temperatures, usually in the Kaman region, the coupling between

dipole-dipole and hyperfine systems becomes slower than T
e
 and the proton tail disappears.

This i accompanied by a fast cross relaxation shortly after the pulse sequence, confirming

that the contact betvieer. the hyperfine lines becomes comparable to the spin-lattice relaxation,

«i-er tne 'cross-over' point (i.e. t'ae point where spin-lattice relaxation and cross

relaxation are equally fast) a long tail of only a few percent intensity reappears after the

pulse. This effect is believed to be due to a slight disturbance of the level distribution

of the Cu nucleus during the pulse: Equilibrium can be reached only through cross relaxation

and, at higher temperatures, through directly induced forbidden transitions. This behaviour

is described in detail in Appendix 1. The cross relaxation and proton relaxation effects have

1--" an suppressed from the present report of an anomalous relaxation process.

In the concentrated samples the decay was not exponential, in the 'direct' process

region. The effect was analogous to the one reported for the Cs salts
21
'. In this case the

decay yjas solved as a sum of exponential decays, under the assumption of spatial inhotnogeneous

relaxation, e.g. due to dislocations: The last part of the decay is considered to be that

ir. ij.e 'undisturbed' lattice.

The spin pairs, which are responsible for the anomalous relaxation studied in this

P'jtlicatiun, form fast relaxation 'sinks': The Zeeman energy of the single ϊοηε is transferred

'o the lattice in a process of spin diffusion towards the pairs in which a very rapid

reorientation takes place, '.'.hen the concentration is relatively high this spin diffusion is

rapid and the spin system relaxes homogeneously. Towards higher dilutions the spin di . fusion

starts to become the limiting factor. The relaxation behaviour must then be described as an

integral of exponential decays; we have tried to approximate this by solving the recovery

as a sum of two decays:

A = Aj expC-t/·^) + A
2
 exp(-tA

2
)

 ί τ
2 >

 T
l ' (.1.1)

In order to make certain that this relaxation behaviour can be attributed to relaxation sinks,

tr.e typical behaviour of such a process as a function of temperature must be checked:

A description as a sum of two relaxation processes inherently divides the spin system

ir. two parts:

- those spins, that xre located in a sphere with <-adius, R, around the sink (pair), and that

have a good energy contact with it.



- those spins, that are outside this sphere, causing the relaxation tail: A^ expi-t/T^).

As the relaxation rate of the pairs increases with temperature, the radius, R, shrinks

causing the relative intensity, A
£
/(A + A

2
) , of the tail to increase. The relaxation rate

T
P
 can then become almost temperature independent until some other process (e.g. Raman

relaxation) becomes dominant. On the other hand the early part of the decay decreases in

relative intensity as temperature increases. The temperature dependence of its relaxation

time would be expected to be steeper than that of the pairs, τ , because:

T
i =

 n T
P

 ( l l 2 )

where η represents the spins within the sphere. Such a behaviour is seldom observed,

however, because η is too small: The fast part resulting from a solution in a sum of two

exponentials ivill usually be already somewhat diffusion limited. Furthermore, the shape of

the decay immediately after the pulse is unreliable, anyway.

In the case of 'sink relaxation' both start slope and tail are plotted and connected

with dashed lines. V/hen the intensity of either one became too low, the symbol is not shown

and the measured value is indicated by the end of the dashed line. As a rule of thumb the

start slope is considered unreliable when its intensity was less than 20% (or when it was

still clearly non-exponential; then the first part of the start slope was taken); the tail

can be determined with much greater accuracy but the symbol is left off when the intensity

was less than about 5>i of the total signal.

1.6. The relaxation processes.

Four relaxation processes occur throughout the range of Copper Tutton salts. They are

readily recognised from treir behaviour as a function of temperature, T, magnetlce field, H,

and concentration, γ. A correct order of magnitude provides the final check on the presence

of the process.

(1) The direct process for a Kramers ian i^ characterized by:

τ~ = Α,γ UJ coth(nui/2kT) (1.3)

For Cu in the Tutton salts the process is very slow:

A
d
 S 5 χ 1O"

5 7
 s

k
 •

which means that at 10 GHz and 1 Κ the relaxation time is 50 second. In the NH^ salt

the relaxation is about a factor 2.5 slower. The process shows only a slight anisotropy.

(2) The Saman process:

τ"
1
 = BY°H°T

9
 J^ej/T) (HO

uith: 3 = 25 χ 10~
1 2
 s"

1

At 5 Κ the Zician integral;

(1.5)

is still constant at 4.0 X \d* for all investigated salts and the relaxation time
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is approximately 500 ms. Again the result in the NĤ  s a l t deviates somewhat: The Raman

process i s slower by a f · tor 6.

The Debye temperature eD can be estimated from the deviation from the T9 dependence

at high temperatures. I t varies with the mass of the monovalent ion. I t s magnitude i s

broadly in line with the r e s u l t s obtained from specific heat measurements.

(3) The enhanced direct process occurs at intermediate and high concentrations. I t can be

described by:

- 1 = Αρ7Γ(Η,γ) (1.6)

Λ theory has been developed by De Vroomen ' , attributing this effect to spin-3pin

interactions. The process is approximately < j.eld independent and the concentration

dependence should be linear, but deviations occur at high dilutions. For the undiluted

sanple the process is an order of magnitude stronger than the Van Vleck direct process.

The anomalous process with an 'exponential type' temperature dependence. In chapter 3

a nodel will be developed describing the process as:

τ"
1
 = CrH°/sinhU/T) (1.7)

but in practice the picture is more complex; for high dilutions the process becomes

diffusion limited, whereas at relatively high concentrations a second term with a γ

dependence becomes noticeable.

In some cases the 'resonant splitting', Δ, is rather low (less than 30 K) so that

the process can be observed in the invc-jtigated temperature region. Occurrence of the

process is strongly dependent on the choice of the monovalent ion.

The most striking feature of this process, as it occurs in the Tutton salts, is that

it is not present in the undiluted samples.

1.7. Results.

The results in the Rubidium salts are shown in figures 1.3 to 1.15. In the following

sjtsectinns these figures v/ill be discussed. Section 1.8 will present a description of the

iet:iod in which an empirical formula was found, describing the results as:

τ"
1
 = (A^ + γΑ

ρ
)Τ + BT

9
 J

a
(e

D
/T) + YC

2
/sinh(A

2
/D + Y^y'simu'Ay'T) (1.8)

The different terms of this empirical formula are drawn in figures 1.5 to 1.12, for the

relevant concentration, γ. It must be noted that the formula does not consider effects of

spin diffusion, so that the actual r. suits for the higher dilutions may be substantially

slower than expected from the sinh terms.

1.7.1. A survey of the temperature dependence.

A selection of the results is shown in figure 1.3. Only the results with Η = 3.2 ttOe

directed along K^ axis are shown.



Figure 1.4
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ν Τ
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The dramatic effect of the anomalous process is clearly visible. The concentration

dependence is roughly linear: A steeper concentration dependence occurs both in the high

concentration range at low temperatures, and at the high temperature end where the .22%

sample shows inhomogeneous relaxation. Details on the non-exponential decays will be

given in the following subsections.

The striking absence of the anomalous process from the undiluted CuRbSt sample is

also demonstrated: This sample shows only a direct and a Raman process. The first process

is roughly ten times faster than for isolated Cu** ions in the ZnRbSt; this behaviour is

also observed in the NH^, Κ and Cs salts. The Kaman process in the undiluted sample is

slower than for the ZnRbSt lattice, a feature which is not reproduced in the HH^ and Cs

salts, but which appears somewhat more strongly in the CuKSt.

1.7.2. A survey of the field dependence.

The dependence on the magnetic field at low temperatures is given in figure 1.4,

with the concentration, γ, as a parameter.

It is seen that the relaxation follows an Η dependence at high fields, where the

Van "i/leck direct process dominates. Towards low fields the relaxation rato becomes constant

and then increases. In the following sections it will be described that a variety of

nechanisms cause this behaviour for the different coucentratxons.

The points indicated X have been obtained by resonant techniques. Those at 8 kOe

are I -extrapolations of the data obtained down to 1.2 K. They have not been corrected

for the cothChii)/2kT) dependence: Therefore they must also coincide with the Η lines.

The precision with which the 'resonant' points match those obtained by the field sweep

technique gives a good confidence in the validity of this method.

1.7.3. ::u .02S.

The most diluted sample in this research contained 2 * 10 Cu

studied with Η // Kg. The results are shown in figure 1.5.

ions. It was

As expected, the relaxation at 3120 Oe is mainly governed by the single ion

processes: direct and Raman.

At the lowest temperatures the deviation of the direct process from T
+
^ to T^

according to coth(tu>/2kT) can be recognized. The deviations from this behaviour are

yp2 maximum.

The Raman process becomes dominant between 3 Κ and kYL. It appears to be slightly

faster than the 'average' Haman process which is shown as a solid line, but its determination

is not very reliable in this sample, because the decays are non-exponential; this is caused

by three competing effects:
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CD Between 2.5 Κ and k Κ a small remainder of the pair process can he seen, although it is

strongly diffusion limited. The last part of the relaxation is determined by the Raman

process, but it must be expected that the results will be somewhat too fast.

(2) The shape of the recovery becomes dependent on the saturation shortly after the influence

of the pair process has disappeared (T > 5 K). After several pulses, with an interval that

is shorter than the relaxation time by ar. order of magnitude, it has approximately 70%

of tail and only a very small fast part. This fast part is due to spin diffusion and cross

relaxation. It is not shown in figure 1.5. Cross relaxation was also studied af+er one

pulse in the direct process region: A measurement at 2.2 Κ revealed that in this diluted

sample the cross relaxation effects cover a range of relaxation times from 7 to 1000 ms.

The fast start of the recovery is therefore not immediately recognized as a temperature

independent process: Instead, an almost constant ratio to the electron relaxation time

appears as a result of the measurement technique, which requires a varying number of

pulses with adjustable interval in order to reach optimum saturation and a limitation

of the video bandwidth to τ/100.

(3) Below 7 ms the electron relaxation is faster than the contact with other lines. An effect

which is attributed to polarization of the Cu nucleus, as mentioned in section 1.5, becomes

then noticeable: A tail appears which covers approximately 10% of the signal. In this

region T^ as defined in (1.1) is taken to be the electron spin-lattice relaxation time.

Especially around the cross-over point at 7.5 K, the determination of T
e
 becomes highly

unreliable. In this region a solution of the decay as a sum of three exponentials was

required.

The field dependence was measured at .53 K. There are several indications that the

relaxation occurring at low fields is caused by a single ion process: Firstly, the relaxation

times are slower tnan those of the .03% sample by a fixed factor; this factor equals

1.2/.53 which is the ratio between the experimental temperatures: No concentration dependence

remains. Secondly, also the results of the .225» sample at the lowest fields indicate a

concentration independent process. Thirdly, the temperature dependence has been determined

at this low field (21k Oe) by ..
 5
\ns of the field sweep method; it shows a T

+ 1
 dependence

indicating a one phonon process.

This behaviour indicates a single ion process, rather than the influence of pairs

or triads, shich cannot explain the order of magnitude of the relaxation rate either:

The sinh terms can be calculated at .53 Κ and result in a relaxation time of at least

10 s, whereas the enhanced direct process, for which A can be determined from the

measurements with higher concentrations, yields a 'high field' relaxation time of 7000 s

for this sample. In addition, the behaviour towards low fields cannot at all be described

in the model of De Vroomen.

On the basis of the available data one can hardly draw conclusions concerning the

mechanism which causes the faster relaxation at low fields. It may be connected with the

coupling between the Zeeman and hyperfine systems that occurs when gPH becomes

comparable tj A.
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1.7.'r. 3nSbSt:Cu .03/».

Ficure 1.6 shows one of the earliest measurements in the present series. Two samples

were measured: one at 8.? GHz and one at 2
1
* GHz. The last measurement only permitted to

determine the direct process before the somewhat unstable klystron oscillator finally failed.

At the time of this measurement we did not yet systematically study the extent of

deviation from a pure exponential decay: The results shown are mainly taken from the later

stares of the recovery, with the exception of the points above 3 K, where again a long tail

can be observed.

At S.7 Gfc the relaxation has beer, studied with the Zeeman field adjusted along all

three magnetic axes: K,, K
2
 and K-. It is seen that neither in the direct procese, nor in

the Raman process a major '\nisotropy occurs.

Around 2.5 Κ some influence is seen of the exponential pair process.

1.7.i. 2.-.RbSt;Cu .09%.

In this sample the anomalous process becomes clearly noticeable (figure 1.7). when

it dominates, the shape of the recovery deviates strongly from a single exponential, but

in most cases it can be solved as the sum of two relaxations. The 'tail' of the decay is

rather small at low temperatures (10% at Z.h K) but it increases rapidly towards high

temperatures (70*J at 4.2 K); its time constant becomes almost temperature independent,

rifter correction for the Raman process which becomes dominant at 5 K. This behaviour is

i'.ie to fast relaxing 'sinks' in a lattice which is magnetically so diluted that the spin

diffusion units the relaxation process.

In the Paman process the effect of polarisation of the Cu nuclei can still be observed,

ι it its intensity becomes smaller, as <"he cross relaxation becomes faster.

1.".ι.. ZnRfaSt:Cu .22j.

An extensive investigation was carried out for this concentration. The results are

Λνβη in figure 1.8.

The temperature dependence was determined for two resonant frequencies: 9.3 GHz and

Ά GHz. Both series show a deviation from the single ion processes, with the same relaxation

time. This tends to prove that the anomalous process is field independent; more convincing

evidence will be presented by the .95% samples (figure 1.10) where the diffusion limitation

is less strong.

In this sample the determination of the Raman process is the moat reliable: The

;ross relaxation is fast and the Cu nucleus polarization becomes a minor effect; for higher

concentrations the pair process will be found to be increasingly dominant. In passing, it

is noted that the field independence of the Raman process is confirmed for the two fields:

3.2 kOe and S.3 kOe.
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At 9.3 "·Ηζ, the direct process is somewhat faster than the Van Vleck single ion

process. It can he described in terms of the process (3) in section 1.6 by putting:

A = 1 . 3 s"
1
»"

1

Thio process is expected to be field independent. It causes the flat minimum in the field

dependence measurement at 1000 Oe: For this concentration both sinh terms are to weak

to have any influence at .7 Κ

I.?."
7
. Zn5bSt:Cu .ki%.

In tnis sample the spin diffusion is so fast that the anomalous pair process governs

the relaxation over the complete Helium range and up to 7 Κ (figure 1.9). The inhomogeneous

effect, however, continues down to 1.2 K, which can be understood by assuming fluctuations

in the pair distribution over the crystal, combined with the first appearance of relaxation

over triads. Concentration fluctuations can also explain the very long tails in the 't K

region, shortly before the Raman process becomes dominant; the solution as the sum of two

exponential decays of comparable intensity is plotted, but the continuation of the dotted

interconnection lines shows the longest visible 'tail', when the decay was recorded over

three decades. The effect is incidental: It appears neither in the ,22% sample nor in the

,95'ί samples.

1.7.5. Zn?bSt:Cu .95'».

Figure 1.10. This concentration was used as the reference point for a number of other

measurements. Thus the deuterated sample (figure 1.14) and the MgRbSt sample (figure l.li)

rere prepared with Zi Cu in the solution. (Also the effect of the slower relaxing proton

system 'aas studied in this concentration over the widest temperature range, both at 3 kOe

•i.id at - kOe; see reference 20).

Electron spin relaxation measurements were performed in 5 different samples. The

concentration was .9W; this value reproduced to within 5%. It is to be noted how well the

relaxation times, too, reproduce.

At low temperatures a single sinh" (Δ/Τ) term cannot describe the results any more.

T.-.is is the first unambiguous indication of the triad process. The value of Δ, in the

fourth tern of (1.3) was determined mainly froa measurements at higher concentrations.

The precise procedure of this determination will be described in section 1.8.

In two samples the relaxation measurements were also performed with Η // Κ axis;

a deviation from isotropic behaviour can be observed at low temperatures. In the K,

orientation the centre of the spectrum has no usable intensity (see figure 1.2) and the

decays were always a -nixture of proton and electron spin relaxation. Nevertheless, the

ar.isotropy at the lowest temperatures is a real effect; it is not due to incorrectly

interpreted proton relaxation. Tta same effect occurs in the deuterat^d sample (figure 1.14).
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The origin of the anisotropic relaxation may be connected to the 'resonant' dip „n the

field deDendence (see telow). The results of the proton relaxation neasurements seem to

indicate distant relaxation sinks. When H//K
£
axis the electron spins do not seem to

have contact with these sinks: For this orientation the relaxation can be described as

one single exponential.

In two samples the field dependence was determined at ,?5 K, The anomalous process

is seen to be approximately field independent; it must be noted, however, that the

relaxation at this low temperature xs not only due to the pairs but also to larger

clusters. A measurement of the temperature dependence at Zh GHz confirms that the pair

process, too, is field independent.

Around 2 kOe the field dependence exhibits an unexpectedly increased relaxation

rate. In order to identify its origin, the relaxation rates were determined at 1830 0e

for varying temperature. They behave in the same manner as at 3200 Oe, so that the

conclusion may be drawn that the 'dip' is caused by the same mechanism. This effect is

much more clearly visible in the deuterated sample where its behaviour suggests a

resonance.

1.7.9. Zn3bSt:Cu

T!.e temperature dependence, with Η // Kg, was determined from 1.2 Κ upvfard. Figure 1.11

shows that the decay remains exponential at the cross-over point from the Raman region to

the pair region: There remains no inhomogeneous effect due to diffusion limitation. Arcund

2 K, however, the sinh(A,/T) term becomes dominant; this term has a γ dependence and is

due to triads. Obviously, an inhomogeneous effect must be expected here: At 't Κ the

relaxation shows a very small fast part (approximately 10
c
/o) which becomes larger as the

temperature decreases. Ihe areas that do not have a good energy contact with the triads

c^uae a rapidly decreasing tail to the decay after the cross-over point.

1.7.10. SnnbSt:Cu 5.bn.

l'tiree different samples were used for the plots shown in figure 1.12. The concentration

varied by approximately 10g over the samples and the relaxation rate does not reproduce

exactly, but the temperature dependence is parallel in all cases. The variation between

the different samples cannot quantit3vely be explained by the variation in measured

concertration.

The triad process dominates the relaxation over a large temperature range. It still

shows a clear innomogeneous Pif-ct. Below .7 Κ the relaxation must probably be described

by the enhanced direct process parallel tc the anomalous process occurring on larger

clusters.

+) The actual concentration measurement has failed for this sample. The Z.5i value has

been assumed on the tasis of the consistently occurring factor 2 between the

concentration in solution and in the crystal.
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The relaxation rates measured by the field sweep method at ,5lf Κ are much higher

than in the ,95-u samples. The ratio cannot be explained by assuming a pair process: The

relaxation at loiv fields must be due to triads or larger clusters.

1.7.11. CuRbSt.

Fieure 1.13 shows the results obtained with two samples of the undiluted salt.

The first sample has l-jen measured in an early phase of the present research; Η // K^

and K,. Later, a second measurement (!· ff K^) was performed in order to investigate the shape

of the recovery and the behaviour at very low temperatures. In addition, the measurements

were extended to higher temperatures and the field dependence was determined at .5̂ · K.

The two measurements show the same general behaviour. The difference in the 'direct'

process region for the two K, axis measurements is only an apparent one: The decay is here

non-exponential and the results shown as squares were taken from the later (but not latest! )

parts of the recovery.

For tne later results, which are shown as circles, the qualitative behaviour of the

decay shape is indicated as usual: At the lowest temperature the decay could be solved as a

sum of two exponentials with 53% tail and a fast part of only 25% (percentages of the total

signal, not of the saturated part of the signal); tl.e determination of the fast part is then

not very reliable. Towards higl temperatures the tail becomes smaller; at ^ Κ a sum of two

exponentials results in a tail of 20%, but this does not cover an even longer part: A sum .

of 3 exponentials yields a tail of only % ; this is shown by dotted lines.

Tr.is behaviour of the shape of the recovery with varying temperature can be interpreted

cy acsuaing an additional transition probability with a temperature dependence that is

somewhat steeper than Τ . It could be due to a very small remainder of the sinh process,

for example occurring on dislocations. This is also suggested by the results around .5 K:

In tliis region the relaxation rate becomes more steeply dependent on temperature, although

one would expect a flattening with the coth(Ïw/2kT) (or with coth(2hui/2kT): see reference

- and ; ) . A bottleneck effect can still be excluded: For a 1 mm thick sample and an interaction

bandwidth of 500 Oe one calculates a bottleneck factor of 2.5 X10"2 at .5 K.

The field dependence at .5I4 Κ shows the same behaviour as that of Cu in the Cs salt2"*· .

la that case the drop-off towards the low fields, which amounts to a factor 3, was attributed

to a relaxation of the Zeeman system through the interaction system. At k kOe the Van Vleck

direct process becomes dominant.

The Hainan process is, surprisingly, considerably slower than that of Cu
+ +
 in the

diluted samples. In the second measurement series the high temperature behaviour was

studied in an attempt to explain this behaviour by a different Debye temperature. The

results shown are not perfectly reproducing, possibly due to a difference in temperature

calibration, but it is clear that any variations in Debye temperature cannot be very

large.
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In flrure 1.16 it rill be seen that the slower Raman process is present in CuKSt,

too; the effect does not occur in the NH^ and Cs salts. The coincidence that both the

anomalous process and the above difference between Raman processes occur only in the Κ

3iid Eb salts has raised the suggestion
 1 9

' that their causes must be similar. However,

in the model of chapter 3 no such direct link is found.

Heat capacity measurements by Den Adel and Dokoupil show the presence of localized

vibrators around 55 K, which is well below the Debye temperature. Such vibrators can easily

modify temperature dependence in the Raman region; the difference between the transition

protal-ilities of Cu spins in ZnSbSt and in CuRbSt is proportional to exp(-6O/T), so that

an explanation in terms of a (true) resonant mode is plausible.

1.7.12. 2nRbSt.6D^Q:Cu 1.6"ó.

This sample was prepared primarily to give the (negative) proof that the long

relaxation tails after off centre saturation are due to the proton system , Its main

importance for the present investigation of the pair process is:

- to investigate the influence of an isotope change in the M".6H2O complex. For reference

purposes the different terms of formula (1,8) are shown for the hydrated case.

- to measure the relaxation behaviour with Η A K,,

- to study the spin diffusion behaviour: In the hydrated samples the intensity at the

centre of the spectrum was too low to make such a study reliably, and off centre

saturation irauld mix the decay with proton relaxation*'.

In ordei ;o visualize the solutions as sums of exponentials, only those with Η //K^ axis

are connected sit!, dashed lines in figure 1.14; the results with Η // K^ are merely

shown as dots.

There is no major difference in the relaxation behaviour between the deuterated and

.-•ylrated samples ('ή// K^). In both samples the exponential process dominates the relaxation

over almost the complete temperature range.

- The Faman process is about a factor 1.4 stronger than in the hydrated samples.

- The direct process can be identified in the field dependence at .55 K. It is approximately

1.7 tines faster than in the hydrated samples.

- The pair process can be described with: ïC2/sinh(A2/T) yielding the following comparison:

C2 A 2

H20 1.0 X 105 s"1 14.5 Κ

D
2
0 2 χ 10

5
 s"

1
 22 Κ

- The measurement of the field dependence at .55 Κ shows results that are faster than those

in the 2nKbSt:Cu .95K samples. The ratio is roughly a factor 4; this car. be understood

+) It must be noted, however, that the interaction system can now be observed to relax

more rapidly than the Zeeman system, when these systems have been saturated to different

temperatures.
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from the higher concentration (ratio = 1.7) and the assumption, justified below, that

triads are responsible for the relaxation at this temperature. In addition, the small

din, that was present in the field dependence of the .95% hydrated sample at 2 kOe,

shows up here as a clear resonance at 2.5 kOe. Its relaxation time is shorter by a

factor 10. It cannot easily be explained why the resonant effect is so much more

efficient in this sample: For the hydrated sample it vfas shown that the temperature

dependence is the same in the dip and outside.

- The effects of diffusion limitation can be described as follows:

. Around 7 Κ the pair process wins over the Raman process. The diffusion limit is

about 20 ms.

At 2.5 Κ a very fast branch suddenly appears, immediately after the pulse. With

decreasing temperature its relative intensity rapidly increases until it dominates

the relaxation at about 1.25 K. This effect is attributed to triads.

Immediately below 1.25 Κ tfcls behaviour is repeated. Now the decay cannot be solved

any more in two exponential branches: Down to .8 Κ a solution as the sum of 3

relaxation 'regions' is significantly better.

Below .8 Κ the shape of the decay does not vary qualitatively. The tail occupies

approximately 60S of the signal, decreasing to 50?ί at the lowest temperature.

Clusters of many different sizes are assumed to govern the relaxation.

'.Vhen Η // K-̂  axis the behaviour is similar in most aspects but substantially different

in others:

- The Raman process is approximately 1.5 times faster than for Η // Κ,. This ratio is

identical to the one determined in Zn(NH^)St and ZnCsSt.

- The pair process is almost independent of the orientation.

- The triad process becomes dominant at the same temperature, but seems to have a somewhat

different Δ
3
: It could be described with a Δ, of 2.5 K. However, a variation of Δ with

varying orientation in the external field is very unlikely and a more consistent

description can be given by assuming a Δ, of 6 Κ and a value for C, that is three times

faster than for Η // K^. The somewhat too slow relaxation of the three points between

2 Κ and 2.5 Κ must then be explained by spin diffusion limitation.

- The deviations from non-exponential behaviour are totally different for the two

orientations: For B//K
z
 different branches are seen to come in as Τ is lowered, with

accompanying variations in intensity of the fast and slow parts of the decay and

variations of the ratio τ^Λ^ (formula 1.1). This is due to spin diffusion limitation

causing Inhomogeneous effects. When Η // K
±
 a similar behaviour can be seen for T > 4 K.

'/hen Τ is below 2.5 Κ the ratio Tg/i^ remains almost constant at 3; the relative

intensity of the tail does not vary significantly with temperature, and it is

independent of the number of pulses applied. However, a remarkable behaviour is observed

in the relative intensity of the tail over the four resonance lines:
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Line NΓ.

1

2

3

4

*v
Oe

2790

2870

2960

3040

Relative in tens i ty (%)

7 + 2

2 0 + 5

40 + 10

50 + 10

Both τ, and τ, vary over the spectrum: At the highest field the relaxation is approximately

1.5 times slower than at the lowest field. This behaviour has been observed at . 51 Κ and

at 1.39 K. At 4.It K, i.e. in the region where the pairs dominate, the behaviour is only

quantitatively different: In this case line number 2 has the fastest relaxation, and the

smallest amount of tail (8?i); the ratio τ^Λ^ equals 2.5.

Without wishing to speculate here on the mechanism causing the resonant dip, the

above set of facts can be described in the following empirical way:

In the hydrated sample it has been found that the dip must have the same origin as the

anomalous temperature dependence, and it will therefore be assumed that the dip is also

present for Η // Κ-, at 2500 Oe. In consequence, when line 1 is saturated, the Zeeman

splitting of line Ί is almost resonant with the fast relaxing dip and after several

pulses the hyperfine temperature can become very high or even negative. 7he main part

of the recovery then represents relaxation of the hyperfine system. When line 4 is

resonant, it is still closest to the dip and after pulsing the hyperfine system is not as

cold as would be expected when the whole spectrum relaxes homogeneously. The relaxation

of the hyperfine system is now only a small part of the recovery. The decrease of the

relaxation rate as the field increases is a direct consequence of the field dependence

itself, as determined for Η // K^. It follows that for Η // K^ the rate must be even

longer and this accounts for the anisotropy between K, and K_ axes when the triads are

uominant. The temperature dependence must, clearly, be the same for the two axes. The

failure of the two temperature dependences to run parallel at about 2.5 Κ can be

attributed to a stronger spin diffusion limitation of the faster relaxation.

1.7.13. Hri?bSt::u 4.7a.

In order to investigate the influence of the host l a t t i c e on the anomalous process,

two samples were measured containing Mg instead of Zn. In the MgCNH ĴSt the absence of

such an anomalous process was confirmed; the results in the HgfibSt are shown in figure 1.15.

Qualitatively the behaviour seems analogous to that in the ZnRbSt, but a number of d e t a i l s

require some comment. The solid and dashed l ines are those from figure 1.12: ZnRbSt:Cu 5.5ró.

The sample was prepared out of a 256 solution, but a substantial ly higher Cu

concentration was measured in the c rys ta l ; this was also qual i ta t ive ly confirmed by the

spectral behaviour. Semi-macroscopic density fluctuations do not occur, however, as becomes

evident by comparing figure 1.15 with figure 1.9: There the inhomogeneous effect remains

in force over the complete range of the anomalous relaxation.
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It is equally impossible to attribute the inhomogeneous effect around S Κ to pairs:

Comparison with the 5.5% samples of figure 1.12 shows that relaxation over pairs is still

hosorer.eous around 10 K, at 30 times the rate measured here.

The only acceptable interpretation of the present data is then that the fast branch

at 9 Κ is caused by triads and the slow branch by the Raman relaxation, possibly parallel

to an influence of pairs. According to this interpretation, which could simply be checked

on a crystal with a lowor concentration, it is possible to describe the anomalous process as:

τ"
1
 = 2 x 10

7
y/sinh(90/T) + 4 X liA^/sinhWr) (1.9)

For the determination of the pair process it is essential that the Raman process be

accurately known. In (1.9) it was assumed that the Raman term is dominant (equal to the

process in the Zn host lattice: solid line). But the steep drop of the relaxation at 10 Κ

can also be described with the pair process: 3.6 xlO ï/sinh(65/T) if the Raman process is

substantially slower.

1.7.14. ZnKSt:Cu.

A survey of the measurements of the temperature dependence i s shown in figure 1,16.

The measurements by Gill ' ' are shown, together with some re su l t s of the present work.

The l ines 2.1X10"2 Τ and 1.9x10 T9 represent the direct and Raman processes as i d e n t i f i e

by Gi l l .

The features that have been discussed in the Rb measurements are also present in the

X s a l t s . Their occurrence i s , however, l e s s clear cut and t h i s c a l l s for some additional

comments:

The direct process, at 24.1 GHz, i s found as:

- 1
(24.1) = ..- Τ (1.10)

This co.'.firms, to within the experimental accuracy, the Η field dependence of the direct

process, Lecause ii. Gill's .01"! salt:

T ^ 9 . 4 5 ? ) = 2.1 χ ΙΟ"
2
 Τ (1.11)

In our results the Raman process is readied in the 2k GHz measurement, and also for

the 3; sample. There occurs, however, a slight disagreement with Gill's conclusion:

i^taii) = 1.9 χ ίο"
6
 τ

9
, e

D
 = 113 κ (l.ia)

Our results are faster by a factor 5:

τ"
1
 = 9.2 χ ΙΟ"

6
 Τ

9
 (1.13)

and a Debye temperature of 95 Κ can be distingi'ished. The difference is too large to be

attributed to an error in temperature calibration. Also anisotropy is not a very likely

reason: Stoneham's formula (3) makes the Raman process almost completely isotropic, for

+) Professor Gill was so kind to make his results available for this publication, so

that κ did not have to rely on an interpretation of figure 2 in his paper.
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d S 2. The discrepancy, however, does not make Gill's analysis of the results invalid,

bin a slirhtly lower velocity of sound must be adopted, if our results are the correct

ones .

The anomalous process is also present, roughly with the same strength. Due to the

lack of a systematic set of measurements the description as:

T^
1
 = rC

2
/sinh(A

2
/T) (1.1Ό

cannot be given reliably. This is enhanced by the fact that our results were taken from the

first part of the non-exponential recovery, whereas Gill used its later stages. This

interpretation was necessary because our measurements were heavily affected by proton

relaxation (which only later has been recognized as such). The best description seems to

τ " ^ = 3.5 χ lo\/sinh(lO/T) (1.15)

as compared to:

τ"1-,. = 1.0 x lO^/sinhd't.S/T) (1.16)

a, π r
?he behaviour of - .- was, however, mainly determined from the XQ% salt which, according

a , TL

to the interpretation of the Sb results, should already show the effects of triads and

larcer clusters.

The undiluted sample relaxes, as for Hb, much slower than the intermediate

dilutions, tut the remainder of the anomalous procers that is s t i l l present, is roughly

ten times stronger than for the Hb sal t . Two samples were measured, obtained from different

solitions, but the results do not differ observably. If the model of chapter 3 is accepted,

this remanent anomalous process may be explained by the stresses that occur on dislocations

and tr.e more difficult growing process for the Κ salt.

As for Ft, the Kaman process in the concentrated salt i s substantially slower than that

in tr.e diluted samples.

I.'. Empirical analysis.

From firure 1.3 it is seen that around 2. z> Κ the concentration dependence is linear,

to a rood approximation, but that both for low and high temperatures the concentration

dependence is steeper. In order to study the effects that play their parts in this behaviour

a larre series of samples has been prepared, densely spaced in concentration (three samples

per decade in concentration). The relaxation results are presented in the previous

section.

in order to fit the results to a formula like:

— ~^- _ f η j . . . Λ \rn_i_ n-nS< τ
A^ + γΑ

ρ
)Τ + 3T

9
.J

8
(9

D
/T) + YC

2
/sinh(A

2
/T) + Y

2
C

3
/sinh(AyT) (!.')

the preferred method would be to produce a computer fit through the three dimensional plot:

+) A possible explanation for the slower relaxation observed by Gill could be found in the

'u polarization tails: At the high temperature of his determination he may easily have

missed the faster part of the recovery or have assumed it to be due to cross relaxation.



--Ι^,γ), However, such an approach is not readily feasible because certain allowances have

-_j :e made for spin diff'isioj limitation at the cross-over points where the pairs and where

tt.e triads oecoae dominantί The shape of the recovery must be considered, too. Λ graphical

procedure sas therefore applied for the determination of the different processes.

A plot of τ"^(γ) with Τ as a parameter was produced as follows: For each measurement

series, τ
-1
"(Τ), a Gmootl; curve was drawn through the experimental points, thus averaging

Lne scatter, '.'.'hen a solution in two exponentials was necessary both curves were drawn. From

ti.ese curves tr.e relaxation rates were read at a series of temperatures, spaced by a fixed

increment ("O,i steps in Τ ), and these values were plotted versus Y; figure 1.17 shows a

part of tr.e points thus obtained.

The detailed cnaracter of this plot will be discussed below, considering also the

effects of spin diffusion. At present it is sufficient to note that for the samples with a

!.i~t. concentration of Cu ions the dependence on concentration is linear at high temperatures

L'jt steeper at low temperatures («* Υ ). In order to arrive at a description of this behaviour

sy tr.e two last terms in (1.8), the pair process is identified first. This is done by using

t:.e results in tr.e concentration region in which the linear concentration dependence dominates

over t:.e largest temperature range. It is seen that the .955», 2.5% and 5,5% samples belong

to tnis region. From these results the values of C, and

h (

in formula fl.8) were determined

by comparison of the experimental data with the sinh (1/T) function that was plotted on a

transparency. Those temperature ranges of figures 1.10 and 1.12 were used that could reliably

ce attributed to the pair process. The 2.5% sample (figure 1.11) was also taken into

consideration, but mainly for the determination of Δ, and not for C,, because the concentration

is '.31 certain. At tr.e r.igh temperature end, the average Raman transition probability (taken

fron. figure l .r and confirmed in the concentration independence in figure 1.17) was

3:::rjc'.ed frois the experimental values; thus the temperature region, that could be used

for -.· e deter-ninaiioi. of the pair process, could be somewhat extended. It was found that the

r-1-ix-i-Lor. rate in the region witr. the linear concentration dependence could be described as:

" ~ 1 = fTpatf. = 1.0 x 105

T/sinh(l-'+.5/T) (1.17)

T.'.e cr.oi-e of tr.e sinn function will be justified in chapter 3; here i t can be noted that

:·.ί.: temperature dependence, which leads to a T+1 slope for high T, is confirmed by the

experimental data.

Having assigned a functional relation to the pair transition probability, i t can be

extrapolated towards the lower temperatures and subtracted from the points in figure 1.17;

also tne direct transition probability, of which the value follows from the Η dependence in

fir-jre 1.4, is subtracted. The best fitting γ 2 lines were drawn through the resulting points,

.ir.ich are reliable for the higher concentrations only; the resulting triad transition

probatility was replotted versus temperature. From the curve that was thus obtained the

triad relaxation rate -«as determined:

= T 2 T ~ l = 1 X Vsinn(._/T) (1.13)

Tr.is determination is not very accurate: A considerable diffusion limitation is already

.•i-iMft in tr.e 2.5
:

;
 sample.
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nearly, the experimental data at the cross-over pointe from pairs to triads must.

also be described by (1.8) so that some iteration of the above procedure was necessary:

The triad transition probability was subtracted from the experimental points to determine

the pair process over a still larger temperature region, etc. The fit that was finally

found includes determination of the A term in the direct transition probability. The

results are shown in table 1.3.

The fit, which was thus obtained, has two limitations:

- It applies only to rather diluted samples; in the 100?; samples the two last terms are not

present and both the direct and Kaman processes are considerably slower than tne result

of formula (1.-') for T = 1.

-pin diffusion effects are not represented in this empirical formula. Their influence can

be seen by comparison of the different terms, occurring in (1.3), to the experimental values

in figures 1.5 to 1.12. In addition, the results of formula (1.3) and table 1.3 are drawn

as 3olii lines in figure 1.17 for each temperature shown; they are indicated with the



relevant symbol in the left and rlrht narrin*'. Ii lc clear 'hat ·1.β «ΙΙΓΓ islon limitation

;:as a very steep concentration dependence.

Table 1.5. Constant in (l.'-Q for Cn
+
* in ZnRbSt.

Parameter

'-'arnetic axis

Frequency

Value

h
0.3

Estimated accuracy

26 χ 10~ 1 2 i f 1 ! T 9

90 Κ

1.0 X 10 c.~l

h Κ

30-

10",

b Κ

20 '.

1 Κ

Γ.Ο

1 Κ

i s r o : e n t i r e l y possible to represenr the spin dif fusion as a s i ' i r l e relaxV ion

in s e r i e s v/ith pai r re laxat ion time a s :

(1.19)

represer-taLio."! has, r.oiiever, the merit of siraplifyinr the d e s c r i p t i o n of τ~ (γ)

-efererce i s πa<3e *o figure 1.1- '.v'.ich i s a schematic r>•epresentation of f i rure 1.1"

',- vrc'-'tizztiz i.te ;o j i : :-le ior.c C d i r e c t or -amani t pa i r e , P, a:.d t r i a d s ,

-j-*:~-er Λ Ϊ · - . • r.e ^ifi'Lcior. l i m i t a t i o n for p^ i r s =5nd f r i a d s : ~ p

'irro.v i n d i c a t e s t - e r a i e of c l:3r:re of the differe:: ' terr..3 ;v.en t

are repress π ted,

r:umher of

ie temperaf'ire is increased.

-.·;- pair^ :-a:.i Triaus wculd re re^.ilarly spaced, the ci*03S-l.atc!ied areas are those in

• i:.-.ô o -er.eo -z relaxation C3i: :^e expected. The solid lines in fi,~ire 1.1'% on 'he o''.er

3re drairn allowances for spin diffusion, and the raps between them and the

ezpensci.Tal r e s u l t s are cajced cy diffusion l i m i t a t i o n .

""osparinr f irures 1.17 and l . l 5 v;e can now folic// the r e l a x a t i o n behaviour as Τ

is increased:

A. -.r.e Iα-'est temperature the pairs are much too slow and any concentration effect

or served must be due to those triads that are not limited by diffusion. In addition, one

fir.Js :.ere tr.e 'direct' pair process (γΑ 7) and the effects of larger clusters, which are

r.ot shown in firure 1.1-.

As temperature increases the triad process moves into the D^-limited area, but the

longest times cannot be observed, changing the shape of the triangle to roughly a flat

d i c e alone· the triad line, labelled 7 in figure 1.1-,.

"i'.h a furtner increase In temperature the pair effect becomes noticeable, f i r e at

:r-e lowest concentrations, where i t i s heavily diffusion limited. Due to i t s higher Δ val tie

+) For the calculation of these lines .vas taken constant at 3.2 kOe. This causes some

deviations in the region of the direct process.



i t rapidly wins over the triad process, also at higher concentrations, but for low γ i t

disappears behind the diffusion limitation; the concentration dependence then becomes

typically like that for 6.86 Κ (figure 1.17): The fast part of the inhomogeneous

relaxation cannot be observed any more.

Above 7 Κ the Raman process wins very rapidly over the pairs which have, at the

higher temperatures, only a T dependence.

From figure 1,17 an estimate can be made about the concentration dependence of the

diffusion time, tC*·, which is used in the simplified picture of CI.19). From the longest

tails in the inhomogeneous region a elope of roughly γ can be found. It is shown as a

dashed line.

'jsip.g the basic relation that the average diffusion time equals the square of the

number of spin-spin steps divided by the flip-flop probability:

(1.20)= n
2
/'.V

f f

it is possible to derive a concentration dependence of the diffusion time:

- Assuming a regular distribution, T^ is found proportional to γ : For.low γ, where the

line shape does not vary, the flip-flop probability i proportional to the dipolar field

energy, H,,, and thus to τ , the spin—spin distarce being constant and proportional to

Y~ . In this assumption the pair—pair distance is proportional to Y~ so that the

average number of steps increases with decreasing concentration as γ

-2/3/ 2 -ft/3

/

. Then:

(1.21)

- In a random distribution the average spin-spin distance i s proportional to γ" and '.V
Γ f

proportional to Y. Analogous reasoning to the above then leads t o :

12

„-1/6
/Y = Υ

-2
(1.22)

however, the 'average diffusion time', T^, that can thus be derived is not directly

comparable to the time, D^ , occurring in (1.19): From the measurement technique itself it

follows "hat j~ is not the 'average' diffusion time, but the 'longest visible tail',

and is caused by the spins in those areas where the interpair distance is longer than

average. A range of diffusion times will then result of which the longest, especially for

lov.' γ, is mainly determined by the signal to noise ratio of the relaxing signal.

Finally, it must be remarked that the 'spin diffusion limitation' may actually be

caused by a cross relaxation barrier between single ions and pairs: The dipolar field in

the pair is of the order of several tens of Oe and the dipolar field required on the single

spins, which are closest to the pairs to bridge this gap is caused by the Cu-Cu interaction.

For this case a γ dependence can be made plausible. However, the recovery of the resonance

signal of a system, in which the spin diffusion is fast beyond comparison can never show

inhomogeneous effects, so that cross relaxation alone cannot account for the experimental

data.



2. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE JAHN-TELLER EFFECT.

2.1. Introduction.

Since the investigations by Bleaney et al. the Copper ion has been the classical

example of the .Tahn-Teller theorem: The configuration of the ligands of an ion is unstable

if the high symmetry of its field leaves the ion ground state degenerate.

In many crystals (and in water) the Cu
+ +
 ion is surrounded by an octahedron of 6H

2
O.

In an approximation of the crystal field at the copper site one starts considering the

'free complex
1
 of which the leading term in the crystal field has cubic symmetry; if the

Copper ion would be replaced by a diamagnetic ion (e.g. Zn ) this cubic term would

describe the crystal field completely. However, Cu
+ +
 has a 3d

9
 configuration and, in

consequence, - orbital levels (I. = 2). A field of cubic symmetry can split this quintet in

a doublet and a triplet, and for Cu
+ +
 the doublet is lowest in energy. The theorem cited

can, for the specific case of this doublet, be described as follows: 'A distortion, Q, from

the cubic symmetry changes the energy of both levels of the doublet. For small distortions

t.hese energy changes are linear with Q and have the opposite sign (figure 2.1). In

consequence, the complex will yield to this distortion to find a new, stable, shape when

the usual quadratic forces balance against the linear term'. The J-T effect is called strong

'.(her., as for Cu**, the J-T stabilization energy, E-„, is much larger than the zero point

vibrational energy of the complex.

Distortion of the complex is best described in its normal coordinates (Van Vleck ),

and in the case tetragonal distortion of the Cu.6H-,0 complex one of the body diagonals

elongates as the other two shrink:

3
1 / 2

 [l/2(- Χ - Y
2

(2.1)-Q
3
 = 3

1
 [l/2(- Χ

χ
 + Xj, - Y

2 5 3
 g

Dï-viously there exists no preference for any cf the three body diagonals to be the ζ axis

of this tetragonal distortion, so that it now appears that the J-T effect has split the

orbital doublet, but has not lifted the degeneracy of the complex, k lattice of high

symmetry leaves three degenerate valleys for three different Q
2
 - Q-* distortions, where:

- X^ - Y
2
 + Y

5
) (2.2)

This is shown in figure 2.H.C where the potential shift for tangential distortions in each

valley is assumed to be equal to that for radial distortions. The complex can then tunnel

through the separating barriers. If the lattice stress is anisotropic, however, the three

valleys will have different energies and in this case the complex can be frozen in one

direction. It is only the low symmetry of the lattice that can lift the degeneracy of the

complex ; the J-T coupling merely replaces a purely electronic degeneracy by a vibronic

degeneracy.

+) It must be noted that in a special case the J-T distortion can stabilize itself in a

cooperative way, even though the basic lattice symmetry is high; in spinel structures

the tetragonal axis of one ion can fit in the 'hole· of a neighbouring ion which has its

tetragonal axis at right angles to the first one. Thus a long range order can be created,

stabilizing· the complexes in fixed directions.
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An order of magnitude can now be given for the various energy splittings that play

a rei:e in the Cu.6H
2
0 complex.

- The J-T stabilisation energy was derived by Stonehaur-" from the spin-lattice relaxation,3)

rate: E
J T
 = 3800 K.

.,23)- The harmonic potential is estimated"-
1
·' to lead to hiu = 300 cm" : = Ό θ Κ.

- The anisotropy splitting, Δ, may be assumed to be of the same order of magnitude as the

coupling of the complex with the lattice, which, in turn, can be linked to the Debye

temperature: The intervalley distance would be expected to be in the order of 100 K.

The fact that the g and A tensors of Cu
+ +
 in the Tutton salts are temperature dependent

confirms this low estimate. The striking difference in orientation of the tetragonal

axis between the NH^ salt (Cu-0(7)) and the other salts (Cu-0(8)) suggests that the

intervalley energy distance, Δ, can become very small, indeed.

- A too high barrier may make tunnelling impossible. A reasonable maximum estimation for

the barrier results if the potential is assumed to consist of three paraboloids in the

chapter 3 it will be shown that tunnelling is still very fast with this barrier. It is

probable that the barrier is lower than the above 2100 K, but a more accurate estimate

is not necessary for the present discussion.

In the remainder of ι .is chapter an account will be given of an investigation of the

ir.-ervalley distance of the Cu.6H.,0 complex in the Tutton salts.

2.2 Experimental method.

The method used to determine the intervalley distance was copied from Silver and

, wno performed the measurement on the Κ salt. It has the great experimental

age of teinr a simple spectral investigation of a powdered sample.

The system of valleys and barriers can be represented schematically as in figure 2.2.d.

The niree valleys will he indicated as |α>, |β> and Iγ), each corresponding to the tetragonal

sxis directed alonr one of the body diagonals of the octahedron. Iα) will always indicate

t.'.e state with the lowest energy; |r> has the highest level.

An observation was made of those spins of which one of the major axes of the g and A

tensors is directed along H. These axes coincide almost exactly with the body diagonals of

tr.e complex Cu.6H
2
0 and are therefore labelled with the Superscripts 7, 8 and 9. This

symbolism refers to the numbering of the Oxygen atoms in section 1.2: Thus g^ will be the

r value sr.en Η is directed along the 9 axis and the complex is in the a state. The number

of spins in this state will be indicated η
α
· The generalized magnetic parameter (g or A)

«ill in tne following be indicated as S.

The principle of observation of the magnetic parameter exactly along the major axis,

when using a powdered sample, was described by Kneubühl2^; Consider the distribution

function of the resonant fields, when the orientation of the g tensor is random with respect

to K. It can fce seen tnat this distribution function must show three semi-discontinuities

si tr.e 35.-Ό.- axes. Therefore, when recording tne derivative of this spectrum, the
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DPPH

discontinuit ies isill show up c lear ly , as in figure 2.3. I t i s essential that the l i n e be

narrow; therefore only deuterated samples mere measured

The S tensors are isell known to be temperature dependent. If the hypothesis by Silver

and Getz i s accepted, this temperature dependence i s due to motional averaging of the

paraneter values in the s ta tes Ia>, Ip> and |γ>. The value of S (g or A) along the i axis

« i l l then become:

Ξ — (2.3)

//hen the n^ vary according to the Boltzmann distribution it is clear that the magnetic

parameters will vary Kith temperature.

For motional averaging to occur, two conditions must be met:

(1) The rrorientation rate of the complex (further called the hopping rate) must be hig

compared to the inverse lifetime of the spin states.
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(2) The hopping rate must be high compared to the frequency difference to be averaged:

F
h
 >> (u^-U^

(2.4)

The spin reorientation is, in many cases, induced mainly by the intervalley hopping

itself; the ratio of the hopping rate to tiie spin-lattice relaxation rate is then constant.

In chapter 3 the ratio «ill be calculated to be 1400 so that condition 1 is met.

In order that condition (2.4) is met at X-band, P
h
 must be in excess of 10 Ξ " .

From linewidth measurements Silver and Getz have deduced the inverse lifetime of the complex

in the lowest valley; this equals the probability of an 'up'-step, P
L H
. Their data can be

accurately described by:

P
L H
 = 5.56 x 10

1O
/exp(173/T) - 1) (2.5)

The hopping rate then follows simply, using the Bose-Einstein distribution, (see also

section 3.2):

F
h
 = P

LH
P
HL

/(P
LH

P
HL

) = Δ = 173 K, P = 5.5ÉxlO',10 (2.6)

From their measurements it follows that condition (2.4) is met for temperatures in excess

of 100 Κ and it is assumed that this also holds for the other Tutton salts.

The temperature dependent magnetic parameters are now analysed under the simplifying,

if not always justified, assumption that only two valleys are occupied appreciably: It is

assumed that the state Iγ) is energetically very unfavourable; see also the dimensions of

the complex: table 1.2. Formula (2.3) then reduces to:

or, in the notation by Silver and Getz:

K . I ,

Κ + 1 " Κ + 1

'ü.ere Κ is the Boltzmann factor, n
:

be determined:

/

(2.8)

between the levels Iα) and ip>. From (2.3) X can

(2.9)

In this formula S^ is a known constant, since S
1
 tends to S

1
 for low T, but si cannot be

measured. It is assumed that from the Iα) to the IP) state the parameters simply interchange

roles:

4 = 4 and «2 - 4 (2.10)

+) If the magnetic parameters should not be identical in the different valleys, a second

spectrum might be expected at intermediate temperatures. However, the lifetime in a valley

as high as 100 Κ or 200 Κ would always be so short (due to spontaneous emission, cf. (2.5))

as to broaden any second spectrum beyond recognition.

In this respect it must be noted that Bleaney, Bowers and Ingram
17
' report a temperature

dependent second spectrum in the Rb salt, with a g value shift of less than 1%. However,

their mention of an intensity of roughly 3 Λ of the normal spectrum at 90 Κ would imply

a level splitting of 30 Κ maximum, which comes nowhere near the observed intervalley

distance of 250 K. In our powder spectra the second spectrum was not observed.
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The justification for this assumption lies mainly in the success of finding a Boltzmann

distribution in this manner and in the tendency of S
7
 and S

8
 to approach the arithmetic

average (S
7
 + S^)/2 for high T.

Inserting the measured values of S
1
(T) in formula (2.9) and with assumption (2.10)

the Boltzmann factor, Κ = n
a
/n„, can be determined for varying temperatures. These are

plotted on a logarithmic scale versus 1/T and from the slope the level splitting, A^, is

determined.

2.3. Results and discussion.

Three samples were measured over the temperature range from Α- Κ to 290 K. They were

the deuteratfd Zn Tutton salts with 1% Cu (in solution). The monovalent ions were NH^, Hb

The results are given in figures 2 Λ to 2.7 (a, b and c), together with the results

by Silver and Gets on the Κ salt (calculated from their table II). From top to bottom are

shown:

a. The temperature dependence of the g tensor.

b. The temperature dependence of the A tensor.

The sign of the A components is taken from Bowers and Owen ' . At low temperatures the

smallest of the A components cannot be determined accurately. In reference 15 the sign

is then left undetermined. For these cases the argument by Silver and Getz, that the

sum A + A
J
 raust remain constant, is used to determine both its sign and its low

temperature value which is used in the calculation of the Boltzmann factor with (2.9).

For ihis purpose the experimentally determined values of (A +A ) was averaged over the

7 "*
temperature range from 100 Κ to 170 K, where both could be determined reliably; A + A

was then assumed to be equal to A^ + ΑΪ for i = 7, 8. In reference 15 the sign of the

A tensor is not given for Cu in ZnCNH^JSt, but for the Κ ealt it is available. For

A^ (= A
z
) the negative sign and for A^ (= A ) the positive sign has been assumed for the

;.Ή̂  salt, on the basis of an argument of comparable distances Cu - 0(i).

c. 7"
r
.e Boltzmann factor, K, as derived from the g.and A values by using formula (2.9),

plotted versus 1/T. It is seen that the g values lead to a single straight line, which

by definition passes the origin. Only at low temperatures a deviation occurs, which may

be corrected by a slightly different choice of g
7
 and g^ as final values. However, low

temperature data cannot be used anyway because condition (2.Ό is not met.

At high temperatures the Boltzmann factor determined from A
7
 and A^ becomes somewhat

too low. This effect may be due to an increasing population of Iγ); an energy difference,

"
r
 -

 v

a
> of several hundred Kelvin can be calculated, but the determination is not very

reliable . The value of V^ - V
a
 was determined only from the Τ dependence of the g values.

+) me principal values of the hyperfine tensor were derived from the splitting between

lines 1 and k. This may not be justified, because the four lines are not really

equidistant, and any conclusion as to V - V seems highly speculative.
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The energy difference between the first two populated states is shown in table 2.1 as

V-, - V
Q
: The negative value for the NH^ salt means that its preferred distortion is along

the Cu - 0(7) axis.

Table 2.1. The energy difference between the tetragonal

distortions along Cu - 0(7) and Cu - 0(8).

M'

NH4

Κ

Ho

Cs

v 7 - v 8

-300 Κ

+110 Κ

+250 Κ

+1*00 Κ
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;.',·.Γΰ diction.

Ir. this chapter a model will be proposed In which the anomalous process, reported in

or.apter 1, can l-e described. The features of this process can be summarized as follows:

- "he process occurs on pairs of spins, but also on triads and possibly larger clusters.

- "he *e-perature dependence is of the 'exponential' type and the process is field independen

ir.ese are the characteristics of an interaction «1th a preferred high frequency la t t i ce

vi:ration, and they are common to a l l resonant processes.

- T:.e process is sensitive to modifications of the lat t ice; the variation of the process

;:.ar3c-.erip.tics is smal] for deuferation, relatively large as M" is changed (2n for Mp)

-ir.d very strong ror variation of '.I' (NH ,̂ K, Bb, Cs, Tl).

- Th-j process does not occur in the undiluted samples.

-:.<2 ,r,Di:i is 'zdced on the nypothesis that the intervalley distance, which is due only

τ t'.e =trer.ses ir. the anisotropic la t t ice (see chapter 2), can be reduced jn a pair of splr.15,

as a re.-r.il:. of a mutual repulsion of Jahn—Teller distortions. When the intervalley distance

•_-3: :e recced to some tens of Kelvins, intervalley hopping will remain possible down to the

Heli -π region. In section 3.4 this hypothesis will be justified but a proof cannot be given.

7:_<5 proposed relaxation mechanism is comparable to the one observed hy Breen, Krupka and

.'-iiliami- o:. " . ; + + in Z:"i anti in zincbromate -'' ; in that case the intervalley splitting·

1-- n.i.'.o:- ?::i occ^rc. for all ions resulting in a concentration independent process propcrtion^l

-or J; ' ir. t.-.e r-ttor. salts the transition probabilities in the Van Vleck mechanisms

-sr̂ - -i:-.raTely kr.o.'.1!., GO that our calculation can dispense with estimations of the spin-orllt

'- .pli:-.-, af -r.o tetraconal and cable spli'. tir.gs, etc. It will be possible to express the

• :· .'.^i-.io:. pro:.a.-ilit;, of 3 spin in the pair usine the relaxation rate of the direct process

--- •••: o:{periT.e:.tsl .-a:.=-ant. The only parameter -fihicii must be adapted is the happinp; rate

i'-^li", •'·:.i-h ?a:: re compared to that of the single ions, as measured by Silver and Getz .

" Μ - -ives ΐ rsore direct quantitative justification of the hopping rate, required on a pair

of ', spi:.ε to account for the anomalous process, because the interaction of the Cu.iFUO

:o~plez ïi:r. the lat t ice can be assumed to be independent of i t s occurrence in a pair or as

^jlitsire.

Intervalley .".oppine·.

T:.e system -r.der study has three potential minima for distortions in the '-i2 - Q, plan

.-.IT -..VO of tr.ese minima are considered to be populated in the low temperature rar.re. The

X5" valje of tr.e intervalley distance, Δ, is, in this section, of no importance tut i t

· - " e s-3^=ed to ce much smaller than the barrier height, V (figure 3.1).



If the in ter Vil ley iijt-tr.re, Ζ., were ze ro firure jr-1 would reduce to Merzbacfter' Ξ '

> .· lr· -.veil o c c u l t tor, '.vr.ere *. ho lov/^st two rentes are decrired by 3 symmetric and an

.• ijv:.".t* rL·_- .·.3ve f unclie.; f-.ey are 3opar=ited try "rno tunnel frequency:

ι 1/2

• i • · .

••:
i
:

i
ie

-:-->pe:-is Oi. : :.e carrier r.eif-'ht., '
;

n
, 3!id the 'sincle valley eiren frequency' , &. Λ hi::;i

:· 3--.y '.veil render :u.-.nelliur virtually impossible; hoivever, if one inserts th.e estimates

Ί:.Ί _, river, in section 2.1, '-he resulting value for Γ is .1 K. In the likely caae

or .'̂  Ι lo'i'f.r v"l.:· T.'isi re taken, t:.e tunnel probability or.ly increases.

^3r " :.e cyrixetri JJI doucle well oscillator the probabili ty of finding the system in

valley is ec^al. 7ï;e additior. of '-i asymmetry (Δ ̂ 0, Δ > Γ) has a strong effect on

:'.LiZ'-*-io:.: ΓΓ-O reliirive density j r. the non-preferred valley is (Γ/Δ)~ and in our case,

Γ 1 Ξ ir: '.he order of ,1 !-T ind Λ :\z least 10 r', the localization is almost complete.

. · :•!--ior.

i- -:.:•:· i

•.citior.3 cetvteen the γ-illeys crir. ; her. occ ir by a simultaneous tunneling ar,d phonon

.-.-i/or ••..i.iiiiilstiar.. i-iscsan has oucinarized ti:e processes which can play 3 role

-ervalle;,· hoppin- and ficils that, at lov; temperatures only 'phonon induced tm:uellin.-

i"^e· .his tr^r.si:io:. i.- t-Asicilly -t one phor.'jt. process; the hopping ic .governed

:.citi3r. pro: -..-ilitic-c:

:i i ty o:' r̂. 'up'ctep:

= F.pU) = ?/[exp(l/:) - l]

= Γ[ρ(Λ)+ΐ] = r.eyp(VT)/[exp(;/T) - 1]

(l.Z)

(3.3)

l i ty, ?.
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A distinction must now be made between the lifetime in any valley, the relaxation

time and the hoppine time. Depending on the experiment performed one 01 these three times

is orserved, but their temperature dependence is different:

- The decay rate from the lower and the higher levels are given by (3.2) and (3.3),

directly. Their inverse is the lifetime in the respective valley. It is observed in

line broadening as in the experiment by Silver and Getz ' and in the pulse echo

experiment by 3reen et al. .

- The relaxation r^te is defined as:

-1

T t r temperature dependence follows from (3.2) and

-~1 = F coth(i/2T) (3.")

.v.ic: is the well known temperature dependence of the direct process in relaxation

t-.e^ries. In the hoppins- process it is observed when the actual decay towards an eq'iili V ri '.·η;

population is measured, e.t. in the much discussed reorientation rate of O^ in KI .

The r.oppinr rate is the inverse of the time required to complete a full hop cycle, This

titP is:

7:.e -.appir..- rate tends exponentially towards zere, when the temperature becomes ver.v low:

.-1 = P/2sinhU/T) (3.7)

I" .'.ill ie jeer, in section 3.3 t!.3t tr.̂  electron spin relaxation rate is dependent oi. •'.

:i.-rer
 Cj
i-

 r D
p ^ performed, ana will therefore follow the temperature dependence i^iven ir.

\5 . ~ ) . '.-cr. the terpen" jre cecor.es hirher than.Δ tne observed rate becomes proporti o:.^!

-.ccordir..- *τ .ïasscar. two different expressions can be obtained for P, dependinr or.

' - -ty:..T.etry of f e time dependent interaction between the two valley system ard the p- or.or.r::

. jyt-fetrical interaction (TJts) would, for example, modulate the barrier height; an example

:-:' •·.:. ·<:-.;.—-etrieal perturbation (U t a) is tne modulation of the interwell potential

In ioth cases the probability is proportional to the square of the. tunnel splittir.c:

Γ~. Ir. tr.e first -ecr.anism Ρ is also found to be proportional to Δ-
3
, where Δ is the interwell

potential difference. The second (asymmetric) mechanism, which was first proposed by

.-ire et al."' , yields an expression for P, proportional to Δ and to the square of the

•-D̂ jlsti.-r, of L. It ran te assumed that this modulation is proportional to the splitting

itself: ?o--:_ tr.e time dependent and the time independent matrix elements of the interaction

Df tr.e : I D valley system Tilth the lattice are related to the lattice strains by tüe same

^efficients. The form in y;hich the coefficients occur in the two perturbations is worked

3-t ir. tr.e treatment c-y Pirc et a l . 2 5 i of the intervalley hoppirF of OZ, ir. the alkali



For l-oi:. coupling mechanisms then:

Ρ = F A
5 (3.S)

T:.e .-or.stant ? contains, in addition to the crystal density and the velocity of sound,

-~1 •-~"
i
 the coupling constants to the lattice strains, whicn are not so easily accessible

for tr.e case of the :u.fc.!i,0 complex in the Tut ton salts.

T:.e novenent of the Πυ.ίΚ,ϋ complex is limit- ! to the three potential wells ir. the

,-.;, plar.e. In the Tutton salts the degeneracy of these wells is lifted by the lattice

'.raLiir;, ire potential difference between the two lowest wells bein*r some 100 K. (or in our

po-:ejic ir. tne order of 10 Κ on pairs). The third well, Iγ), is substantially hirher.

In configuration space this means that a tetragonal distortion alonr the ':u-0('-) axis,

'- is replaced ry the same distortion alone- tiie
 (
"u-0(7) axis, Qi . This can be describe'!

2 'i i-, aode '.vitn the ζ axis alone; Cu-O(9), i|: The 0(9) atoms do not. participate in the

oveTier.t.

:"u::. a representation is hot useful, however, since the transition probability, caur.ed

y ' oppir.r, must be expressed in the direct transition probability. This last one is mainly

aused ty a Q^ modulation, which couples the orbital ground state, 10), with the |+1> and 1-1)

ates. The movement can also be described ivith the ζ axts alor.s· Cu-0(?>) as:

ϊί (3.9)

.e time dependence of this aovement must be described by a random sequence of block pulses;

*.e probabilities of the up and iown transitions are riven by (3.£) and (3.3).

electro:: spin relaxation.

itill independent of the actual value of Δ, the intervalley hopping can be seen to

i:.ij;e a transition probability on the electron cpin. In a semi-classical way this transition

pro: arili-.y can be linked to the hopping rate:

T;.e ir.tervalley hopping sail cause a modulation of the electrical crystal field 'seen' by the

.'•J =pi.i (via its spin-orbit coupling). The modulation can be described as caused by the

-) IΓ. z:.e following· the :j-C(z) distortion will be considered as the 'stable' case. The

jLcccsior, i= directly applicable to the ÜK^ salt by interchanging all ? and :. superscripts.
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superposition of two normal modes, Q
2 h

 and Q ^ , both performing a pulse type movement

(fif-ure 3.2). Of these, the Q
2
 modulation is responsable for the spin-lattice relaxation.

Qnce the auto-correlation function of the pulse-type modulation is known, the spectral

power density of the modulating field can be expressed in the hopping strain, Q^/R, where

? is tr.e average body diagonal of the complex. Only that portion of the spectrum which is

resonant with the Zeeman splitting can cause transitions, and the transition rate can

therefore be compared to the direct process; this process is governed in the same fashion

Vy the lattice vibrations, causing a strain q/R,

The spectrum of the pulse type motion will be calculated in two steps: Consider a

sir.ele pulse in the electrical field of amplitude aQ
2 h
/2R and of duration T^. The energy

density function of this pulse is the Fourier transform of its auto-correlation function:

sin(ujTh/2)l2

"V2 (3.10)

ihe total power density of the modulation is then a superposition of such energy density

contributions occurring during a fixed time interval and must therefore be averaged over

she non-constant pulse duration. The probability for the pulse to have a duration T^ is:

=
 P
H

e x p (
-

P
H L

T
h

)

τ~

P
HL

 e x p (
-

P
H L

T
h

)

3::d the nucher of pulses per second is τ ~ , as given by (3.7). The different energy

density contributions can simply be added, if it may be assumed that the pulses are

:r.cDrrelnted; t:.e power density then follows from the integral:

n(iO = τ "
1
 jd~. w(- ) EU.T. ) =

" 0 2R

2P,
(3.12)

:·. --:.<; experimental conditions of the present model m is several orders of magnitude

•.i-:.er '.:.a!: F.__ , v.'hich consequently is dropped from the result: The electron spin

rel'-x-.'.iot. rj-.e is proportional to the above power density

-1 «
2
pR

2
hl

2 p
h

(3.13)

ia tr.is formula both constants a and β are unknown but they can be eliminated by

-sine the transition probability of the direct process. Each lattice vibrator will cause

r. s-.raii, of the complex: q
s
(iu)/R; in much the same way as argued above, these strains cause

Η -od-ilation of the electrical crystal field. Again, the different vibrators are assumed

υ :o -r.correlated so that the direct transition probability can be expressed by using

'•'.c proportionality constants a and β:

2
P τ

_:.e sj^.5tion over s includes the three polarizations and all latt ice modes in a unit

-5.-.av;ldtr; i t Z3T. fee replaced by a multiplication of the average strain (q(n)/H) with
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the density of states from the Debye model, provided a narrow band of phonons is interacting

with the spin. However, only a fraction of the lattice vibrations can activate the Q
2
 mode;

the vibrations must be polarized in one plane and have the symmetry as defined in (2.2),

One can show that such vibrators are 1/6 of the total number of oscillators, so that now:

«A
(3.15)

The average strain can be expressed in the energy of the lattice vibrators which,

in turn, can be written in the phonon occupation, p(m):

,? = Λ
( A r2itl

2
p(oj) + 1/2

k A
hoi

but
coth(

huu
(3.16)

using- now the well-known expression of the direct process in a Kramers doublet:

1 ς

τ~ = A. m" coth( )
d d

 2fcT

it Kill be possible to eliminate α β from (3.15) by:

(3.17)

ah = A,

so that finally:

K-P
Të h = Ad f>v \ — \ P/sinh(A/T)

h [ R J
ir. which Ρ = F I Ü according to C3-8) if a Debye spectrum can be assumed.

(3.18)

(3.19:

In the above calculation the spin transition probability caused by the pulse

.iod'jlation of the hopping mode has been linked to that caused by the lattice vibrators;

it has been assumed that only the direct process must be taken into consideration and

Sanian-lrke effects must be excluded, since the spectrum of the random pulse sequence

drops off as oT . The fact that nevertheless τ , is field independent, is caused by the
e,n

conpensational effect of the Kramers doublet: It must be expected that at low fields and

when dipole-dipole coupling becomes of importance (in pairs of spina) the relaxation rate

mil not remain constant; an increase proportional to utT
2
 may be expected, but this will

be United when P ^ > w in (3.12).

In (3.19) all parameters, except P, can be determined experimentally. In order to

sake a theoretical estimate of P, however, one needs to know the coupling of the complex

with the lattice. Different assumptions, made by Vttlliams et al.
2 5
', lead to widely

different values for the tunnel probability. In section 3.5 we will therefore justify the

sodel by comparing the value of ΡΔ"
3
 = FT

2
 found for the pair process, with the data by
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Silver and Getz
16)
on the lifetime in the lower valley for the solitaire complex: Both can

be assumed to have the same coupling with the lattice so that FT
2
 must be expected to be

of comparable magnitude.

j.i». Reduction of A.

Table 2.1 shows Δ to be a fetf hundred Kelvin for the single Cu.6H
2
0 complexes in the

Zn host lattice. Applying (3.19) it is found that this splitting is too large to create an

appreciable transition probability in the temperature region below 20 K. In this section it

will be shown that the possibility exists of a strong reduction of Δ under certain conditions

of interaction between t»o neighbouring Cu.6H,0 complexes. The different behaviour for

different M'(HH, , K, Kb, Cs) will be made plausible on this basis and it will be shown that

the process is r.ot to be expected in undiluted samples.

The Cu.GHgO complex which is embedded in the diamagnetic host lattice constitutes a

lattice imperfection: Table 1.2 shows that the J-T distortion of the complex in the undiluted

salt amounts to 10% of its dimensions, and it is assumed that the complex has the same shape

in the host lattice since the g tensors are almost the same in both cases, Y»'hen two Cu.bHpO

complexes occupy neighbouring Η" aites their distortions will interact. It must be

investigated whether the resulting potential shift has the cor-rect sign and order of magnitude

to compensate the anisotropy splitting, Δ, of the single ion .

Consider the |7> and |8> states of two Cu.6H
2
0 complexes in the Zn Tutton lattice;

tiie 19) state is disregarded. If no interaction exists between these two complexes, the level

scheme is as indicated in figure 3.j.a: The separation between the l7-,,7
2
> and 18,,30 states

i= 2Λ and the I7-
L
,8

2
> and \\,7^> states are degenerated. The interaction between the two

complexes may cause a reduction of the energy difference between the two lowest levels. This

redaction must be calculated in two steps: First, the potential energy resulting from the

presence of a single Cu.6H
2
0 complex in the host lattice must be calculated for both the I7>

=ii:d the I-> states; the differences between these is Δ. Then the energy involved in the pair

interaction must be calculated and compared to Δ. For an accurate calculation it is necessary

to know the type of Bonding, the charge distribution and the precise atomic coordinates of

t::e Ju.C;;
2
0 complexes aud the Zn host.

These data cannot be determined so that only an assessment is made on the basis of

a simplified model: Reference is made to figure 1.1 and table 1.2. The atomic coordinates

are taken from references 8 and Ik and apply to CuKSt and MgKSt
++>
. It is assumed that the

'•'•" .6H
2
0 complex is rigid and suspended in the lattice from the HjO molecules of the

neighbouring complexes; these molecules are assigned fixed coordinates. The intermolecular

+ ) This interaction can be regarded as a distant relative of the cooperative J-T effect·
51
'.

This effect occurs in lattices in which the neighbouring J-T sites share ligands: The

interaction is then üiuch stronger.

++) Crystal data are not available on ZnKSt nor for the ̂ b salts.
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forces are assumed to be harmonic and directed along the 0 - 0 Interconnection l i n e s ; their

magnitude decreases inversely proportional to the 0 - 0 distance, D. Only those bonds are

considered that are actually connected by hydrogen bonds over no more than one SO^ group,

ana i t i s assumed that contributions to the total energy from covalent and Coulomb forces

are equal. The energy contributions as functions of the displacement along the 0 - 0 l ines

are assumed to be independent, and a l l at their potential minimum for the Mg.ÊHgO complex

when bound to the surrounding l a t t i c e .

In thin simplified crystal s tructure one Mg.ÊHjO complex i s replaced by a Cu.6H20

complex which, again, i s assumed to be rigid and of which the body diagonals are taken

paral le l to those of the Mg.6H20 complex: The 0 -pos i t i ons in the Cu.ÈHgO complex are

merely shifted along the H" - 0 l ines over distances that are obtained from table 1.2: The

0(9) position i s snifted by - .12 8 and the 0(7) and 0(3) posit ions by +.175 8 and - .05 ft

(and vice versa to calculate the energy shift in the 17) and 18) s t a t e s ) . All these changes,

d, of the 0 - 0 distances, D, «rill then contribute a posi t ive energy shift proportional to

d /D, of v.hich the dimension i s used in the following as a arbi t rary energy unit (AEU: 10 cm).

The resul t of this model calculation i s that the energy required to replace one Hg++ ion

fcy a ZuT* ion i s about 5 AEU; the difference, Vg - V„, i s found to be 1.1 AEU.

If two Cu ions are located ou neighbouring s i t e s the i r interaction can also be

calculated with the above model. This calculation only involves a few bonds (maximally 5)

and the sign of the energy shif t i s unambiguous: If two tetragonal axes point towards each

other the distance D i s further reduced causing a positive contribution to the in teract ion

energy; on the other hand, i f the tetragonal axis f i t s into the 'hole' created by the

contraction of the neighbouring complex the interaction wi l l tend to s tabi l ize the

configuration. The shift due to the interaction of the five possible pairs i s l i s t ed in

ta i le 3 . 1 . The energy shifts in the 'inequlvalent pa i r ' (0,0,0 + 1/2,1/2,0) are c lear ly

:::e -reatesx.

Taile 3.1. Energy shif t in AEIJ due to Cu-Cu pair interaction

Pair:

1

0,0,0 -ι

0,0,0 Η

0,0,0 Η

0,0,0 Η

0,0,0 Η

- 1/2

- 1/2

h 1

h 0

l· 1

in the

2

,1/2,0

,1/2,1

,0,0

,0,1

,0,1

MsKSt host

I3
X
,3

2
>

-.6

+.2

-.3

-.0

-.1

lattice.

l8
X-

7
2>

-1.5

+ .1

+ .2

+ .1

- .1

1?!·

+1

+

+

f

+

3
2
>

.7

.5

.2

.2

.5

17,,

-1

+

-

-

7
2
>

.4

.2

.6

.1

.1

7-, and V, as calculated above result from the addition of k% terms; their values are

protably rouehly the sace for a l l different Tutton s a l t s , but their difference i s strongly

dependent on the precise configuration of the l a t t i c e and the Cu.6H20 complex. Thus the
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above calculation predicts Vg ) V̂ , for MgKSttCu (this cannot be verified because no experimental

data exist on this substance) but in the ZnKStsCu the orientation of the g tensor shows that

V.. >V.. Therefore only the fact will be used that Ul has an order of magnitude of 20% of V_
ί 3 f

or Vo· and that the same magnitude results from the calculation of the interaction energy
ο

of the 0,0,0 + 1/2,1/2,0 pair. The pair interaction is expected to have the same qualitative

behaviour for all Tutton salts.

A salt is therefore assumed in which |8> is lowest in energy and Δ = 1.1 AEU, and in

which the pair interaction is given by table 3.1; the level scheme including the interaction

between complexes on 0,0,0 and 1/2,1/2,0 is shovfn in figure 3.3.b. It is seen that the splitting

between the two lowest levels is substantially reduced. The resulting Δ
2
 i

s
·
 o f
 course,

strongly dependent on the value of Δ.

In the level scheme of Cu pairs in the Zn(!fĤ )St the 17,7') state is lowest; in this

case the above energy shifts are unlikely to cause a compensation of the lattice anisotropy

splitting (figure 3.3.c).

Qualitatively, the above results can also be demonstrated by inspection of figure 1.1:

The aain contributions to the pair interaction 0,0,0 + 1/2,1/2,0 are caused by the O(7)-O(3')

bond ind by the O(8)-O(8') bond. Mainly the first one must be very strong and a rough

estimation can be made of the forces, considering that the tetragonal axis is elongated by

'7
1
.7

2
>

ia,.7
2
>

I6,.8
2
>

17.7

(a)

18,8')

(b)
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Λ
η
ί· S, tut the orthogonal axis shrinks only .05 8. It can then be seen that the 18,7')

and I7,?'> configurations are favourable in the pair interaction, the 18,S') configuration

is not shifted very much and the 17,8') state is very unfavourable.

The above compensation of the anisotropy splitting, Λ, by the pair interaction energy

can only be trusted qualitatively, Nevertheless, it explains three main experimental

features of the process:

(1) The process does not occur for Cu** in ZnCNH^St. In. this salt the |7> state is lowest

in energy, and for the 0,0,0 + 1/2,1/2,0 pair the 17,7') state will be stabilized by the

pair interaction.

(2) The process does not occur for any of the undiluted CuM'St samples. If in the undiluted

salt the complex on 1/2,1/2,0 would assume the |β> configuration, the gain in potential

energy due to interaction with the complexes on 0,0,0 and 1,1,0 will be (more than)

compensated by the repulsion by e.g. 1,0,0 and 0,1,0.

(3) The pair process is not visible in the Cs salts but an effect of larger clusters is

dominant in the 20K sample. In chapter 2 it was seen that the anisotropy splitting for

the solitaire CU.ÉH^O complexes was very large for ZnCsSt, It is therefore plausible

that the compensational effect in a pair is not strong enough to compensate this splitting.

On some larger clusters a double compensation may take place when only one complex

assumes the 17> configuration.

3.T. Review of the experimental results.

In this section the features of the anomalous process will be checked against the

•jLaracteristics described in formulae (3.19) and (3.3). Any unexplained behaviour will be

commented on.

5.n.. 1. Order of magnitude.

Tor the .-L and Κ Tutton salts the direct process, the crystal density and the velocity

of caur.ds are of comparable magnitude. The factor (Q^/H) can be obtained for the Κ salt

r.-otr. -.he sizes of the Cu.6H
2
0 and the Mg.6H

2
0 complexes, as listed in table 1.2. The following

r.^erical values, applicable to the Κ salt, can then be inserted in (3.19):

= 6.0 χ 10',-57 A

2.25 g/cm
3

= 1.0 X 10

= ?.3 χ io

10
2 7

~
2

irr.icr. results in :

τ"
1
;, = 7.1 χ 10"" P/sinhU/T)

:J. --r.e average, one electron spin flip occurs for 1400 hop cycles"
1
"'.

(3.2C)

+ ) Tr.e »i=e of the complexes in the Sb salt is not available. If for Q
2 1
/ K the value

' · -
 x
 13 iz assumed one can calculate:
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The existence of this process can become apparent in two ways.

(1) For solitaire C u
+ +
 ions in ZnKSt the hopping rate was measured by Silver and Getz,

Al.o find:

= 5.56 x 1 0
1 0
 s."

1

•solitaire,Κ "" j

Λ 173 Κ )

and from (3-3):

= 10.7 x 10
3
 s^K"

5

u " ' sol iUire,K,D 2 0 -

The electron spin-latt ice relaxation rate (3.20) i s for t h i s case:

τ "
1 = 4.0 X 10

7
/sinh(173/T)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

'jr.foriunately, no relaxation data are available for Cu in the deuterated ZnKSt in the

temperature refion where this process i s expected to become dominant over the Raman ·

process. An attempt can be made however, to derive an estimation of the same process

in the concentrated sa l t , CuKSt, which can be compared with experimental data by Van

Duyneveldt-32' at 300 K, and by Broer and Kemperman·^ at 2400 0 e + + ' . The deuterated

ZnKSt and tno hydrated >.K.;t l a t t i c e are different with respect to the hoppina·

probability P, (3.3), in two respects : A different value must be expected for Γ anci

for ή.

- The effective mass of the CU.ÉD^O complex is 11/J larger than that of the :u,6H20.

This causes a reduction of Γ for which a numerical value can be found from

comparison of the experimental resu l t s in the protonated and deuterated Rb s a l t s

(see subsection 3.5.5):

! (3.24)r
H

2
0

/ r
D

2
0 =

-1

e,:: :*-b
••.1 x 10""* P/sinh(A/T) (3.2O.Rb)

":.e difference in numerical value is less than a factor Ζ and of no ereat importance to

• :.e followinc- comparison. Two explanations can be put forward to understand the

ii-̂ -repancy:

Ί ) '-"- •jay re supposed mat trie transition probability 'per hop' is really smaller for

'.he F.t salt. Tr.is can be due to a smaller value of Stoneham's parameter d whicr.

i m e ratio of the cubic and tetragonal splittings. However, extension of this

sreaaeriL to the ΊΊ salt, would make the tetragonal splitting twice the cubic one!

(2) Tr.e assumption of section 3.3 that the motion of the M" .6 H
2
0 complex can be described

as though the atoms were situated in an elastic continuum is probably not fully

justified. '.Vhen a heavier atom is put on the M' position the 'match' of the M" .6H,0

complex with tt.e lattice is likely to become worse: Although the density of states

increases with reduction of ν the modulation, q, will become smaller.

In ti.is section the second explanation is taken to be valid. It is assumed that the

approximation of an elastic continuum can still be used for the Κ salt so that the ratio

cetvveen hopping rate and electron spin-lattice relaxation rate ia 1400, and that this

ratio applies to the Rb salt, too.

i-'l The results by 3agguley and Griffiths
13
' at 3100 Oe were obtained by linewidth measurements

ir. a diluted .sample; Silver and Getz
16
' have shown that the linewidth is already affected

ry the intervalley hopping itself (without spin flip) so that these data must be disregarded.

However, an additional confirmation of the l/sinhiA/T) dependence is available in the

linear temperature dependence that these authors observed above 200 K.
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- It was found in section 3.4 that the anomalous process could not exist in the undiluted

salts. In fact, it is expected that the I8> configuration will be stabilized. The

easy determination of the value of Δ that was described in chapter 2 cannot be applied

to the undiluted CuKSt; but an estimate of 4 may be obtained from the excess transition

probability between the extrapolated Raman process and the data in reference 32 and 33.

With a choice of Δ = 250 Κ the temperature dependence can be tolerably well described;

fortunately, the value of τ" . is not very strongly dependent on the choice of Δ in

the temperature range of table 3.3, since the function A^/sir.h(A/T) has a maximum at

Δ = 2.98 Τ.

With these corrections for Γ and Δ, the hopping process for the undiluted CuKSt is

estimated to have a transition probability:

(3.25)

The value of (3.25) is shown in table 3.3 for four temperatures: The results fit better

to the data by Van Duyneveldt than to those by Broer and Kemperman, but this difference

is only an apparent one: Van Duyneveldt has also shown tnat the results at 300 Oe are

faster than those at 3000 Oe, by approximately a factor 2. Nevertheless, the dit.irepancy

between the experimental data and the result of (3.25) is only a factor 2 which i easily

explained by the unjustified assumption of a Debye spectrum: It must be expected that

T
e%.:CuKSt = 2·

1
 * H>

8
/ainh(25O/T)

the density of oscillators at 250 Κ is less than according to the Debye ID distribution.

Comparison of formula (3.25) with experimental values.

JO _irce

rë1h-'-uKSt ίε~1)

(3.25)

.'an Duyneveldt

(300 Oe)

/roer and Kemperman

(2-30 Oe)

T = 40 Κ

3.0 xlO 5

8.6 xlO5

61 Κ 77 Κ 90 Κ

Estimated Saman term (CuKSt) 1.05 xlO 5

- X l O " 1 2 7 9 J8(100/T)

Sanan tern (ZnRbSt) 2.0 XlO5

26 x l O " 1 2 T9 Jg(90/T)

Saman term (CuHbSt) .7 XlO5

9 x lO" 1 2 T9 .Jo(90/T)

6.9 XlO6 16.0 XlO6 2 .6xlO ?

4.6 xlO 6

7.OX1O6 1.16 XlO7

.31 xlO 6 .515 xlO6 .071 XlO7

.56 xlO 6 .93 XlO6 .132 x lO 7

.20 XlO5 .33 XlO6 .04? xlO7

(2) --or the :u pairs in the Rb salt »he hopping rate is not known, but i t can be calculated

from (3.20) and τ~\ρ as determined experimentally by the method described in section 1.3.

There i t was found that:

r:2/sir.h(t2/r) = 1.0 χ 105r/sinhCl4.5/T) (3.26)
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For each Cu ion there are two possibilities to have a neighbour which compensates its

anisotropy splitting, i, so that for each pair:

T
e^h:pair,P.b,H

2
0 =

 5
·

0 X 1 0 / s

The hopping rate can then be calculated with (3.20):

P
pair,Kb,H

2
0 = 7.04 X I O ^ "

1

and the value of ΡΔ"
3
 is:

= FT
2
 = 23.0 X 1O-

3
 s"

X
K~

3

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)
^

a
 .

 ;
pair,Rb,H

2
0

The agreement of this result with (3.22) is strikingly good, considering that the

tunnel splitting in the deuterated salt is lower than in the hydrated one; with

formula (3.24) an estimate can be made of:

The agreement between (3.29) and (3.30) is bettter than could have been expected:

The assumption of a Debye spectrum extending from 14.5 Κ to 173 Κ is certainly not

-jstified. On the other hand I"
K
 and T

R
, could be expected to differ substantially:

Γ depends exponentially on the ratio V /fun.

In the same manner as above the results on pairs in the hydrated potassium salts

can be worked out:

From (1.1?), in subsection 1.7.14, it is found that:

3.5 x 10** s"
1

10 Κ

o:-e c-ilcjla-.es tha·. Ρ = 2.46 x ΙΟ
7
 Ξ and:

ΓΡΔ"
3
) = 24.6
'pair,K,H

2
0

ir. excellent agreement v;ith (3.29).

J. .2. dependence on T.

1O
3
 s"

(3.31)

(3.32)

For the samples with a relatively high concentration the sinh (Δ/Τ) function

aescrites the experimental data accurately. However, the temperature region where this

iepender.ee dominates is rather small: At low temperatures where triad processes become

dominant the relaxation suddenly becomes inhomogeneous. For the samples with higher

dilutions the contact between the spin system and the pairs limits the relaxation. For

these samples the sinh" dependence can, obviously, not be checked any more.

Dependence on γ.

.-or the relatively high concentrations the linear dependence on γ which is to be

expected for a pair process is confirmed. In addition, in the region where the inhomogeneity

of -.he relaxation indicates relaxation through triads the γ
2
 dependence is found to be

cor.firT.ed.
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It is not immediately clear how the triads would be situated in the lattice. From

ι comparison of Δ
 a l r

 = I
1
*.5 Κ and A

t r i a d
 = 6 Κ it is clear that the linear triad

(0,0,0 + 1/2,1/2,0 + 1,1,0) can not be considered, because this cluster would have twice

the coiipensational effect of a pair, which amounts to approximately 200 K.

3n the other hind it is not unlikely that the other linear triad (1,0,0 + 1/2,1/2,0 +

3,1,0) behaves basically as a pair: Kither head or tail of this linear cluster may assume

the I7> configuration and the compensation works only once; the presence of the third Cu.öl^O

:oaplex at the other side would be expected to produce only a small additional shift of the

':3rr.pensatft'I levels.

One mirht continue '0 speculate that other types of clusters, too, might create only

very ιΛΙ •"·>-.' modifications to the compensational effect on pairs which would result in

:. r-ui--e "-Γ <'- v-.Viec: , ~le-»r oinh dependence would then not be possible any more,

".he rar.re in v/r.ich the triad process has been studied was too small, however, to be able

το =~ive *ir. jnami'irT.iouc conclusion.

7i.e concentration dependence of the inhomogeneous limitation seems to indicate a

-rocs relaxation to the pairs rather than a diffusion limitation. Cross relaxation would be

dependen·, on the strength of tho dipolar field in tho pair; the limitation should then be

rather strongly dependent on the orientation of Η in the a-c plane. No systematic measurements

have yet reen performed to identify the limiting effect.

In the previous section it was already argued that the anomalous process can only take

place -.vhen the clusters of Cu.6H.,0 complexes are embedded in a non-Jahn-Teller lattice: The

ir.iil-j-.ed samples should not show the effect. Nevertheless, the results in the CuKSt

'ε .^section l.^.l
1
·) cannot be described by a 'direct' and a Raman term only. This can

prmsr-ly also be understood on the basis of a hopping mode process: The strain that occurs

i:. -:.c- r.ei,-hbo :rhood of dislocations could compensate the intervalley distance, Δ, and a

_• .IT. of sir.·." terms would appear. This effect must then be expected to be much less serious

L:. ; \e =• salt, where the anisotropy splitting, Δ, is much higher. Reference is made to

. ;: -<;>:-ion 1.7.11 where this behaviour is confirmed. It should further be mentioned that

:x-it:er in the Cu(NH^)?t nor in the CuCsSt any sign of such an anomalous 'remainder' can 're

c· served.

3.'.~. Dependence on H.

The predicted field independence for the anomalous pair process is confirmed by the

pjlse Tieasurenients ai J kOe and at 8 kOe: In the temperature region where this pair process

i.- dominant tr.e relaxation is too fast to permit a measurement using the field sweep method.

Ir. tr.e field dependence measurement of the 5.5'i and .95% samples the low field data

:ar. ct attricuted to the anomalous process, occurring on larger clusters. This also holds

lor '_r.e l.ti deuterated sample (subsection 1.7.12). If the mechanism occurring on the clusters

:.· --.-ically -_:.e sair.e as that or. the pairs, with only a small additional level shift, a field
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independent behaviour must be expected, and this prediction i s essent ia l ly confirmed. (The

low field behaviour of the ZnKbSt samples with ,22% Cu or. less i s a t t r ibuted to other

mechanisms; see chapter 1).

Two deviations from the field independence must be noted:

(1) At very low fields the relaxation tends to become faster . This may be due to the

changing r a t i o of heat capacities of t r iads and single ions, as in the model by

De Vroonen"* .

(5) A 'd ip ' occurs in the field dependence of the samples of intermediate dilution, a t .5 K:

. In the deuterated 1.6s sample at 2.5 kOe.

In the hydrated .95? sample at 1.9 kOe.

."roa the temperature dependence, measured in the dip, the conclusion must be that the

relaxation mechanism which causes t h i s resonance i s linked to the triad (or pair) process.

T'-.e process i s not found for the 5.5S sample, however.

In order to explain this resonant effect, the following model can be considered:

It sas mentioned in subsection 3.5.3 that the l inear t r iad (1,0,0 + 1/2,1/2,0 + 0,1,0)

t-ehsves basically as a pair: Both head and t a i l can assume the j?) configuration and the

conperisation of the l a t t i c e anlsotropy should be the same as occurs for a pair; the presence

of the t.-.ird conplex (in the |5> configuration) at the other side of the chain may only

modify this compensation very s l ight ly . Thus i t can be understood that the difference,

•J» •-.< - Δ« · . i s only a few degrees Kelvin.-Πα*. p^ir

Λ true degeneracy exists in the above triad between the |7,8,8> and the 18,3,7> s t a t e s .

~.3cu~irig that the 16,5,3) s tate i s s t i l l lowest in energy, th i s would create a resonant

t ir.r.elling in the higher level .

I;, order to get some feeling of how this tunnelling would affect the electron spin

;r.s:._itio·: probabil i ty, i t i s possible to extend the picture of the present model to contain

••• si.'ieaave aodulaticn superimposed on the Q,2h pulses (figure 3, Ό : Only the fundamental

:'reqJency of the tunnellin- will be considered. Taking the r a t i o between the sinewave

--.pli: .'it and the pulse height to be equal to s, one can show that (3.12) and (3.19) wi l l

• ι -^l-.iplied •.vit!, a 'resonance-factor' containing the tunnel frequency ω ' :

2Ï U'/aO* + 1

[Cx·/»,)2 - l ] 2 (3.33)

( s > 1

iWY/l



f" ι ; : . c : ·.:.:.<? ilir..* : o'we-e:. »-*î i vale:, ι ' ;ΊΊ leys ,=is <-> sinewivf rr.otior. υ irxorroe t „

• '- >•. •·. • >-r. per: Jirr.j :t -«r.i-r''r.-orr. ρ ;1:ÏO no* ion: '•: ivir;^ prepared the system in α no

f; proι αr i l l ty of fmaxrur it in '.:,<? otr.er vail f-*y -Ή'ter ;i per L-ja TT/UJ' equals one

:.o* pc:;si: le * o prtKÜcL when - ne '.nr.si tion will take place. 'I hi s leads lo a iii'.cti

i c ' * :.=ir. -a escribed ir. (3.3J·); r* well known example of sue!; 3 reoonar.ee l i ne ic

'i.'-il case of rii~rowjve a^sorption iy : ï.e '"η. molecule' .

it·: *,c procer.'- ' :.es;a«lv&.": '- ^ Jppor' * r.e =irove r.ypot.r.esis:

i ip .·.·..

Jir i'~ -..r _ "Λ -•: J .\ .5 rl T.v:.ic:. ic ·* -'try *i-;ep'a'rle ν ïl.ie for tunnel Li t:,- ir. q t r i ;ui

. ro*rrl &>:S; ; *»r.y ?trisr· re.::r.-jr.cc "it G'..c L IU'A frequencies Cdn hardly be explained.

^lp -.iî  ai^-ippe-ired i:. r'.e - . \ . C3rr.pj.fi "».: rriiĵ t j i -al i tat iveiy bo expec ted: Ac tlie

. e:.: v"i' i ?:: :e:0T.cv '.i •".•.er _:.e p r o t a r i l i ty of f indin~ iGolated l inear tr iads r.oor.

: .r·. -ι rr.sxiT.UT. -if*e:- ,ri;:". i : decreases n'.^rply. If the t r iad under cortsideration L;5

--jiTuiii tely i r j l^ *eï i.-.t; ".'.ro po" fe'. ti 'al wel l £• ,τΐΐΐ r.ot iie eq;:i vj lent. Already if one

i^wr- -:.e s ,rrou:*.3ir.r Df i.ex*. r.e^re.-· neirhi-ours1 (ato1;·. 12 S: twice the c-axis or

r- - • - • --ixic} *-;.e r i t io, :.,/n^, of isolated linear t r iads lo a o l i t i i r e ionc f \ cri3fnt,'i

ilf;: :";:- γ = . j "r.-i:. for γ = ,00^^ or γ = , ΰ ΐ ί . .in aryimet ry of ι fov; •.e:i':!s Kelvin

"-1 Γ1.-". iv . i T:z Jier.: - ο /li.ien *_i;e dip reyoni recognition.

1:. · :.e de-ter^ten canple (subsection 1.7.12) an indirect indication was found that

xlr.3 Le present ir. t:.e psir rer ion. Tni; feature» i f true 31 :*ll t c:m not 'je

* >.*? '.:-τ.·ο :.7p.i*„:.ei:i z.

>.· :trr' '.-ri

or. " ' ''.•;:: yielded ~:.e- mair. cl je to T\;c poet υ lat ion of the

:— lit eöser.tially ^bsenr from the V-':i ^nd tr.e ':-: sal t c .

: c -.u::o or. · :_e precise be:ia viour.

î : -ore iifi'ic

:.-_ for

τ'. 3zl:

o - pro

i :i* ι?*;, i t

*..sll> i^: ΡΓ~Ι r.& i pnr-iTeters are SLr-imarized i:; -„aMe 5>~*.

:*!.-*=:. ' t : et.veer. psira 3nd triads c=<:: re -.nderctood, ac pointed c.i ι in

or.t "-.-;;/ -.-j-r.e Li.'it ti.e t:.ird ior. o:-ly causes a small perturbation 1.0

,0,0 + 1/Z,2/2,0) p^ir .

t to jr.dersi.and ::U;V Li can rappen that for pairs of nu.uHp0 complexes

-L-.?I t:.e snisotropy splitLi:ic i s "tlrr.ost completely compensated: The

c r=r. szcideni" ! -:LO:r.pe::c3 ticn of tr.& potent ia l difference V-, -. Va -ind i t

ti.e precision of '.he rornpeneaLion or" the widely different s p l i t t i n ^ s

z ί£Γ0 'ύ and 110 Κ respectively, see tacle £ . 1 ) . In effect, the occurrence

ces1: in Lotr. Γ-Γ ^ .α Κ -.jlts ceenc to indicate an actual derenerafjy which

order effects. :,'e :ar. find no rrounds, r.owever, for cuct: a ie^eneracy;

a ce eqj'=lly i i f f i c a l t to exr.ain the arser.ee of the anomalous process
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:* ·ΐ£\·;':ΐτ.ρΙ i one for 4 !~.e r- :m:"ir: prnencc.

Ρ·--ΓΙ::6:Ι \'Λ I V"<1'IP for the 'c col t ic no', d ie to a procesrj oil t r i a d e , but on

;k:r.-r.:.

ο:.*: :3Γ.'-Ο!,·-Γ3τ.ΐο:- of Γα ir. -'t. 71-*!. t r.e r e l ax q*: ion w^ a determined. No ind i-jq Lion

I : . : . T / I 1 ? . . · pro e^o W-JS l'ojr.d.

ι -:·.·.- lii:"-.!-t:.:'.- i:. L -. :e*vvee-r. -he ."η-: -~t:. u jnd !-'t-r-,L:>t. 'u tendü 'o support the

: '. -i J'.--.:..Ï -.· j-.i-ri.^.'tti ^:.. 7:; 'uldi iioi,, ti.it: l=jrre di f f e renet: disposes

i> n: '.: -- . γρ.; t :.t:r.; of Ί los-'olized 1-itt ice vi nr'it ion HE the -fr.'Ke of f lie fast

Λ·Ι L «ir: : t\ -··. i.M-e oi" rat·* l ' . i t i ' e ΐ ο , Μ bc experted to cnuce frequency

• ̂ " ζ . ' · : /i • r·'· * i i'Ti on ly Ly t :.e c 'lar.re of i t s nutr:;', i t co j ld t however, ΟΗΠ i 1 y

: i : ' i ••••.ij.·: ^ f ι·.~ .:o ,pli; i ; ; of i<.c local ized v i r r a t i o n Lo uae l a t t i c e , thus

':.'•*:.re i:. ^nipliluie. hut t-he re:.*jviour OL-aerved i s o p p o s i t e : The change in host

..=;*-.· - .z\ir-z.-*Tizi~\l rh^n^e in i-:e c ̂ r-peri^^ticn^l e f fect of tf.„ anisotropy

J:.U *.e ji.jiire in i r a n s i t i o n probabi l i ty ÏL, minor; i t can almost completely be

Ai-.:. Lr.fc Δ" dependence wrach sLowu that rei*-ner Γ nor the coupling of the

r.plfc.< · ζ ' Le l a t t i c e i s considerably d i f f e r e n t .

·: s:.-n- -j-Vii T-sii/e e f fer t i^; .-,een for deuterat ion but there Γ chanres, too, becjuse

; - p --"••"- -f •:·-£- "j.*::ïpO co i r l ex .fconiü:: l n r r e r by 11/. . »Vith VQ = 2100 Κ end

C Κ τΐ-Λε -'.'Duid le^i to Γ^ ,./Γ^ Q = 1.7-4· and to R 3 times lower value far P. Put

ι.; ::. Ü : ; \ ^.ί·} SI.JWZ ~ • ~i ; ' ht r= Love f ac tor ic * ao l a r ^ e . If tLe r-edjc l ion of



u.il

'.Of r e n i n s r >nr

10D0 K, However

j ted ίο π c '-.anjrft in Γ, one f i n d s :

made in order to explain this smaller f.ic tor:

(3 .1) , th*1 vilue of required to account for the

tr.e si.spe of the potential in the two '.veils Is now

\iir. : Γ (5.1) LIT no longer rirorously .iuctified.

in :er 't : lion I: prop^ced l e i iin r; *• -» in o loc f rnn -p in- l i t tice

ire - was not reported i:e fore.

r.odol

ii£:tar-ionc

US'jrr.ee r;on.pons'=it ion

i.e '"'J.ÉH-JO complex.

* he energy di f f orence bet wpeii two or t h

;; tf.-r3t"oniil d is tor t ion i s due to the

--.::.- . t i ι *? r ρ f ι r differente :-"*.IÖC-J ί.ν the anisoi ropic l a t t i c e s t r e s s .

•TA:. ',:.a: • •>-- '-•-it-nl repJsio: . of ir.c two -omplexec on 0,0,0 and 1/2,1/2,0 may recoine

•̂•»Γΐ'? τ:-.Γηί tuie ^G trie -i.aiso tropic s tresc. In some cases tne remaining in ter val ley

>'j i3 of t::e order of ten Kelvin causing a fast relaxation process down to the liquid

^ε expressed in that of the direc t process -ind Lr..e transition probability

r.oppinr rate; the -p=mtit3tive results are conaistent internally and also

t y atr.er segns.

fc--.it-rec of ::.

ljted s i l t s .

.v!:i:r other explanations for i t s occurrence are

tt.e r.o t̂ l a t t i c e , and tne failure of the pronece

ejen ter^vioar mast, in reneral, he recommended,

lrixation ef fe? T ^ arc di cjovf-τ nd



- ι ';" -

pc ner.tinl >ie:"iys;

ΛΓ tl,e present.··'inn of the anomalous pair process in chapter I the presence of

.-r.vop-jL )) '.̂ r rel'ixatio:: offsets was disregarded; these effects were briefly mentioned in

-c- ·:ο:. 1. . 1'-.•>;•· • i"::e r.nr.-exponer.fi-.l decays and it is not always the last part of the

Γ'-- D~:(:ry 'Λν :'*:. be identified as Ϊ r.e 'true' electron spin-lattice relaxation time;

: .: • • -r-'y , f^r :.i":. 'iil'i'tnn.; or in tr.e region where the triads become dominant,

• ·_.>;.:.,.·-L il r:- '.•••' .'-is:, effects appe-tr 'r.ai m';5'- not be suppressed.

":, • .- ~\"1."' : , 1 ::->l' ' :Λ: momalous p-iir process does not occur, and in this

:. ; · ! ; .· ι :r- i- i: e-i.;v η determine the 'true' eleiron spin-lattice relaxation

• . ..-, . ! .·. • . -\Ά·ι~ '.'.e .;-ilt ajitil.le for -i s;tudy of the characLeristico of' tlie

•— ·; ·' ·. ,: •.-•JΓ · . ~;
1
fi ΐ·ρ̂ ϊ1ΐ.ΰ

 :
ire ri.O'AT: ίη firure Λ1.1. The electron spin-lnttice

---' -.- .· . .• ;. : • f- i .', i '-. "'.e ̂r'i'i ireG J the non—exponentiTl prirlo are indicated only for

.•fli- .'.en iiivt.-'.iCJle-J, which ;vere obtained from a solution with I, Copper

·· . 1 ' ·π· 1'illy reprDTurin»-. T!.e apectruri of 'u + + in the Tl unit i s somewhat

:'.·· '-.·'· '• - · r- - ! sal t ( f icure 1.2) in that the hyperfine s p l i t t i n g with I! // K,

, :;·. i •'.e i:.-er.jlty of the fori'Uden transi t ions becomes equally ctron;; ac that

' ! " i ·:• J:..-.I'i?!:s. Γί.ί-: cr jses !.'.e spectrum for the K, orientat ion to consist of

.:•• a ill··, -ι _-li-M vil ley -it i t s centre. For Η // Κ-, the spectrum Ιε well

' : '• '" ο:' :"i--..rn 1.5. "he intent-ity of the forbidden t rans i t ions i s here even

; ^ . · : : ' '<:• '//':'.? 'ire ζ 3'npier.fily exponential over the whole temperature

- ••ivc-\ pi-?:e.~a refion a minor t a i l vr»̂  v is ible in the decay, cut the

li^-i ·..!•;• expcKsi.tinln no r.ore tr.im 3 factor 1.7 apar t . This small deviTtion

'•τ ι-:.: .::,·ρ_ί -ilrect process .vi.ich 13 fouiici tnroujrhout the series of Tutton

'.fr.n-.lf-.-i-e approximated -.vit.-. 3 direct process and a
 r
-aman

.?• x 1 0 " (Λ1.1)

leiye · e-pe:-,:
 jr
c- :f «J :-: i.nï reen taken as si. extrapolation of data on the K, F b and

<l·.- -j.'.a>-i_ -_:e lir.-er nolft'-jlar r.-iss of tr.e 71 salt. Bot' terms of (Al.i) are plotted

-•••-ι- _jr.~-i;.:i >i levia^ions fros i.-.e ."aman process are already apparent around 13 ¥.;

-<- -.-.- :.o- i .«.- 10 :-o lr.-.ccjr-̂ cv in M.e determination of the relaxation time (which for

-•f to.; ·..- 1.; «;_:-„ι::, .'e-d • 1 :e retter tr.an 1,-,) nor to the temperature calibration (for which

c .-01.-: ly 1 jfrviiti2.i= ire ectimted). However, the deviation is not unexpected -ecause

.sjf- :i-perv.,i-6; -.r.e larr'- contricution to the phonon occupation is situated around UQ Κ

•- .6: ye nodel -ioej not r.oH for such (relatively) nigh frequency phor.ons.



Lir ji.D;
1
.':: for t:.e K

P
 orientation were oLtained with the magnetic field

e:.· re of the epectrura; after off-centre saturation the decay became

• 1- ΊΙ.-Ο : Γ Μ Γ · for r e neacurement with '•';//?., where the spectrum does

: le ir.ter.sity in i t s centre .

effee ts that occur due to off-centre saturation are caused by the interact ion

system with secondary magnetic systems: The hyperfine system and the proton

Lin appendix thev «rill not be treated in full de ta i l , since this wil l be

•jε and che orir in of rhe::_o:r.ir..- priper— ; :vj t t:.e r;ener3i character

:.: -.'.ill :e ir.di<.--ile-i in order to show which tails or start slopes h-ive teen

' te J fron ": e precer. ration of 'Le electron ^pin-latt ice r<•elaxation in chapter 1. Tl.t

of *_:.e der-j 3'jrr. of several exponentials was carried out in the usual way

decay rates in are identified an the cpin-la*tics

.̂? for ·: // K-j d ry

.-.e r̂iii-1'it tic e relaxation

open squares,

times ΛΪ ti. those in the K-, orientation

'ropy ie presen i s also found for the single ion processes in

-;.Ltj of • i,a -ro .p: Ii. tr.e a i rec 1 process rerion the relaxation times with II //

ir*r„) a*e ^li.-'-'.lj lo:.~er l.v.nr. \l~e K-, ixis re su l t s , : i' in the âman region t hey

faster :.ν factor 1.

Iii nd-iition, t:.e follo'-vins: tr.ree non-exponential effects are noted:

direct proress reriori the decays consist of ? sum of two exponentials. ;'.ft.er

se^je:.ce οΓ 10 war, required to minimise the cross relaxation par1: of the

e api:. ̂ yj-_e- rel-ιϊΟΊ to'.virds "_:.e l-!tti:e, after v.'hich the numerical solution

•iy ..'.j.
1
.·-; • v a l of 11 and a r--itio of relaxation times: τ Ά = 2."3 + .07. 7

' - f: ρ Λ :e Ti'^^er.re :

5.·:. -Vi.ic;. ! yz income polarized

'. ior. of ener^; Lmposon ti.r.t th.e

y t̂ -e rro53 relax-i tioti

apin-spLn system ce

li. J) i: *: o pr^vecc o Γ er.erry distribution over the four hyperfine l i n e s .

e:. .—>"•· f:. ir. * .jrn. :.as s ^ood corttac t with the pro', in system, which i.ecomec

.e ρ.1.3e sequence i t CH:> only relsx the interac tion aye tern, and.

for a loru" time after

:.e r a t i o of relaxation t ines equals the rat io of enerry

:e :.otei that the acove ra t io i s no'_ Lh :'_ual ra t io of relaxaiio:i

c- :o obt'.ir. - 0 . tsil

'if ter a lasting; satai^t ion of the line with

d τ /τ = ir.3.

ΓΟΑ*2ΓΟ3 *r.fe ::irr.er temperatures, where the Faman process becomes active, the amount

l l r-jpail;.- dizji es, a!.1 disappears when the energy contact between the Lyperf ine l ines

•vlt- το:. _-Dii.-sr

~ f'-ctar: The proton Zeeman sycten an then still rel-ax throurn TJ-.Θ

cjs'.ei, ::ut tr.e relative intensity of the four hyperfine lines '.rtll r.ot

ezperineï:tial point wr.ere no proton relaxation car. i-e deTected

fa^t portion appears in tne decay immediately after ';he pulse. It

L-!.3J-:. ί andwidtr. variation of tr.e detection system tends to cot.ceal
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11'· or-

-•iearl

! r.'i Vi

oi~ *.:.e

L'O.'!.Jl 'ί

i " · . t l

;-•' , ' * ζ i!. t eiïsi · y i s s t r o n r l y dependen ι on thfi pulse dura t ion but i i becomes const aitl

ι ρ i l se sequence which i s s e v e r a l tJ mes lonrer t han i t s own charac t e r i s t i c time and

LWiml 'or.ï.i lor1': ly s h o r t e r tl.an t !.e spin-l-V, t i c e time cons tan t . 7he e f f ec t LÜ

:;r>' of cross r e l a x a t i o n : Equi l ib r iun between the u n c o must now be s e t t l e d a f t e r

' p u l s e . T'.e observed r a t e s π re p lot ted i π f igure Λ1.1 as X.

If i t could bo assumed that the four hyperflne l i n e s each represent a fixed heat

y , Li.e .το::.* r e l i x a t ion of fee t would disappear when the e lec tron s p i n - l a t t i c ο

t ^"-oisei., i ' i . ;ter. l!:;:-te'td, Ί small Lut deceptive secondary ef foe t i s observed, whici,

catod ic +, ι ', can c>o in t e r p r e tod as Follows: During -.-a l.u r a t i o n the equal d i s t r i b u t i o n

* j nuclei over t h e i r four l e v e l s can be s l i p h t l y d i s t u r b e d due to c ross r e l a x a t ion

GO p-tri i, .: i:--r *'.ion £.:f-.3) and to d i r e c t i r r a d i a t i o n of forbidden t r a n s i t i o n s . 'Phi c

-ia! ioii ' imo'iütc only to M.e order oi H.("./2T)» which i s a few percent a t X-hand around

• rl">>; r io:. of '.ï.i=; po la r i sed Cu system cm c l e a r l y take place Uirourh c ross r e l a x a t i o n

\ i .erei ' j re j n-ieperiüent oi' tempera lure sïiortly a f t e r the c ross over point of s p i n - Ι α t t icn

i or. "ir.d CTC::L relaxn t i o n . At i^.i^her tempera t u r e s the phonons can induce for hi dden

.Ki:..1 (:*' = +1, Λ Λ = +1), ' ο α : Χ-iinly ir. 'he most d i l u t e d 2nRb:'t.:'"u samples i t wrtu

vi τ:. 't t.:e rel*iX'i*"ion r i re of the lour t r u l f i n n l l y follows t he Fatnmi process a t -i

.t i i s t a n - e . In the present £ Γ . Τ 1 Γ Ϊ : Λ Ι 1/ sni t the e f f e c t amounted to ;t -· oi' ι he t o t a l

": t· 'ii'üvo Iruee e f f e c t s do not ippear viuen s a t u r a t i o n i.3 appl ied at the c e n t r e of

••r .-pi-•• ι*·::· : 11 o c-lectrDi* s p i n - s p i n cystem t !.f η remains nt l i t t i c e t e m p e r a t u r e . I f of f-coni re

-* •' 'iii:· -i- .:» v o i i - t ^ e Ji r r e n t d e a l of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the decays i s r e q u i r e d and f.'-.is

• i·. ··!..!];.· 1'- : i ' ~· rrro:.c jou3 ^oncl ;i.:ion.:. '.'Kl . r j ::k La.-, been avoided by ι !ie tie rise packi :ir o i"

• •:-:r* ri-:.r--.·. .1 poi: .-r i:. .·:. «ptur 1, n.J t : e present s tudy of the ':hrirnn t o r i s t l e s of ' : o :ior.-

• >'i> "·.*·:.· ι Ί - I'f*---·'.- -ii 'Γ-I 3f!'-;c-::i:·'- .;·«! i r i r i o n .



pren 1 L>: d. •ir. i Μ.ΡΓ:Γ, :Ι1 •' or . i

ί i f feren:e ir. Mie

ns in chapter 3.

n process ir. t ne undiluted camples as compared Lα that of Ihe

c 1:. • :.r- Γ,Γι :;cist lattice must be explained,

emperjtures 3 level splitting- of ·< few Kelv ve a considerable inf luence

?>_:. .x ;ei -.u i Zokoupil h'»ve jurr ied out specifi,: ::c;at- measurements on the Zn and Cu Tutton

.-••Ι*.!. Ζ'.·,' f3llT.vin-- points from t h e i r work 'ire of importance to the present i n v e s t i g a t i o n .

C1) Zi.e Gpe" i fie neat follows a T^ dependence only to a temperature of around k K. Be cween

1 Κ -iiiii L· Κ no difference can be found in trie specif ic heat of the c r y s t a l s with Zn and

approxim^tion. + iie sound ve loc i ty derived from the

10 b ί*. Ϊ.ΑΊ X 10- cm/s

91 Κ c"/s

'i:.re2 .ii:renzion.-il' Pecye temperature indicates that for Ν the number of

;va- ur.ed.

re.: 1-15

.r. i l l- j ted -'iT.p

„~. f ~:1

l.li: an anomalous heh-ivio'ir is Hppnrent in the P
:
iir.T!i process: In

t::e process is conGideratiy slower than for ̂ u ions in the host

Ft^t). T
l
.is discrepancy does not appear, or is minor, in the ΠΗ,

£"ltÏ; ir. tr.ese cases t he dif ference couln ί e Η ί t riL'U' ed e. t~. to small

^ t.. rt o HI i c r --t r i on.

i~ correlated v.'it-: tr.e ore .rrence of the -itioTialous pair process

„li>) thst tne effee ts raust both be caused by the interaction between

--,3 ?onple'£B£i Ir. the concentrated sample this interaction would not appear as a

'ior. -f tr.e r.isotropy split t tut rather in a collective parameter like the

In oraer to investigate this hypothesis the specific heat results in "urbSt and in

!."T „re plotted versus teoperature in fis-ijre A2.1. C/T"' i s shown in order to "lake t

ierences r.ore easily visible. Heloiv 4- Κ to difference i s found and above 50 Κ the

.-pe.-lfi>_- "'.e-j: tecones eqjal in hotn substances to within which is the estimated

=.:-.r*_-y D:' the measurement, it appears that the hypothesis of a different Dehye

r
e*Lper=»uure dies not hold.

7:.e experimental accuracy of t:ie specific heat determination allows the fittinc of

experinen-.al data to selectable models for the lattice vibrations. The best fit is

.vL-.r. Η ΙΞ-diziensional and a 21-dimensional Debye term tο account for the 11 lattice

lue ar low

cf isportMcc· esent invest!ration in three areas:

res yields, with the Debye model, the velocity of sound wl:ic
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."1 r':'.:r^· per "Oie~ ^le. IΓ. addition, lora l vibrators are found wi.ich en η be des

: ·.- i · ?:-• 'ÜT.er.j: 3:iil ~.i:.c'-ein ier^. in the Zilr cCt, snd a one dimensional terra in

1 e l = 321.7 Κ

6 - = C.P.'-· Κ

hl - f7. f K

experiment·Λ1

collect

ΊΓ. j l i

ratili

:· ar.owr. in figure Λ2.1 Γι pp1 y to this fit, v;ïiich nowhere deviates from the

by more f.ar. 1-..

now -rleir ti.at the discrepancy between the F.'aman process cannot be aLtributed

ive lattice effects: In that respec- the latticed beliave identically. Instead,

possible to explain the discrepancy on the basis of the local vibrators which

Einstein ZGTTXIS: If tne assumption is made that the transition probability in

fted sample represents the ' true' F a man process, the additional transition

ty for ti.e Ση salt can le calculated by subtraction. From figure 1.13 i t is

t tr.e additiona1 t^rrr. should be proportional to expf-Gl/T), wnich would v;ell

d to tr.e measured Einstein zer·*..

cess specific heat due to this term amounts to about 2.0 i; the maximum difference

r- and T̂  ic 11-=. Or. i'.e ot'ier r.snd th^ discrepancy between the Paman processes



, . O j ! ; . . ; Ï J , f-iCor -iro ir.3 10 K. "'his sapporls the hypothesis af Ά local vibrator: A

I J -il 71! r: ι lor τ. i.;t ie ascu;i.«d to t<; tr.'jch more efficient ui modulalinr the ."u.SHjO complex

' · · . · . -ι - u i l " ' · r . - f l i " i - i · · * • • ; · ! 1 " .

Lt i.· rather !\ar-fe tchod , of co'jrüe, to try ro speculate on tho identity of the

occil lator al.ie.·, would produce The additional aiodulalion. A possible candidate i s found

ii. t:.e ."-] complex of w'.ici. tr.e Lor.dj to the surrounding 1st! ice cannot be completely

•.aiar,ced so 11..1·- i ' vu: perfor.-ι ι ' roll t ional ' vibration along one preferred axis. I t

•J-.ΙΊ τ ·.(?:, 'Urr-Mv -"iv-ilo ι ! c ; . , mode of ti.e "'i.fH^O complex.

/',) ;· :r;iy L>1; po.::;i:le to ante-!', the lev-1 oplLitirur, which waa assumed to occur on pairs

of ' . -,ρί.-.ö ty •« i r of !5ei^'Jrenii.!.tf of the specific heit in r i the r concentrated samples:

'. 'S3 l>'vcl •-;.-.-· u-. .'.t'h , nplitiii:.- 4 ylPlij.i 1 maximum contribution to tho specific heal

τ ' = . .1"' : . :

= ο.:-; ι χ ,;γ2::κ (Λ2.1)

in A'i.i ·'. q ι.; '.:.e nj::;e- of r e a l i z a t i o n p o s s i b i l i t i e s of the 'hoppinr ' pa i r . For the

prp:;e:.t e'irc, w:,ere ; = Ι1».' Κ the maximum coiitribution wouli appear at Τ = 6 Κ 'Old:

• _ . j v / ~ ' = li,.-. ηγ" t V a a l K ' (tZ.Z)

Fir ·• 10 ^.a";ple and -î Lanin.-- ?, = 2. the exceed specific heat would amount to l ^ .

':ov;ever, for concentrations "τ, 'liirn ac 10'. the larger c lus ters may already play ο

role. In addition, the je'/istior..- of me l a t t i c e specific heat from the V dependence

-,;-e -.lre-a.iy c^hcï ion: le -.round f Κ. Obtaining tiie additional proof of the existence

.if --ι level rp l i t ' i th- ace : r r inr on pairs of 'u.(lsp0 complexes therefore reqjire.3 the

i:.. ' i i;a.-iiu!. Jf j -erie; 0:' :;a::,plc-••, with a varyil.·: concentration of 'Vu++ ions.

2. ' · f."T-il -or. • ; •tui'.··1.

:.ell;.-.·- j ' .-ite; of defects in sol ids are very efficient

• •-1'--' -••'•'t-'̂ r... ,'.(-. r . : *r.t of tt ese ••::.:. oil i*. • s tates was reviewed Ϊ y Naranayamurti

• : 1 :•• 1' , Λ· 3 .· -o.v ··. •· i:r,p.r-itif;s l ike "!.' or Li in alkalir.alide l a t t i c e s have a r reat

ι:.: i^ci.j·' jr; t:,tr '.:.frr::.̂ L -und-i·: t i / i t y . The noppir:?: mode proposed in enapter 3 i s somewhat

:••: c'·: •• 1'j 'c ' : e^e - .· i.tlli.: .-n:ode.c and -:!i invertiration was carried out by Haasbroek to

•:y -i ill.^ -.ι; effect of :>.e i.oppinr irapurities in the thermal conductivity.

Experi-tr ---.lly

ii: iefine-i as:

r-al -'oririuctivlty can re described by ·-, coefficient, >., which

-- = '• - " (A2.3)

ir: :'.r.ic:.: ^ lu f.e r.eat ' ra:jcpurtea and

•:/'.. i s the rat io of the cross section and leurti. of the sample.

Tr. j i f-lectri : :ra-_Brial s, the heat i s transported fc, the l a t t i c e vibrations, and thb l imitat ion

t j tr.e -.i-inal conductivity i s caused ty scattering of the phonons. Various mechanisms are



•"̂  C ^ ' . ' 1 : 1 " '· ~ r ' '-*•· P' .^. ' .or. ,:'~''-<?r ' ι : . α . Γ . e rr ' iy i c S u ^ f - " r . a ! t h e t o l ' i l Lher: . 1 !^

tv each

'•.ii p ' i o r . o n a n o n u - i : . ' ! • e zs [ r.c ' . i . o r ' r . i l

. ' . i t : . J ' s . t r

i c t i v i t y , ana i f Ί f ixed l-and of phonons,

r.L/:., iz : "·'• ir-rei niOrc ctrorir ly ' hun the r e s t of the phonon

fxpei:* hii ir. *.ιΛ* "oriperal ,re -iepRiidonce cu-vo of > , IJsinr {tie P&'ry

:·.ο,ν. : : Ι ' */· t- vl Γο : ' i • Glroncesu. 'it Lemperar.ures uf about -\/:".,

F : ί· - Γ Γ . Τ - I L - Ϊ ; : . Ο Γ « - '. = 10 r! tri-:'ΛΛΪΤ. i:r. GGifec v/oul"! be expected around Ξ. Κ;

"•ο pi ar.ori-pl onar: Internctions can still be

- rl/tr.-.
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1/· = l / \ + 1Λ t + 1/)α (Α2.?)

; / . — ··.* ':.(-ΓΤ.Ί1 :*o::i n'-ivi'-y -i\.e *0 hour.iary sca t te r . The temperature dependonce of λ b

ir f.'jjal '0 \ir-ti cif the specific heat and 'it low temperatures : X̂  « Τ"*.

I/· i:i :re Udi t iona l r e s i s t i v i t y due to the hopping mode, for which a peak i s expected,

l/, i ; ;-o · herir.Vi re s i s t i v i ty due ίο other phonon scat ter ing processes that must be

: oncidered; if: ΐ.he ' emperature ranre under consideration the most l ikely mechanisms

.:•<- i,e -,o iicloc-irior.c 'tni to point defects for which: >- d i s x o c

 α τ a n d

,';.<:• r^!"-.1.3 of tne ^eoG'-jrements on tv/o samples are shown in figures Λ.2.2 and A2.jj

Ί.- 1/' verc ::: T. 7:.e o>:'.en:: ι or. of ii.c aipsyiretneni L j l-elow .2 Κ makes i (. possible lo define

• • n l/- t

 ('.τ·™ .::'in.ri.r-;oui:ly; tiuu term iu aul trite tod from a l l experimental values of l/λ that

jevl'ue JL -:.i f i<: *:; t. Ly f ΓΟΤ '.i.e '."' curvtj. Tr.e riots Li; the * wo figures indicate tiiere fore

It: n^' irp -'.2.2 (.7ιϊΓ~ί Γ * : 'υ 1 ) i t i s seen t 'n t the addit ional r e s i s t i v i t y can he

•ipproi-rirrijt'.ed Ly Η Γ~~ ten:i, Lut ti.e deviations from this terra cannot be described as beinr

proportio.vil *D Γ*''~: Zr.e experiment')! accuracy allov/α the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of a l/λ. term

Λ-.i--:. i;i pe^keJ rev.veen 1 Κ and 2 K.

:"ir..re ΛΞ.3 ai.o.vs the result π on u sample with a Higher concentration of '.'u ions:

>.-!.""':' ι 10 . Γοΐ- tr.is d^lt tr.e addit ional r e s i s t i v i t y with a peak at about 1.5 Κ i s dominant;

*.·.» uJ Ji-io:.^l i.r-i'.'.er d ;e to dislocarions can hardly i:e ident i f i ed , but at the hiirh

-«:: per :'...it) H-)-I * he poinr io Tec * c e n t e r has a stronger inlluence than for the 1-' s'impT e,

•• ' '-- «οι; .Ί!' t -.a :: Diel m : '.up ter 7 i ·. i.-: poosirle to calculate t».e r-i te of puonor.

* ' * : 3-'-1 ' J r'-'-J 'oppir. - J j . f " · ^ 'joiplexes imd "i norlel Jri.ll 'Jβ worked out to try to l ink

• * ι • _·"* Λ η . :•(„•! i>: i:i:u. ρ Γ-Q.- e j ^ . ·\ΓΛ the oi.it~tn"ed pnonor. s c a t t e r in a more -i ,a:· * ί \a • L •/-'.· vr-%v:

' • ·- '-:.err. il ::•:; i-._ "ivi'.y due to pr.onon transport i s usually ezprecsed by the rnc

'-•-'•"'ι • 1ο~·ο, u r : . · tï.» p:.3iiOr* '^••n free pit!.1 , T:

I:. •-:.(- 1:.'^'":-ΙΓ.Λ "{χ) is · i.e Ie:;ye denaity of c'.v.ec,

:('t) ÏJ ti.e r.eat «japneity of each oscillator: C(IL) = — i-iU, ρ(ιι·) and
dT

ν is '_:.e velocity οι' sound.

:.-. -.-.G : erye approximation ν is frequency independent, and if I is also constant (as for

-3_:. i'-iry cr.nt-er: l^) the ras kinetic iormula results:

0"
U2.7)

v.'ith χ = '-.a/k;·.

.o.vever, pnonons that are resonant with trie hoppinp node a_re scattered more strongly and

1 = Tin.), .-or the present nodel it Bill be sssu-ied tnat the mean free path inside the band
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;βΓ
·,-·.υ-. ι.· .τ.. ·-•·.·: 1, . line óhnpe effecs Tre disrerarded. The relative reduction

I.·. • · ··.'•-..-1 :~· ί . •'!•.". ' ν ; . ·' <;:.:

j'dx xV/(e
x
- l )

2

CA2.3)

x
- I )

2

0

"c.f- red.ciiu- e:Ter ic ra-jr: ly proportional to the zc-\tterir.5 bandwidth 6x = px
0
. This value

U- :-.T- 'α·.3ΐιν. i'cr ti.e '., pr.irs in ;r,e ΠΓ,ΤΚΤΙ ;<nd jtiKSt; Ί rigorous simplification of (Λ2.7)

i_ -iierery -ustified:

- I:.» factor II - 1,/1J '.viil :e suppressed: For Sufficiently small l^ it disappears

- χ- .νill re repliced iy infinity nnd the iiitef-;r-il in the denominator becomes

- T· f i:i;e.T3'.io:, i.'i U.e tusentor vn.ll re replaced ry a multiplication.

- ~ Ί ros'.l *,, : :P reduc lior. in tr.ertr.al conductivity is expressed:

17
 ·

:

= ή/" (A2.9)

- I )
2

o leccricc- t;.o f.errr.Tl resistivity accordinr -o fA2..'+) thin formula is rewritten:

-1

1/· = !/• - I/'-. = —
1 '.V ,f (e °-l)

2

- 1 (A2.10)

• i. e>:pre_"::i 2:. i j DIOÏ ',,ed in i'irure Λ2.4, for 3 values of the relative bandv/id t h, p !

- 1 x "". "•.·'' •:'-:·:i- :- DCZ .r~ for 7 ïretiveen .14 L ^nd ,1'~ Δ, dependent on (Λ. The result

"• i' ?· 1;- :'̂ i' ;er
-
. .vi'ie ir^tT'iction hands a noticeable effect appears is not difficult to

...:<-:• " • ': ": c *.v: ole p-.Dr.or. apec 'r j:r. CD::t-ri VΑ tes to the heat transport, so tha t a red'ic tiort

_ • ' •
 L
- --,'·. f re

1
- ρ •* '- 1:. • '.. ίΓΓΟ'Λ

1
 ι; and cannot have a -Tea t effect, no

f
 Rve.. if finally the

-, .-:*,·• : Ί1 r>' ..-Γ-J*..- ir --.e VirA is suppressed.

:.: i-ili:. - τ·ΰ i
(
-'.: QO ποτ, r^ve a very viell defined interaction frequency: A S an example

• •' .: -orp*io:. o:" 71'. raiiation LV ΙΓΗ-. sho.vs
 ;
A very v/ide line (Auu-. /p = UJ / 2 ) , From the res'.ilts

.-· •*.erisl ?o.i-i..3-.ivi:y v:::ic:. are reviewed in reference 3?, very wide interaction bands are

il-_o :ipp".r~:i":. lr. addition, it muct be realized that the additional phonon scatter ihoy be

::-.i:.--r.' /ery f=r i:. t:.e feet of tr.F interaction v/ith the snisotropy splitting since the

j'.ly ."3;.̂ i'_ion i that 1, ,/ 1 - Tr.erefore the assumption oi a wide interaction band for

- :.<? -oppi.-.r o;* ::.e Jj.cHpD psirc, too, seems plausible.

_ .: -:.e deper.-ae::ce or. 1, does r.ct disappear: For very small l^ the scatter will become

r.D-_icea:le fsr::.er in ',ne f«et of the interaction wit.:, the aniso^rüfy splitting. In the

preser.-. .TiOdel t:,is causes f-· to ir.creace; this effect is strongly dependent on the li*.e
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For the Cu.6H
2
O pairs (and triads) in the Eb and Κ Tutton salts the electron spin-

lattice relaxation rate is known, and so is the hopping rate of the complex on the basis

of the calculation in chapter 3. As a consequence, the total number of phonons scattered

per second can be calculated; the mean free path between resonant scatter points follows

if the interaction bandwidth is known: , -

=
 v
'

T
h =

C < » 0 }

(A2.11)

in which: P. is the transition probability of the hopping mode.

and: Κ, is the number of resonant scattering centres (pairs "or triads)

(A2.12)

q is the number of realization possibilities of hopping pairs (or triads).

η describes the concentration dependence: n = 2 for pairs and n = 3 for triads.

Ν is the number of Μ sites iD the sample.

In formula (3.20) the hopping rate of the complex was found to be 1.4 χ 10 times larger

than the induced electron spin transition probability so that:

Ficura i2.lt

The additional thenaal resistivity caused 5y thé complete

resovai of a band of phonons centred around lit = ΙΐΔ/η.

The result of tfce'model ία compared to the theraal

resistivity due to boundary scatter for thrcp relative

handmidths: β = 1, .3 and . 1 .



(Α2.13)

The number of realization possibilities therefore does not occur in l
h
 which can now be

worked out:

V sinh(i/T)
(A2.14)

1Λ

As should be expected the phonon mean free path for the hopping mode is temperature independent,

except for the last factor which varies from 1/2 at low Τ to 1 at high Τ and describes the

physical notion that a complex which is in the higher valley is not available for phonon

scatter.

For the Cu pairs and triads in the Zn Tutton salts a numerical value can now be

calculated, with only β as a parameter to be adjusted:

ZnHbSt:Cu 1% lv,
 M l

„ = .15 β cm
h,pairs

~h,triads
ZnKSt:Cu 10% 1, _„.__ = 2

1.1 β cm

10-3
 p c m

-h.pairs

Two conflicting requirements exist Uniting the choice of β:

- In order to have a noticeable effect β must be at least in the order of unity, as shown

in figure Α 2 Λ .

- On the other hand β must be sufficiently small to have l^ >> l^; l^ is determined by the

sample size and is several millimeters for the samples of figures A2.2 and A2.3.

If the requirement would be fhosen that l^ ( .1 cm, it follows that only for the salt

with 10% Cu ions a positive window remains for β: 50 > β > 1.

In conclusion, the margiu-i appearance of the resonant phonon scatter in the ZnHbSt:Cu

salt can be understood, as can the much stronger effect in the 10% Cu doped Κ salt.

The shape of the peaked thermal resistivity is v?ider than expected from the model:

Figure A2.4. This is likely to be due to the neglect of line shape effects.

The temperature where the maximum in l A
h
 occurs, confirms the value of Δ vjhich was

determined by analysis of tÏ.e anomalous relaxation process.
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SAMENVATTING.

In dit proefschrift worden twee experimentele projecten in een onderzoek van

electronspin-roosterrelaxatie behandeld. Beide zijn uitgevoerd in de EPR-techniek.

In het eerste deel wordt de ontwikkeling beschreven van een verbeterde opstelling

om de experimentele methode van e venwic hts verzadiging van de resonantielijn uit te voeren.

Een aantal relaxatiemodellen wordt behandeld in hun verzadigingsgedrag, waaronder het

directe proces met de phonon bottleneck parallel aan een ander relaxatiemechanisme, het

Orbach-proces en cross-relaxatie. De'ontwikkelde meetopstelling wordt beschreven tot op

het niveau van functionele eenheden; centraal staat hierbij de definitie van de eisen.

De nauwkeurigheid, die met de opstelling bereikt wordt, wordt gedemonstreerd aan enige

verzadigingsmetinden in het temperatuurgebied van vloeibaar Helium. De onderzochte

preparaten zijn IMS met Hd + + + en Ce .

In het tweede deel wordt het onderzoek naar een anomaal proces, dat optreedt op

paren van Cu** spins in de diamagnetische Tutton-roosters, beschreven. Het proces wordt

in verband gebracht met de anisotr.:gie-splitsing van de drie Jahn-Teller vervormde

toestanden van het Cu.6H20 complex, die optreedt wanneer het kristalrooster een voldoende

lage symmetrie heeft. Het wordt aangetoond dat, door de spanningen die optreden bij paar-

vorming, een gedeeltelijke compensatie van deze anisotropie^splitsing mogelijk is; door

betrekkelijk laagfrequente phononen kunnen dan overgangen gëinduceerd worden tussen de

laagste twee J-T toestanden, waardoor een modulatie van het electrische kristalveld op

het Cu ion veroorzaakt wordt. De uit deze mode resulterende overgangswaarschijnlijkheid

voor de electronspin wordt uitgedrukt in die xvan het directe proces en in de spring-

frequentie. De waarde van deze springfrequentie wordt uit de gemeten relaxatietijden

berekend en stemt goed overeen πι"*, de waarde die met een andere experimentele methode

bepaald is; de afhankelijkheden van temperatuur, Zeeman-splitsing en concentratie gedragen

zich kwalitatief juisi. De gevoeligheid van het proces voor een andere keuze van het

verdunnende rooster uit de reeks Tutton-zouten wordt kwalitatief verklaard, evenals de

afwezigheid van het verschijnsel in de onverdunde Koper-Tutton-zouten.
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Volgens het gebruik in de Faculteit der. Wiskunde en Natuurwetenschappen .volgt hier

een overzicht van mijn academische studie: . . ••' .- , •-•...,

Ha het behalen van het eindexamen aan Het Apeldoorns Gymnasium in 1958 begon ik mijn

studie in Leiden in de studierichting Natuurkunde en Wiskunde. In 1962 behaalde ik het '• ' '

candidaatsexamen en koos voor de voortsetting van mijn studie de ejCpei aentele natuurkunde.

Tijdens mijn experimentele opleiding verleende ik eerst assistentie aan H.G. van

Vfelzenis en P.W. Verbeek bij de voortzetting van het onderzoek naar electronspin-spin-

relaxatie dat opgezet was door P.R. Locher. Later nam ik deel aan het spin-roosterrelaxatie-

onderzoek van G.W.J. Drewes, die mij naast de praktijk van het experimentele onderzoek ook

belangstelling voor elecironische meet- en stabilisatiesystemen bijbracht.. In 196^" trad ik

in dienst van de Stichting F.O.H. Voor het doctoraalexamen, dat ik in 1967 behaalde, voerde
r>

ik een vergelijkende studie uit van twee experimentele, methoden voor het meten, van eleïtron-

spin-roosterrelaxatie. Voor mijn aantekening technische natuurkunde verrichtte ik o.a. een

gedetailleerde studie betreffende gelijkspanningstabilisatietechnieken. .

Na mijn doctoraalexamen begon ik aan mijn promotieonderzoek in dezelfde werkgroep,

waar toen ook A.C. de Vroomen zijn promotieonderzoek verrichtte. Mijn specifieke onderzoeks-'

gebied betrof het verduidelijken van de experimentele resultaten van Cu in de Tutton-zouten

d.m.v. metingen in het hoogfrequente gebied (K-band) en.door verzadigingsmetingen aan verdunde

kristallen. De groep werd geleid door Professor C.J. Gorter.

Ka overdracht van de leiding der groep aan Professor N.J." Poulis werd door De Vroomen . .

en mij samen ook het onderzoek bij 3 kOe hervat en toen hierbij bleek dat vele vroegere

resultaten vermoedelijk toegeschreven moesten•worden aan verontreinigingen in de kristallen

werd opnieuw een grote meetserie opgezet. Het experimentele werk werd door De Vroonen en mij

gezamenlijk uitgevoerd; voor de bescnrijving der resultaten moest echter een verdeling van

het experimentele materiaal naar type kristal gemaakt worden. De resultaten betreffende Cu + +

in de K- en Hb-Tutton-zouten vormen het onderwerp van deel II van dit proefschrift. Bij dit

experimentele werk werden wij in de loop der jaren geassisteerd door de heren L.J.M. Visser,

H. van Manen, E.B. Jungslager, K.R. van der Veen, D.Y.H. Prins, J. Marks .en G.J. Blaisse.

Speciaje vermelding verdient de inzet -ran J. Marks, die.na het behalen van zijn doctoraal-

examen tot het vervullen van zijn militaire dienstplicht mij bleef assisteren ook al kreeg

hij daarvoor geen vergoeding. .

De warntegeleidingsmetingen werden uitgevoerd door J.N. Haasbroek en de bepaling der

soortelijke warmte door H, den Adel; déze experimentatoren hebben mij ook zeer geholpen

bij het interpreteren van hun resultaten.

Het merendeel van de electronische apparatuur werd gebouwd door J.M. Freeze; twee

apparat.en werden vervaardigd door H. van der Mark. Zonder afbreuk te willen doen aan de

inzet van allen die verder hebben bijgedragen tot het tot stand komen van de apparatuur

en het verzamelen der meetgegevens wil ik nog speciaal het werk van A.J. Kuyt en B. Vis

vermelden op wie, als kamertechnici, steeds een beroep kon worden gedaan. '

Tijdens mijn aanstelling als wetenschappelijk medewerker verleende ik assistentie op

het precandidaten practicum. Tevens trad ik namens het Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium op

als contactpersoon voor computerzaken.

f

4
1
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Ia 1972 uerd mij, op mijn verzoek, ontslag verleend uit de dienst der Stichting F.O.M.,

en trad ik in dienst van het European Space Operations Centre in Darmstadt, West Duitsland.

In de daarop volgende periode heb ik de meetresultaten definitief uitgewerkt en geïnterpreteerd.

Het proefschrift kwam tot stand in deze periode. Daar ik er slechts buiten diensttijd mijn

aandacht aan kon wijden heeft de voltooing langer dan gebruikelijk op zich laten wachten.

In deze periode werd mijn echtgenote, P.E.M. Lijphart-Hermans, mijn naaste medewerkster: Niet

alleen zorgde zij voor de nodige huiselijke rust en voor de op het juiste ogenblik gebrachte

stimulans; tevens verzorgde zij alle typewerk voor het manuscript en voor het drukwerk,

vervaardigde alle tekeningen en assisteerde bij de experimentele administratie.

Tenslotte dient speciaal de hulp vermeld te worden die ik kreeg van W.Th. Wenckebach

en van mijn promotor, Professor N.J. Poulis, die op de schaarse momenten dat ik naar Leiden

kon komen altijd hun volle tijd ter beschikking stelden en met wie ik zeer vruchtbare discussies

heb gevoerd.
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S T E L L I N G E N

Door toepassing van de ESR-techniek kan in vele magnetisch verdunde kristallen

de spin-roosterrelaxatietijd gemeten worden zowel van de eleo tronen als van de

protonen in de kristalwaters; hierdoor is een methode beschikbaar om de koppeling

tussen het proton-Zeeman-systeem en het interactiesysteem rechtstreeks te bepalen,

II

Het voorstel van Sergeeva, om het bestaan van quasi-locale trillingen in een

kristal aan te tonen aan de hand van een resonant gedrag van het directe spin-rooster-

relaxatieproces, houdt geen rekening met de veldafhankelijkheid van het directe proces

en van de phonon bottleneck en is daarom weinig aantrekkelijk.

Sergeeva, Q.G., Sov. Phys.-Solid State 14 (19?2) 1294.

III

Het verdient aanbeveling de compensatie van de anisotropie-splitsing tussen

onderling loodrechte Jahn-Teller vervormingen, die optreedt door wisselwerking in

Koperparen in de Kalium-Tutton-zouten, te bepalen bij de volgende samenstelling van

het verdunnende rooster: Zn, Mg of Cd voor het tweewaardig anion, SO^, SeO^ of BeF^

voor het kation en H-O of DjO voor de kristalwaters.

Dit proefschrift, deel II, hoofdstuk 3.

IV

Het i s onjuist om aan het r e s u l t a a t van Davenport, dat door toepassing van een

'hdrd1 begrenzende versterker de verhouding van het totale signaalvermogen. en het

ruisvermogen met een factor 2 verbeterd kan worden, de conclusie te verbinden dat deze
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Door gebruik te maken van de geostationaire toepassingssatelieten, die in het

Europese ruimteprogramma voorkomen, zal het zonder verdere ontwerpkosten mogelijk

zijn de gemiddelde ionospherische dichtheid te bepalen.
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VIII

Butaan en Timor overschatten de waarde van de door hen voorgestelde-interplex-
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Het valt te betreuren dat het voorstel om Galilei te rehabiliteren tijdens

het tweede Vaticaanse Consilie niet in stemming gebracht is.

Het gebruik van glasvezels als versterkingsmateriaal van autobanden biedt

goede mogelijkheden een algemeen toegepaste techniek te worden.
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XII
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